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RIGIONAL OMICL5

$o",!'[ N2,*; RE: Comments on NUREG-1404 (Draft
d

Juneau. Alada Environmental Impact Statement for the
Seante. Tashmpon proposed Claiborne Enrichment Center,
s'sjoY Homer, Louisiana) ; Docket No.h

70-3070-ML, ASLBP No. 91-641-02-ML,
(Special Nuclear Materials License)

Dear Mr. Hickey:

The Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, Inc.s

("SCLDF"), on behalf of Citizens Against Nuclear Trash
,

(" CANT") hereby submits the following comments on the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (" Draft EIS") for
the construction and operation of the proposed
Claiborne Enrichment Center (" CEC") outside of Homer,
Louisiana (NUREG-1484).3

Tilis Draft EIS was ostensibly prepared to assess
the potential environmental impacts of the construction
and operation of the proposed CEC facility. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") proposes to issue
the applicant, Louisiana Energy Services, Ltd. ("LES") ,

i

1

1 These comments were prepared with assistance from Dr.
Arjun Makhijani, President of the Institute for Energy and
Environmental Research (technical and engineering issues); Helen M.
Hunt (safeguards issues); Dr. Robert T. Bullard and Dr. Kristin
Shrader-Frechette (sociological and economic issues); and Dr.
Farhad Atash (land use issues). . . */-.
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I
a license to construct and operate the CEC based upon this Draft
EIS.

However, under the law, a license cannot be issued based on
Ithis Draft EIS, which is so grossly deficient in its discussion of

the potential impacts of the proposed facility that it entirely
fails to adequately describe "the environmental effects of . . .

the proposed action" as required by 40 C.F.R. S 1502.16(d).

For example, there is absolutely D2 discussion of any impacts
of the proposed facility on the two African-American communities of
Forest Grove and Center Springs -- the communities closest to the
proposed site. In fact, neither of these historic communities
appears on any of the numerous maps included in the Draft EIS,
although more distant, predominantly White communities of similar
size are noted (see, e.o., p. 3-2 where the communities of
Marsalis, Aycock, Lillie, Antioch, and Leton are identified) . A
more blatant instance of environmental racism is difficult to
imagine. And all this notwithstanding the fact that in a September
1993 report the Louisiana Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights found that many " black communities [in Louisiana)
are disproportionately impacted" by environmental problems, and
specifically warned that "[t]he U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency should monitor the communities of Forest Grove and. . .

Center Springs."2

Yet key agencies such as the Environmental Protection Agency
in Washington were not even consulted during the drafting of the
EIS -- nor were the Department of Energy, the Department of State,
the Department of Defense, the CIA, the National Security Council,
or the Department of Transportation, each of which has expertise on
a wide variety of matters pertaining to impacts of the proposed CEC
facility. The NRC's failure to consult these other agencies is all
the more egregious in light of the fact that the licensing of the
proposed CEC facility could have significant adverse impacts on
major national policy goals and programs of these agencies, such as
the Department of State's goal of reducing international weapons
fuel stockpiles, the Department of Energy's efforts to control
international leakage of safeguards information, and the EPA's
program for promoting environmental equity in government
decisionmaking.

2 "The Battle For Environmental Justice in Louisiana
. Government, Industry and the People", September 1993 at. . . .

63 (Finding 1) and 67 (Recommendation 8), attached hereto as
exhibit "1".
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And questions of paramount importance to neighbors of the
proposed facility are not answered in the Draft EIS, such as
exactly where (other than on site, next door to residents) LES
intends to put the nearly 115,000 metric tons of hazardous
radioactive waste that will be generated by the facility. What
these neighbors know, but the Draft EIS tries to hide, is that
there currently is H2 disposal site available for such waste.

As a consequence of these, and numerous other fundamental
flaws in the Draft EIS set forth below, a revised draft EIS nust be
prepared for public comment pursuant to 40 C.F.R. S 1502.9(a)
before any further action can be taken by the NRC on the LES
license application.

1.) THE DRAFT EIS IS INADEOUATE BECAUSE THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION FAILED TO CONSULT WITH ALL APPROPRIATE FEDERAL AGENCIES
REGARDING THE PROPOSED PROJECT, AS REOUIRED BY NEPA.

As a threshold matter, the Draft EIS is fatally flawed because
it was prepared without consultation of major federal agencies that
not only have expertise in the environmental issues raised by the
proposed licensing of the CEC facility, but whose own policy goals
and programs could be significantly and adversely affected if the
CEC facility is built and operated. Accordingly, the Draft EIS |

should be withdrawn, submitted to all appropriate agencies for
consultation, and resubmitted to the public for comment at the
appropriate time.

Requirements of NEPA |

4370c, requires a systematic,NEPA, 42 U.S.C. SS 4321 -

interdisciplinary approach to assessing the environmental impacts
of a proposed federal action, culminating in the preparation of a !

detailed environmental impact statement which is subject to public
comment. See 42 U.S.C. S 4332(2)(A) & (C). An important part of
NEPA's systematic and interdisciplinary approach is consultation by
the agency proposing the action with other federal agencies.

Specifically, NEPA mandates that "rolrior to making Any !
detailed statement (of environmental impacts), the responsible
Federal official shall consult with and obtain the comments of any
Federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise
with respect to any environmental impact involved." 42 U.S.C. S

4332 (2) (C) (emphasis added). Reflecting this NEPA mandate, NRC
regulations require that:

To the extent sufficient information is available, the
draft environmental impact statement will include . ..

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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an analysis of significant problems and objections raised
by other Federal, State, and local agencies . . . .

10 C.F.R. S 51.71(b) ; .s_gtg also 4 0 C. F.R. 5 1500.5(b) (Council of
Environmental Quality NEPA regulations, which are binding on all
agencies, require the NRC to "emphasiz[e] interagency cooperation
before the environmental impact statement is prepared, rather than
submission of adversary comments on a completed document").

Adopting a systematic and interdisciplinary approach early in
the course of preparing a draft environmental impact statement is
essential to serve NEPA's twin goals of informed agency
decisionmaking and public participation. Early consultation allows
the agency in charge of the project (the NRC) to "obtain all views
from interested agencies and thereby ensure an intelligent

assessment of the ' significance' of the project's environmental
impact." Simmans v. Grant, 370 F.Supp. 5, 19 (S.D. Tex. 1974).
Early consultation also affords the public a meaningful opportunity
to review and comment on the collective assessment of the project

This opportunity for public comment is criticalby the government.because it f acilitates "' widespread discussion and consideration of
the environmental risks and remedies associated with the pending
project,' thereby augmenting an informed decisionmaking process." ,

LaFlamme v. FERC, 852 F.2d 389, 398 (9th Cir. 1988), cuotina Warm |

Snrinos Dam Task Force v. Gribble, 621 F.2d 1017, 1021 (9th Cir. |
|

1980) (per curiam).

However, during the course of preparing the Draft EIS for the
CEC, such consultation did not take place with all of the

appropriate federal agencies. The Department of Energy, the I

Environmental Protection Agency headquarters in Washington, D.C.,

the Department of State, and the Department of Transportation --

agencies that have significant information and/or interests bearing
on NEPA matters at issue ir this licensing proceeding -- were not (

part of any consultation process in the drafting of the Draft EIS.3

8 The Draft EIS indicates that Science Applications
iInternational Corporation was the principal preparer of the Draft
|EIS and " relied heavily" on information submitted by the applicant,

Louisiana Energy Services, with input from the NRC staff and the
Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality. Draft EIS at

xxviii. The only other reference to consultation with federal
agencies lists the National Weather Service Station in Shreveport,
Louisiana and the Region VI office of EPA, but there is no
indication that the " consultation" with these latter two agencies
was significant. Draft EIS at 7-1.

|

_ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ ____
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Department of Energy

The Department of Energy (" DOE"), an agency that has directed
operations at enrichment facilities for decades, obviously should
have been consulted regarding the CEC enrichment facility proposed
by LES. The DOE clearly has expertise regarding a wide range of
issues pertaining to such facilities. For example, had DOE been
consulted, it could have provided meaningful input on the need for
the proposed facility. DOE's November 1993 edition of "World
Nuclear Capacity and Fuel Cycle Requirements 1992" (DOE /EIA- -

0436(93) at p. 28) states unequivocally that "[t]he enrichment
services market is highly competitive with capacity far in excess
of annual requirements." Through various tables and projections,
this document makes clear that through at least the year 2010,
there is no need for additional uranium enrichment capacity
anywhere in the world. The availability of enriched uranium in the
U.S. will also be greatly increased by its proposed importaticn
from Russia. See discussion of State Department, below.

Furthermore, if there is no need for the facility, then the
"no action" alternative, which NEPA requires to be considered (40
C.F.R. S 1502.14 (d)), emerges as the best alternative. See also,
Chelsea Neichbor Association v. United States Postal Service, 389
F.Supp. 1171, 1181 (SD NY 1975) (noting that a proper NEPA analysis
requires consideration of all alternatives, including " total
abandonment" of the project).

In addition, DOE is currently attempting to discern whether an
" agreement for cooperation" between the United States and the
foreign governments who are partners in the LES partnership is
required under the Atomic Energy Act ("AEA"), 42 U.S.C. S 2153,
prior to licensing the proposed facility. (Congressman John D.
Dingell, Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigations of the Committee on Energy and Commerce has also
launched an investigation of this matter; see exhibit "2", which
is a letter dated October 21, 1992 from Congressman Dingell to
DOE.)

The AEA requires such an agreement where classified
information relating to nuclear materials production will be shared ,

with foreign governments, and the agreement must be approved by |
both the Congress and the President. The AEA also specifically I
states that all such agreements must provide for the protection of !
the " environment from radioactive, chemical or thermal
contamination . " 42 U.S.C. S 2153e.. . .

DOE insight on this critical environmental and national ,

|security issue is clearly relevant to the Draft EIS. Should DOE
determine that such an agreement is required (as CANT believes it

.. _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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is), then it is premature to proceed with the preparation of an
environmental impact statement before the terms of the agreement --
including provisions pertaining to environmental protection -- are
even reached.

Finally, and as discussed more fully below, DOE is currently
grappling with the immense problem of permanent disposal for all of
the DUF6 generated by various operations of the United States
government. Clearly, comments from DOE regarding a new source (the
CEC) of even more DUF6 are germane to assessing the environmental
impacts of the proposed CEC facility.

Department of State

The Department of State, one of the agencies entrusted with
the national security of this country, should have been consulted
regarding the CEC enrichment facility proposed by LES. The
Department of State clearly has expertise regarding a wide range of
national security issues which come into play at facilities
(especially foreign-dominated facilities') which enrich uranium.
(For example, the " agreement for cooperation" issue discussed
above.) These national security issues must be considered as part
of the draft EIS process. NRC regulations require that all effects
- " environmental and other" -- of a proposed action be assessed.
10 C.F.R. S 51.71(d).

Furthermore, the Department of State has actual and/or
potential access to documents relevant to the possibility that
Urenco Ltd., (the foreign corporation that owns the LES partner
that will have operating control of the proposed facility), may
have been involved in the transfer of critical nuclear technology
to Iraq. (The International Atomic Energy Agency is currently
investigating this matter.) Accordingly, the Department of State
may well be in a position to comment upon whether a licensee with
such close ties to Urenco Ltd. is in fact qualified to operate a
nuclear facility in the United States.

The Department of State is also involved in negotiating the
purchase of highly enriched uranium from Russia, to be blended down
into low enriched uranium, for use in U.S. nuclear reactors. This
additional large supply of enriched uranium will be in direct
competition with the proposed CEC. |

' According to attachment D of the "LES Project Financial
Plan" at page 3, Urenco Investments, which will have majority
operating control of the CEC, is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Urenco Ltd. which in turn is owned in equal shares by the United
Kingdom, the Netherlands, and West Germany.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Department of Defense, CIA, and National Security Council

The proposed licensing of the CEC also raises national
security concerns, on which the U.S. defense agencies the--

Department of Defense, the CIA and National Security Council,
should have been consulted, since the purpose of importing large
quantities of enriched uranium is to reduce the quantity of
weapons-grade uranium in Russia. The licensing of CEC, which would
be a competitor for purchasers of enriched uranium, would have a
direct impact on this national security objective. Thus, the
Department of Defense should have been consulted before the Draft
EIS was issued.

Environmental Protection Agency

The Environmental Protection AtTncy (" EPA") in Washington
D.C. , the chief agency entrusted with environmental matters in this
country, should have been consulted regarding the CEC enrichment
facility proposed by LES: The EPA clearly has expertise regarding
a wide range of environmental issues which pertain to the proposed
facility, bevond the rather straightforward issue of air and water
permits (which Region VI of the EPA did handle). For example, EPA
headquarters just recently concluded a major study, which involved
extensive public participation, on uses and effects of Hydrogen
Fluoride ("HF"), including uranium hexafluoride ("UF6").5 Those
responsible for conducting this study should have been consulted
about the consequences of having yet another major producer (the
proposed CEC facility) of UF6 and HF in this country.

In addition, the EPA has an Office of Environmental Equity
that clearly should have been consulted regarding the proposed
siting of the CEC facility in the midst of two African-American
communities. As noted earlier, the Louisiana Advisory Committee to
the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights has published a report on the
struggle for environmental equity in Louisiana, specifically noting
that EPA should monitor the communities of Forest Grove and Center
Springs.

Department of Transportation |
|

Operation of the CEC may involve the manufacture and |
transportation of large quantities of hydrofluoric acid as a result
of LES' tails disposal plan. Yet, the Draft EIS provides no
indication that the NRC Staff has consulted with the federal

5 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, " Hydrogen Fluoride
Study, Final Repcrt, September 1993, EPA 550-R-93-001," Report to
Congress, Section 112NG Clean Air Act Amendments.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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Department of Transportation (" DOT") regarding potential adverse
environmental risks and impacts associated with HF transportation,
and ways those impacts can be minimized or avoided. The NRC should
be required to consult with the DOT regarding transportation
hazards associated with HF and other chemicals to be transported to
or from the CEC.

In short, the Draft EIS should be withdrawn, submitted to all
appropriate agencies for consultation, and resubmitted to the
public for comment at the appropriate time.

2.) THE DRAFT EIS IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE UNDERLYING PURPOSE OF
NEPA BECAUSE IT ENTIRELY FAILS TO FULLY AND FAIRLY IDENTIFY,
DISCUSS AND WEIGH THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED
FACILITY

Substantively, the Draft EIS is fundamentally and fatally
flawed because it is inconsistent with the underlying purpose of
NEPA, which is to provide decisionmakers and the public with a full
and fair discussion of all environmental consequences of a proposed
action, and to fairly balance the costs and benefits of the
proposed action.

[EIS's] shall provide full and fair discussion of
significant environmental impacts and shall inform

decisionmakers and the public of the reasonable
alternatives which would avoid or minimize adverse
impacts or enhance the quality of the human environment.:

40 C.F.R. S 1502.1. In describing the impacts of the proposed
action, the environment to be affected must be defined and
accurately described. 40 C.F.R. S 1502.15. Once the impacts and
the environment to be affected by the proposed project are fully
identified and discussed, an appropriate " weighing of the merits
and drawbacks" -- the costs and benefits -- of the proposed action
must be done. 40 C.F.R. S 1502.23. And the information provided
in the course of preparing a draft EIS under these mandates must be
of "high quality '' 40 C.F.R. S 1500.1(b).

However, as set forth more fully below, the Draft EIS for the
pror.osed CEC facility fails in each of these respects: numerous ,

impacts of the proposed facility are entirely omitted from the |

Draft EIS, and other impacts are discussed inadequately; the I
environment to be affected by the proposed CEC facility is not |

accurately described; and many costs of the proposed project are
either not considered at all or else are underestimated while
purported benefits are overestimated. Given these fundamental
shortcomings, "high quality" information regarding impacts of the
proposed action clearly has not been previded, as required by NEPA. J

____________
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In short, the information contained in the Draft EIS is so
inadequate that it precludes meaningful analysis by the public.
Accordingly, a revised draft EIS must be prepared for public
comment pursuant to 40 C.F.R. S 1502.9 (a) .

The following are the most serious omissions or inadequacies
in the Draft EIS discussion of environmental impacts:

A.) As discussed more fully below in section "3", one of the
most serious inadequacies of the draft EIS is the failure to
discuss the two communities potentially most affected by the
proposed CEC, Forest Grove and Center Springs. These residential
areas are next door to the site for the proposed facility -- all
within a radius of two miles, and thus must be included in the
description and analysis of "the affected environment."

B.) As discussed more fully below in section "4", the draft
EIS does not adequately discuss the need for the proposed CEC
facility.

C.) As discussed more fully below in section "5", the draft
EIS does not discuss at all the nature and environmental impacts
and costs of LES's proposal for ultimate disposition of the tons of
depleted uranium ("DUF6") to be generated by the proposed CEC
facility, i.e., the conversion of the DUF6 to triuranium oxide
("U308"). Nor does the Draft EIS indicate where LES plans to ship
the U308, or what the environmental impacts and costs of disposing
of it will be.

D.) The Draft EIS fails to provide any specific information
regarding where LES will ship its other waste products.

The Draft EIS should identify the landfills to which its
non-hazardous waste will go, and should confirm that these
landfills have adequate capacity to handle the LES waste.
Otherwise, vaste could pile up on the LES site. '

The Draft EIS should also identify where it intends to ship
hazardous wastes, and should confirm that LES has contracts with i
hazardous waste disposal firms adequate to ensure full shipment of
all hazardous wastes generated. Otherwise, hazardous wastes could
pile up on site, posing unanalyzed threats to the environment,
including public health and safety.

The effects of shipment of hazardous and non-hazardous wastes
to offsite locations should be analyzed in the Draf t EIS, including
transportation and other possible releases to the environment (i.e.
through incineration, leaching through landfills, etc.) This
analysis should compare such possible releases with the no action

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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alternative. Although such possible releases may not directly
affect the Claiborne Parish area, they clearly would affect the
environment generally.

The Draft EIS should also identify where LES intends to ship
its " low-level" radioactive waste. Currently, only one " low-level"
radioactive waste dump exists which could take LES waste: the
Barnwell facility in South Carolina. However, this facility is
scheduled to close in June 1994, and, at this writing, it does not
appear that any other dump will be sited and completed to take its
place in the near future. According to the current " compact"
structure, LES waste would go to a disposal site in Nebraska.
However, there has been little progress in siting, much less
constructing, a radioactive waste dump there. In fact, the state
of Nebraska and local governments have been actively throwing up
road blocks to a possible dump in that state, and it is by no means

|
' certain that any radioactive waste dump will be built there. The

NRC has advised its licensees to prepare for on-site storage of I

radioactive waste for the foreseeable future.' The Draft EIS
should be rewritten to reflect this uncertainty, and to indicate
LES' plans for radioactive waste storage on-site should there be no
disposal capacity available.

| LES projects the generation of about 450 kilograms of mixed
waste (both radioactive and hazardous) annually. There currently .

is no disposal f acility for mixed waste in the U.S. (other than for j
,

the incineration of various scintillation vials and other limited ||

! waste streams). Nor are any disposal sites currently contemplated,
to the best of our knowledge. The Draft EIS should identify where
it intends to ship mixed waste, if it intends to do so, and should

, provide contractual evidence that this waste will be accepted by aj
j licensed facility. If LES is unable to do so, the Draft EIS should |

! reflect how LES will store mixed waste on-site and should make |

|
clear that LES must receive all necessary mixed-waste storage

| permits.
|
'

E.) The Draft EIS fails to adequately discuss transportation
of feed and product materials.

The Draft EIS acknowledges that approximately 2 truck loads of
UF6 will travel on local roads daily and thus travel through local

j
:

' Proposed Rule, 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, 50, 70, and 72; RIN
3150-AE22; " Procedures and Criteria for On-Site Storage of
Low-Level Radioactive Waste, Federal Register, February 2, 1993,
Vol. 58, No. 20; pp. 6730--6740. This proposed rule is currently
pending before the NRC Commissioners for final action.

i
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|
communities. However, the communities that the trucks will travel
through are not identified, although they presumably include Center
Springs, Forest Grove, Homer, Minden, and others. No indication is
given as to whether the road network off the Interstate highway is
adequate for these large trucks. No indication is given as to the ,

total number of miles these trucks are expected to travel, nor of
an accident rate per 1,000 miles -- which would give an indication
of how many accidents these trucks might experience during the
lifetime of this facility. The Draft EIS should discuss any
impacts that would arise should expansion of roads in this '

community be necessary.

These truckloads will come from (or go to) locations at least
j 500 miles away, according to the Draft EIS. Truck travel at such
|

a great distance creates a significant potential for accidents.
Further, the Draft EIS does not analyze the potential effects of
this additional truck traffic on pre-existing truck traffic in the
local area, specifically with regard to trucks carrying highly
flammable oil from a nearby refinery.

1 The LES site is at the outer reaches of LES' own stated goal
of 600 miles from feed suppliers and fuel fabrication locations.
The closest facility is 500 miles, the next closest is 580 miles,
and the next closest 1,100 miles. Thus, another site closer to
either a feed supplier or fuel fabrication facility might have been
more appropriate. Yet this is not discussed as an environmental
cost, nor was it factored into the choice of alternate sites. The i

Draft EIS should have considered both additional accident impacts '

and relative emissions of greenhouse gases for various proposed ,

)sites for the plant.

The Draft EIS does not indicate the frequency of
,

transportation of hazardous materials other than UF6, other than to
; indicate that such transportation will exist. These transportation

!

! expectations should be made explicit as they may affect road use
planning and environmental concerns.

The Draft EIS does not make reference to the fact that LES
icontemplates bringing in partially completed or fully constructed

centrifuges from Europe by air. Indeed, the Draft EIS suggests
that there will little or no air traffic as a result of LES. The
affect of these numerous air shipments should be analyzed.

F.) The Draft EIS fails to adequately discuss traffic and
.

transportation impacts in general.|
|

|
A review of the draft EIS at pages 2-10 and 2-11 indicates

i that during the five (5) year construction phase of the project, an
increase of 502 to 703 daily trips to the site are projected.

I
!

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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During plant operations, the traffic will increase by an estimated
i 190 to 200 daily roundtrips. Draft EIS at 4-29. However, the

draft EIS fails to identify the area to be affected by the
increased traffic, or consider environmer.tal consequences of the
increased traffic, such as noise, impacts on air and water quality,
safety considerations, and travel time delays. j

q

| Furthermore, the draft EIS states that the CEC will create ,

:
only one additional injury per year and no fatalities as a |

consequence of the transportation of feed and product material. |
2

; Draf t EIS at 4-35. Once again, the draft EIS's data is inadequate.
Feed and product material vehicles are a small fraction of the'

total additional traffic which will be traveling to and from the
site. NRC's analysis must include data and analysis of all
potential accidents involving all vehicles driven to and from the
site. In addition to the feed and product vehicles, vehicles and
trucks driven by construction workers, operation employees, vendors

,

; and suppliers must be included.
i

.

The Draft EIS also omits data concerning existing road
j conditions and existing traffic volume. It is impossible for

either the NRC or the public to determine the type, condition, or -

<

capacity of the roads leading to and from the site from the data,

4 contained in the draft EIS. Therefore, neither the NRC nor the
! public can perform the necessary analysis to determine whether or -

,

|
not these roads are adequate for the projected traffic increase.

G.) The draft EIS omits information regarding and analysis of<

i
the CEC's socio-economic impact upon the region's municipal

,

| volunteer fire departments. The draft EIS states that fire ,

!protection analysis is unnecessary because LES will provide its own'

j fire protection system. Draft EIS at 4-13. However, an on-site
; fire protection system does not erase other impacts that will be |

felt by the region's municipal volunteer fire departments. '

2

Additional fire and rescue personnel and equipment will be needed j
4

to contend with injuries which will result from the increased I

( traffic transporting hazardous and radioactive materials to and |
,

; from the site.

H.) As discussed more fully below in section "6", the draft
EIS does not discuss at all the nature and environmental impacts of*

the actual coolant to be used at the proposed CEC facility.
1

I.) The Draft EIS states that the cleared site area, which
includes the existing Parish Road #39 and right of way, will be
under " controlled access" for isolation reasons. Draft EIS at 2-2.
However, the Draft EIS omits any information concerning existing
water, electric, gas, cable, and telephone lines located on

j existing Road #39 which will likely have to be relocated if access

,

.. . . . . . - . ..
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to the road is to be controlled. And the Draft EIS does not
address the environmental and socio-economic impacts of such a
relocation upon Forest Grove and Center Springs.

J.) The draft EIS omits any information or analysis of
impacts resulting from the construction of two 115 kilovolt
overhead power lines, such as the condemnation of property. It

also f ails to provide adequate data and analysis concerning the
environmental impacts of the construction, maintenance, and
operation of these lines over twenty-nine (29) miles of Claiborne
Parish. In fact, the Draft EIS data is so inadequate that it does
not even indicate the location of these proposed power lines.

K.) As discussed more fully below in section "6", the Draft
EIS erroneously states that Freon R-11 will be banned for use by
the year 2000. However, Freon R-11 Will be banned January 1, 1996,
well before the CEC construction is completed.

L.) As discussed more fully below in section "7-C", the Draft
EIS fails to address and analyze the potential conflicts between
the proposed CEC facility and existing land use plans, acts, and
policies.

M.) The Draft EIS completely omits discussion of the

unacceptable safety risks posed by the design of the CEC, all as
set out in CANT's Contentions L, M, N, and O which are attached
hereto as exhibits 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively, which are
incorporated herein by reference.

N.) The data and analysis in the Draft EIS regarding flood
risk is entirely inadequate. The Draft EIS (1) omits the location
of the 100 year floodplain and any other floodplain; (2) omits the
location of the anticipated flooding, (3) does not provide adequate
data and analysis of the potential flood risk, and (4) is

deceptive, contradictory, fragmented, and fails to collectively
present the data and analysis needed to adequately assess the
potential flood risk for the proposed facility.

The NRC did not include the location of the 100 year flood
plain in its Draft EIS as it stated it would in its Summary Report
on the environmental impact scoping process: "The EIS will address
the CEC site environment and characteristics which will include the
site relation to the floodplain." Summary Report at 12.

The Draft EIS admits that "Claiborne Lake is a man-made lakecreated for flood control by the damming of Bayou D'Arbonne in
1966" (Draft EIS at 3-23), thus suggesi. mng that there have been
flooding problems in this area in the past. The Draft EIS also
states that " flooding can be expected near the site." (Draf t EIS at
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3-46) (emphasis added), but the NRC omits any definition of "near"
and omits any identification of the location of the flooding it
predicts will occur during hurricanes (" flooding can be expected
near the site" during hurricanes). Draft EIS at 3-46. In
addition, the site contains an area of wetlands which consist of
soils " subject to frequent flooding." Draft EIS at 3-27. The
Draf t EIS also admits that flooding could occur "At 1112 sit's [as]

. a result of local intense precipitation" (Draft EIS at 4-27). .

(emphasis added). But because the Draft EIS is so vague on
details, there is no way to tell if the flooding will occur in the
area surrounding LES property; on LES property, or at the actual
CEC site, and whether or not this predicted flooding is within or
beyond the 100 year floodplain -- which is of significant concern
since the CEC will not be flood-proofed. (Draft EIS at 2-29).

In addition to the above inadequacies, the NRC has provided
inadequate flood risk related data in its Draft EIS. The NRC
states that flooding from the maximum level of intense local
precipitation will reach a mere 3.5 inches below the Class I
structures facility yard. Draf t EIS at 4-27. This maximum high is
based upon historical data recorded for a mere twenty-nine (29)
years, 1951-1980. Draft EIS at 3-47. The NRC's flood risk data
must include the maximum high for all recorded history, including
the last fourteen (14) years in order to adequately determine the
true flood risk posed by precipitation.

'

In short, the NRC must provide the data concerning historical
and existing flood risk and flood controls for the area and
incorporate such into its flood risk analysis and include
mitigation measures taken to prepare for the predicted flooding.

O.) The Draft EIS' discussion of potential accident scenarios
at the proposed CEC is deficient because it does not evaluate all
reasonably foreseeable UF6 accident scenarios.7 Table 4.19 lists
25 "UF6 accident scenarios," as identified by the NRC in a 1984
study. Draft EIS at 4-56. The Draft EIS rules out four of these
scenarios, on the ground that "[d]ue to differences in equipment
and operations," they are "unlikely to occur at CEC." E. It also 1

claims that cylinder overheating is prevented by the design of the !

autoclaves, and limiting transporter fuel inventory to prevent |
overheating by fire immersion. Draft EIS at 4-65. This leaves 20 {
accident scenarios to be evaluated. But the Draft EIS does not i

evaluate these accidents. Instead, it evaluates a much smaller |
list of seven other accident scenarios, whose relationship to the i

accident scenarios listed in Table 4.19 is unclear. Thus, the !

7 NEPA requires that the NRC must consider all reasonably
foreseeable accidents, even low probability accidents.

I
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Draft EIS' evaluation of accident risks is completely inadequate to
inform the public as to the actual dangers posed by the proposed

! CEC.
!

P.) The Draft EIS does not address the issue of whether the ,

ICEC will be allowed to use recycled uranium as feedstock. If the
license does not forbid the use of recycled uranium, the Draft EIS

; must evaluate the environmental impacts of processing this type of
feedstock. In particular, the EIS must assess the environmental
impacts of technictium-99 in airborne and waterborne emissions from
the plant, and the consequent potential for environmental

contamination. The Draft EIS must also consider the environmental
consequences of the increased radioactivity of recycled uranium, as
well as the environmental issues raised by contamination of
recycled uranium with plutonium and fission products other than
technitium-99. The effect of recycled uranium on decommissioning
costs should also be evaluated.

| All of these serious risks, which essentially pertain to the

| issue of nuclear proliferation, must be discussed in the Draft EIS.
CANT's chief concerns stem from the fact that the advanced

| technical design of the enrichment cascades at the proposed CEC
would render the facility particularly vulnerable to unauthorized'

production of highly enriched uranium, from which nuclear bombs
could be fabricated. The advanced Urenco-design cascades are non-
transparent and include complicated piping arrays and modern
ef ficiency features that permit functional cascade rearrangement by
simple manipulation of valve controls, as well as rapid evacuation
of centrifuge equipment. A major concern is that several inside
personnel could collude to illegally produce highly enriched
uranium by means of a credible scenario which would leave
insufficient clues for reliable detection.

Highly enriched uranjum illegally produced at the claiborne
Enrichment Center could be sold on the black market or directly to
terrorist groups or foreign countries, for manufacture of nuclear
weapons. Such an event would be a major cost to society. The
Draft EIS should be revised to discuss those risks and reliable
means by which risk of significant illegal production of highly
enriched uranium at the Claiborne Enrichment Center could be
reduced to a low level.

Q.) And finally, the Draft EIS underestimates & d ignores
several costs of the proposed enrichment facility .hereas it

i overestimates and biases given benefits. This ove_. % mation and
underestimation appears to be systematic in such a way as to bias;

| readers in favor of the proposed enrichment plant.

|
|

, , - , ,, 7.,,.-- . - . ,--i- ~ w .,e
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For example, in the Draft EIS's cost-benefit analysis,
numerous consequences were neither quantified and costed nor added

such as the facility's health effects,ato the cost-benefit --

safety hazards, associated increases in nearby drug trafficking,
and the worsening of the economic burdens on the lowest economic
groups of persons living near the facility. Rather, such effects

were discussed briefly'and qualitatively and then excluded from the
cost-benefit analysis.

,

The Draft EIS underestimates health and safety costs and8

risks in numerous areas. The Draft EIS ignores the cumulative
effect of radiological releases by virtue of its failure to
calculate actual probabilistic estimates for this risk and instead
dismissing it. (Draft EIS at 4-66). Similarly, the Draft EIS
admits repeatedly that the facility may not be economical (Draft
EIS at 4-75, 4-80, 4-81), yet never provides any analysis of the
way that uneconomical operations typically drive plant operators to
take short cuts with respect to safety. Indeed, the admissions
that the plant may be uneconomical should serve as a " red flag" to
anyone who believes that health and safety regulations are likely
to be followed, particularly in a situation where there are no
profits to fund health and safety expenditures at the facility.
The admission that the plant "will continue to operate under almost
any scenario" (Draf t EIS at 4-82) suggests that past experience
with safety violations at other U. S. nuclear facilities will be
repeated at the Homer plant, and that even environmental
regulations or uneconomical operations will be ignored by CEC
operators. Moreover, given that the NRC will review the facility

! monitoring program only once each year, there is reason to believe
that the Draft EIS has underestimated the actual health and safety
risks likely to occur if the plant is built.

The Draft EIS is replete with instances where a careful'
.

reading of the provided data suggests significant environmental
costs, but the drafters of the EIS f ail to properly analyze the
data and recognize such costs. For example, the DEIS acknowledges
that there will be large hazardous materials releases to nearby |
Bluegill Pond, which admittedly (Draft EIS at 3-23) flows into |
Cypress Creek, which flows into Beaver Creek, which flows into Lake :

Claiborne. There is thus a direct pathway for liquid hazardous
materials to end up in Lake Claiborne, a man-made lake created for
recreational, and, eventually, drinking water purposes. It is
essential that this lake remain as free as possible of chemical and
radioactive contaminants. Operation of the CEC, however, would
entail release of a variety of contaminants. For example,

!operation would result in the release of approximately 3030 grams
|(nearly seven pounds) of hydrofluoric acid per year into Bluegill
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I
' For example, cumulative costs associated with radiological

pollution, including health and safety-related effects on the
workers at the facility, are not included in the cost-benefit.
analysis, just as various classes of catastrophic accidents are
ignored both in the safety assessment and in the cost-benefit
analysis. Such omissions clearly indicate that the Draft EIS is
far below the standards of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA)
typically employed to assess proposed facilities, and totally
undercut the reliability of the Draft EIS.

'

Another instance of underestimation pertains to groundwater
contamination. The Draft EIS notes, for example, that groundwater
contamination is a possibility from the proposed plant (Draft EIS
at 4-69), yet the Draft EIS provides no quantitative determination
either of the groundwater risk or its associated probabilities and
consequences. Nevertheless, the risk is likely to be substantial.
Ninety percent of the 127 Department of Energy nuclear-related
facilities have contaminated groundwater that exceeds regulatory
standards by a factor of up to 1,000, and virtre 71y every state in
which a nuclear-related facility exists has criticized the federal
government for not stopping health and safety deficiencies

| resulting from failure to obtain independent site monitoring.
(Kristin Shrader-Frechette, Burvina Uncertainty (University of'

California Press: Berkeley, 1993.) Hence current U. S. experience
with nuclear facilities suggests both that the groundwater risk at

,

! the proposed CEC facility could be quite high, and consequently
that the qualitative Draft EIS judgments underestimate it. Because
no PRA was done, and the drafters of the EIS ignore the
probabilistic groundwater risk, they draw vague, qualitative|

conclusions about its low magnitude and therefore appear to
underestimate another real risk of the facility.

The drafters of the EIS likewise claim that " minimal" releases
| of radioactive waste are expected during decontamination of the

facility (Draft EIS at 4-71), yet the Draft EIS provides no PRA and
no quantitative determination either of this risk or its associated
probabilities and consequences. Indeed, full decontamination of a
facility like the CEC has never been accomplished, so positing low
risks from such an action are largely hypothetical. One important
indicator that the postulated decontamination risks are greater
than those postulated in the Draft EIS is the fact that the Draft
EIS estimates the cost of decontamination to be approximately $518

Pond. Other releases include about 178 pounds of hydrochloric
acid / year; more than 26 pounds of ammonium Hydroxide / year; and a

,

| wide variety of other contaminants including uranium and lead. The
i negative economic impacts of such discharges on a recreational
| community should be examined.

|
1
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million, even though other independent experts, estimating the cost
of decontamination for other existing U. S. enrichment facilities,
have said that the cost is either unknown or may be as high as
$8 billion for one plant. (United States Congress, National Enercy
Strateav (Part 2), Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Energy and
Commerce, House of Representatives, 102nd Congress, first session,
U.S. Government Printing Office: Washington, D.C. (1991) at 194).
Also, because no enrichment facility has been completely
decontaminated, there are certain to be hidden, unexpected costs.
These unexpected costs are likely to encourage greater risks
(caused by efforts at cost control), causing decontamination costs
and risks to accelerate further.

In short, given the fact that the proposed enrichment plant is
likely not to be profitable, exclusion of broad classes of costs
ouggests that the facility may be massivelv uneconomical, once one
calculates the social costs of inequities and environmental burdens
sach as those just listed.

Not only does the Draft EIS appear to underestimate the
facility ccets because it excludes many factors, but its cost-
benefit analysis attributes benefits to the project in the face of
overwhelming evidence that the proposed CEC facility cannot succeed
economically, and is likely to be bankrupt before the end of its
license term. As discussed more fully in the "Need" section below
(Section "4"), given the lack of any growth in the commercial
nuclear power industry, and the current glut of enriched uranium
which will only increase with the coming importation of uranium
from Russia, the CEC's economic prospects are uncertain at best.
Indeed, the Draft EIS acknowledges that the plant " bay Dgt prove .tJ2
_g economical." (Draft EIS at 4-75.) The Draft EIS asserts that
even if the plant does not prove to be economically viable, it will
"likely be operated for its lifetime" because operating costs are
low compared to fixed costs. The prospect that the proposed CEC
facility may be hanging on by a thread, without profits to
adequately fund essential safety or environmental protection
measures, can hardly be considered a " benefit."

For instance, once the CEC begins to operate, the entire plant
will be contaminated, and thus a huge liability for ultimate
cleanup will be incurred. If LES is in marginal financial
condition, who will pay for this cleanup? This question will arise
whether the CEC closes early or survives the entire 30-year license
terms without amassing sufficient revenues to fund cleanup. A
lesson should be taken from the Portsmouth gas diffusion plant,
which closed shortly after it began operating, and must now be
cleaned up, without the prospect of sufficient funding from the
licensee. The purpose of the Draft EIS should be to anticipate
such an easily foreseeable occurrence and discuss the potential
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consequences before they happen. Yet, the Draft EIG says nothing ,

about the potential economic costs of cleanup if the CEC does not :

prove to be a viable enterprise. Nor does it discuss mitigative
measures for avoiding this situation, such as requiring LES to set
aside adequate funds for decommissioning the entire plant in
advance of licensing. (Ee_g Limerick Ecolouv Action v. NRC, 869
F. 2d 719 (3rd Cir. 1989) (requiring consideration of mitigative
measures in NRC environmental impact statements.)) ,

Thus, not only does the Draft EIS ascribe highly questionable I

economic benefits to the CEC, but it f ails to analyze how CEC's
doubtful financial viability could turn the plant into an enormous
environmental and financial liability. This failing, which by
itself violates NEPA's requirement for full disclosure, is all the ,

more egregious because, given the otherwise adverse impacts of the
project on the surrounding community, a full and fair appraisal of
both the lack of need for this facility and the economic risks
associated with its operation would have tipped the cost-benefit ;

analysis away from licensing of the CEC.
.

The Draft EIS also claims that many secondary economic effects
will arise from the wages and construction associated with .the
facility, as a result of more money being pumped into the nearby

'

Louisiana region (Draf t EIS at 4-76 through 4-79) .1 These secondary
economic benefits are limited, however, and may even be outweighed
by associated neoative impacts. For instance, most of the

| facility-related benefits will go to the middle and not lower
economic classes (Draft EIS at 4-79), crime will increase as a i

result of the facility (Draft EIS at 4-75), drug trafficking will
increase (Draf t EIS at 4-80) , and property values will increase,
but not in areas affected by drugs and crime (Draft EIS at 4-80).
If the economic benefits of the facility cause greater social
inequities, more drug trafficking, and more crime, the " hidden
economy" of the underworld may divert potential secondary benefits
of the facility into crime-related activities rather than into

.

'

strengthening the economy. In other words, if the . regional
economic infrastructure cannot utilize the secondary economic
benefits associated with new construction and higher employment
from the CEC, then these monies could be diverted by criminal
networks to create secondarv economic burdens. Meanwhile, explicit
and increased government expenditures will be required to deal with
problems exacerbated by the CEC.

Because the additional and serious costs of drug trafficking,
increased crime, exacerbated inequities, and so on, were never
quantified and costed, it is clear- that the Draft EIS has
underestimated the social costs associated with the facility and
overestimated alleged secondary economic benefits. Indeed, there
may be an excess of secondary economic burdens. The presumed

|
. - . . , - . . . . --
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positive cost-benefit ratio in the Draft EIS is the product of,

numerous qualitative, vague, and subjective judgments, rather thani

the result of a comprehensive quantitative analysis. The presence
of such extreme social costs as a result of the proposed plant
suggests that standard multioliers for secondary economic benefits
ought not be used, as they have been in the Draft EIS, and indeed
that such standards for economic consequences, in the CEC case, may
actually function as divisors for secondary economic benefits.

Apart frt a alleged secondary consequences, many of the claimed
primary economic benefits allegedly deriving from the proposed
facility are highly questionable. For example, the Draft EIS
asserts (without evidence and without any quantification) that "for
CEC most goods and services (excluding the centrifuges and related
extremely specialized equipment) can probably be procured within
the state" (Draft EIS at 4-75). If builders of the facility would
auarantee that particular amounts of specific kinds of goods and
services will be obtained within the state, then it would be
reasonable to claim these goods and services as part of the
benefits of the facility. Otherwise, such benefits are purely
hypothetical, particularly in the light of the educational, social,
financial, and industrial problems of the region and the state,
problems that could undercut their provision of goods and services.

***

In summary, the NRC has failed to provide the public with
"high quality" information regarding the proposed project as
required by 40 C.F.R. S 1500.1(b), has failed to adequately
describe the affected environment as required by 40 C.F.R. 5
1502.15, has provided incomplete and erroneous information
regarding the affected environment, has failed to appropriately
balance the costs and benefits of the proposed project, and thus
has entirely failed to adequately describe the environmental
effects of the proposed project as required by 40 C.F.R. S

1502.16(d). Accordingly, a revised Draft EIS must be prepared and
,

made available for public comment pursuant to 40 C.F.R.1502.9(a) .

3.} THE DRAFT EIS IS INADEOUATE BECAUSE IT FAILS TO DISCUSS ANY
IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED FACILITY ON THE ADJACENT COMMUNITIES OF
FOREST GROVE AND CENTER SPRINGS.

CANT specifically pointed out in its Contention J (attached
hereto as exhibit "7", and incorporated herein by reference) that
the proposed CEC facility would have negative economic and
sociological impacts on the African-American communities of Forest
Grove and Center Springs. CANT members in attendance at the EIS
scoping meeting held in 1991 reiterated such concerns. Egg
" Environmental Impact Statement Scoping Process Summary Report"

.

k
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|

| (" Summary Report") at 16-18. In a September 1993 report, the
Louisiana Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission en Civil Rights'

found that many " black communities (in Louisiana) are

disproportionately impacted" by environmental problems, and
specifically warned that "[t]he U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency should monitor the communities of Forest Grove and. . .

Center Springs."20 Yet nowhere does the Draft EIS discuss any
impacts of the proposed CEC facility on these two communities, much

|

| less the disparate impacts of locating the facility in these
minority communities. -

Forest Grove, founded in 1866, is just 1.25 miles from the
l proposed site, and Center Springs, founded in 1910, is just one

quarter mile from the proposed facility. To exclude these historic'

communities from the Draft EIS is, in and of itself, a fatal
omission that renders the Draft EIS entirely useless. No
meaningful analysis of the impacts of a proposed action can
possibly be done if the most directly affected communities are not

I considered in the discussion of such impacts.

NEPA's mandate with respect to a full and fair consideration
of all effects and impacts of a proposed action is broad. All

| direct and indirect " aesthetic, historic, cultural, economic,

I social (and] health" impacts must be analyzed. 40 C.F.R. S 1508.8
( The " human environment" that must be considered in a NEPA review is
.

defined " comprehensively. " 4 0 C.F.R. S 1508.14. Accordingly, AH
| of the direct and indirect effects of the proposed CEC facility on
| the communities of Forest Grove and Center Springs must be

thoroughly assessed in a revised Draft EIS, including the disparate
impacts of siting the proposed facility in these minority
communities.

As CANT pointed out in Contention J, the siting of the
proposed facility follows a national pattern of locating facilities

j that generate hazardous waste in communities of color -- a pattern
that falls under the rubric of what has come to be described as'

I environmental racism. The CEC facility is proposed for a state
where the percentage of African-Americans is two and a half times i
greater than the percentage of African-Americans in the nation. |

The percentage of African-Americans in Claiborne Parish is four !

times greater than the percentage of African-Americans in the |
t country. And the percentage of African-Americans in Forest Grove |

and Center Springs is 100% and 98%, respectively. Egg attached |

|

| |

"The Battle For Environmental Justice in Louisiana !''
|
| . Government, Industry and the People", September 1993 at ). . . .

63 (Finding 1) and 67 (Recommendation 8), attached hereto as
exhibit "1".

:
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I
comments to this Draft EIS prepared by Dr. Robert D. Bullard at
p. 6 ("Bullard comments") (exhibit "8") which CANT incorporates |

,

herein by reference.

As noted in the Bullard comments, many facility siting
decisions like the CEC siting decision distribute the costs of the
proposed facility in a regressive pattern, providing
disproportionate benefits for individuals who fall at the upper end
of the socioeconomic spectrum, while ignoring disproportionate
costs on individuals who fall at the lower end of the spectrum.

In addition, the Draft EIS also fails to address many other
impacts and concerns of the residents of Forest Grove and Center
Springs.

A.) For instance, there is no discussion of the impacts that
the proposed project will have on the property values of those who
live closest to the proposed facility -- or on the habitability of
such property in the event that the radioactive waste from the
facility remains on site, as is the case with numerous enrichment
facilities all across the United States.

B.) The NRC excluded consideration of a majority of the local
communities' wells in its definition of the affected environment
and in its analysis of the environmental consequences of the
construction and operation of the CEC. First, the LES did not
provide a more detailed survey on water usage as the NRC ordered in
its Summary Report on the EIS scoping process. "The NRC will
require a more detailed survey from LES on the water usage in the
vicinity of the site." Summary Report at 14. A more detailed
survey was required because LES indicated prior to issuance of the
Summary Report that there were only 11 shallow wells in the
vicinity of the proposed facility being used for household
purposes, in contrast to a local resident who indicated that there
were at least 40 such wells. But the Draft EIS lets LEG entirely i

off the hook, dismissing this important matter simply by stating
that "LES was not able to confirm this figure." Draft EIS at 3-33.
The number of such wells is an objective fact that can and must be
determined, and then analyzed in the context of the proposed
project.

Secondly, the Draft EIS makes it abundantly clear that the NRC
has not performed any analysis concerning the CEC's impact upon the
surrounding private wells -- whatever the number of such wells may
be. "LES estimates that the lowering of the shallow aquifer will
Dol likelv extend beyond CEC property boundaries and will not
affect offsite wells to any sionificant degree (LES, 1993b and
1992h)." (Emphasis added.) Draft EIS at 4-5. It is the NRC's
responsibility to make this determination; the NRC cannot merely

I
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rely upon the unsupported conclusions made by the applicant -- much i
!less an applicant that does not even know the number of residential

wells in the first place, j

!

C.) The draft EIS is woefully inadequate with respect to its j
discussion of the relocation of Parish Road #39 by the Claiborne j

Parish Police Jury. The draft EIS states that Parish Road #39 will
be relocated from its present location to west of the proposed CEC
site by the Claiborne Parish Policy Jury. Draft EIS at 2-2.

However, the NRC has excluded the location of the relocated road
from its description of the affected environment and omitted data
and analysis concerning the environmental consequences of this
relocation upon the Forest Grove and Center Springs communities.
First, the NRC omits any data regarding the socio-economic impacts
of this road relocation upon the Forest Grove and Center Springs
communities such as the cost of construction and maintenance of the
road. In fact, the NRC omits the construction costs of relocating
Parish Road #39 in its cost-benefit analysis. Draft EIS at 4-81.
Moreover, the draft EIS fails to identify this affected environment
or provide data and analysis concerning the impacts to the
environment of the clearing of timberland, grading, construction,
operation, traffic, and maintenance of the relocated road, even
though the NRC previously indicated that the draft EIS would
address the environmental impacts of rerouting Parish Road #39.
Ege Summary Report at 20.

Furthermore, there are two streams which cross the proposed
right of way of the relocated road. The draft EIS does not include
data and analysis concerning the effects of the relocation of the
road upon these surface waters and any impact of the relocated road
upon Bluegill Pond and its use as the site for the plant's liquid
waste stream. The draft EIS so ignores the impacts of the facility
upon these communities that it omits any data and analysis
pertaining to a scenario under which Parish Road #39 is not
relccated, i.e., whether the existing road is adequate for use by
heavy trucks carrying radioactive and hazardous waste.

D.) The draft EIS erroneously depicts Claiborne Parish
property (Parish Road #39) in the Forest Grove and Center Springs
communities as owned by LES in Figures 2.1, 3.2, 3.13, 3.14, 3.15,
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. The applicant cannot own
this Parish road connecting the Forest Grove and Center Springs
communities unless it has been abandoned, which it has not. The
new (" relocated") Parish Road #39 planned to accommodate LES would
not be completely located on LES property. Therefore, the parish
government must acquire this land through eminent domain. The
draft EIS fails to identify or analyze the socio-economic impacts
associated with the abandonment of the existing Parish Road #39 and

,
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t

the acquiring of a portion of the relocated road through eminent
domain. ,

If Claiborne Parish atterpts to take land by eminent domain,
additional socio-economic impacts will be sufiered by the citizens
of Center Springs and Forest Grove as well as all Parish taxpayers.
The draf t EIS f ails to analyze -- or even mention -- these impacts,
such as displacement, loss of property, and cost of eminent domain
proceedings.

E.) The draf t EIS f ails to adequately discuss traf fic and
transportation impacts of the proposed facility on Forest Grove and
Center Springs. A review of the draft EIS at pages 2-10 and 2-11
indicates that during the five (5) year construction phase of the
project, an increase of 502 to 703 daily round trips to the site
are projected. During plant operations, the traffic will increase
by an estimated 190 to 200 daily round trips. Draft EIS at 4-29.
However, the draft EIS fails to identify the area to be affected by
the increased traffic, or adequately consider the environmental
consequences of the increased traf fic, such as increased noise, air
and water quality impacts, safety considerations, and travel time
delays. The NRC does not even include Parish Road #39 as part of
the affected environment in its traffic analysis. Draft EIS at 3-
120.

In short, the exclusion of these two communities in the Draft
EIS's description of the affected environment, and omission of any
analysis of impacts on the communities of Forest Grove and Center
Springs makes it impossible for the public to meaningfully comment
on the Draft EIS. Accordingly, a revised Draft EIS must be

( prepared for public comment pursuant to 40 C.F.R. S 1502.9.
|

| 4.) THE DRAFT EIS PROVIDES INADEOUATE INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS
REGARDING THE NEED FOR THE PROPOSED FACILITY. AS A RESULT, ITS I

EVALUATION OF THE "NO ACTION" ALTERNATIVE IS FATALLY INFIRM.

One of the key considerations in an environmental impact j

statement on the licensing of a nuclear facility is whether it is
1

! needed. As the Appeal Board has held with respect to the need for
commercial power reactors, absent a demonstrable "need" for the
material to be produced, " justification for building a facility is
problematical." Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1
and 2), ALAB-355, 4 NRC 397, 405 (1976). Egg also Public Service
Company of New Hamoshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-
471, 7 NRC 47, 509 n. 58 (1976), Enerav Research and Development
Administration, CLI-76-13, 4 NRC 67, 76-77 (1976). In this case,
where the NRC admits that the economic viability of the CEC is ,

questionable, the Draft EIS's discussion of the need for the |

! facility -- i.e., the "no action" alternative -- is all the more l

!

- - _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - -
- -
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important. However, the Draft EIS' discussion of this pivotal
issue is grossly deficient, uninformed and inaccurate.

| The Draft EIS relies on LES-submitted materiols from the
pro-nuclear Energy Resources International to support its. belief
that there will be increased need for enrichment services.
However, independent observers do not agree with this assumption,
and it is contradicted by significant developments which are
ignored by the Draft EIS.

According to the U.S. Department of Energy, to whom the Draft
EIS was not submitted for review, there is more than enough uranium
enrichment capacity presently existing to service the world's needs
through at least 2010. "World Nuclear Capacity and Fuel Cycle
Requirements 1993; DOE /EIA-0436(093), November 1993. Further, even
this report is highly and unrealistically optimistic about the
prospects of a nuclear power resurgence in the U.S. The likelihood
that there will ever be another nuclear plant built is slim; the
likelihood that so many will be built that they will need new
enrichment services is even slimmer. Even if there is to be a
large second nuclear generation, it would make sense to build
ancillary facilities, such as the LES plant, after that generation
is committed to. There is no sense in permitting the creation of
new pollution in the United States, especially when, according to
LES, they can build their enrichment facility, if one should ever
be needed, much more quickly than a reactor can be built.

More reasonable projections, which are supported by numerous
Wall Street analysts (Prudential, Moody's, etc., in various
copyrighted documents -- for example " Nuclear Power--A Current Risk
Assessment," Moody's Special Comment, April 1993), are that there
will be fewer than 90 U.S. nuclear plants by the year 2000, and the
pace of decommissioning will accelerate at that time. Thus,
instead of a growing market (and it is our understanding that LES
will be limited by its license to the U.S. domestic market), the !

far greater likelihood is that there will be a quickly declining |
market. |

There is also no need to construct a new uranium enrichment |
facility in the United States in light of the very large quantities i

of low enriched uranium that will soon appear on the U.S. market as I

a consequence of the large-scale dismantlement of nuclear warheads
from the arsenals of the United States and the former Soviet Union.

The Draft EIS contains no mention of the vitally significant
fact that the United States and Russia have recently concluded a
legal agreement, known as the United States-Russian HEU Agreement,
whereby Russia will sell to the United States low enriched uranium i

which is derived from approximately 500 tons of Soviet weapons- I

|
.
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grade highly enriched uranium; the low enriched uranium will be I
.

suitable for use in nuclear reactor fuel. According to the i

agreement, the shipments of low enriched uranium from Russia to the |
U.S. will begin in 1994 and will be completed in about 20 years.

The quantity of low enriched uranium to be purchased by the
United States from Russia (in accordance with the HEU Agreement) is
equivalent to approximately two times the total quantity of |
enriched product that would be produced at the proposed CEC |

facility over its entire 30-year lifetime, were it to operate. l
,

Furthermore, U.S. stockpiles -o,f weapons-grade highly enriched |
uranium are estimated at between 500 to 600 tons,11 which would be .

sufficient to satisfy possible residual market need during the next !

two decader. !

Moreover, Russia has disclosed that, contrary to prior non- |
Soviet estimates, the amount of weapons-grade highly enriched '

uranium from former Soviet Union stockpiles is about 1250 tons, two
and one-half times as much as the 500-ton quantity pertinent to the
U.S.-Russian HEU Agreement.12 Purchase by the U.S. of even more*

enriched uranium from former Soviet weapons stockpiles than the HEU<

Agreement calls for is not only possible, but likely, as this would
further post-Cold War efforts by the United States to stimulate
extensive near-term dismantlement of the nuclear weapons arsenals
of the former Soviet Union. Such additional purchaseF (beyond
those called for in the HEU Agreement) would release even more
enrichad uranium into the U.S. market. Thus, quantities of.

enriched uranium released from dismantled U.S. and former Soviet
Union nuclear weapons into the U.S. market would be sufficient to
displace any previously anticipated need for operation of the CEC
before the year 2015.

1

Thus, the costs to society of approving the proposed action ,

would be enormous, not only because there is no need for the |
'

facility, but because operation of a new uranium enrichment |'j facility in the United States during the coming two decades would !

directly compete with incentives for near-term deep reductions in '

'

U.S. and Russian nuclear weapons arsenals. With the end of the
Cold War, there is worldwide anticipation that nuclear warheads can
soon be dismantled on a large scale. But obstacles to marketing j
enriched uranium that is derived from nuclear weapons could promote

21 David Albright, Frans Berkhout, and William Walker, i

"World Inventory of Plutonium and Highly Enriched Uranium, 1992," i
Oxford University Press (1993) at pp. 47-53. !

;

Statement by Minister Viktor N. Nikhailov of Minatom in
'

12

the October 1993 NUKEM Market Report at p. 28.-

i

!

l
i

- _ _ - - . _ _
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continued stockpiling of nuclear warheads that would otherwise be
dismantled. Thus, marketability of weapons-derived enriched
uranium must take priority over construction of a n.e w uranium
enrichment facility in the United States. In short, operation of

the CEC in the near future could kill market-based incentive that
is essential for near-term large-scale dismantlement of nuclear
weapons arnenals.

The Draft EIS also cischaracterizes the potential affect of
the proposed CEC facility on the U. S. Nuclear enrichment market, ,

and does not characterize the no-action alternative correctly.
Indeed, the statement that "The rejection of the proposed action
would prevent the introduction of well proven and energy efficient
technology into the USA market" (Draft EIS at 2-37), is not true.
Such technology could be introduced at an appropriate time in the
future.

It is also disingenuous for the Draft EIS to state that
"wcrldwide enrichment services are expected to increase by

approximately 37%" by the year 2000. None of this projected
increase, as previously discussed, is very likely to take place in
the United States -- the only country in which LES can sell its
services, according to our understanding of the terms of its
proposed license. Every projection is that a decrease in need for
enrichment services will be evident by 2000. Some more optimistic
scenarios may project an increase after that date, presuming new
nuclear plants are built in the United States, but there is no
solid evidence that any new nuclear reactors will be built; given
current knowledge, the Draft EIS must reflect that reality and
assume a declining, rather than expanding market.

The Draft EIS also identifies LES' current competitors as
Urenco and Eurodif. This makes no sense, since Urenco is, in fact,
the major stockholder in LES and l i k e l y 'w o u l d be the majority

holder if the plant ever were built. Urenco cannot compete with
itself. Eurodif, which barely sells in the U.S. market, could
perhaps be a competitor. Urenco cannot.

The Draft EIS also fails to identify LES' actual major
competitor -- the wholli domestic, unionized, taxpayer-created U.S.
Enrichment Corporation ("USEC").

The Draft EIS also fails to acknowledge that the proposed CEC
facility will compete with enrichment plants having unionized
workforces (i.e., Paducah, Kentucky and Portsmouth, Ohio), in all
likelihood causing job displacement and unemployment in those
communities. The Draft EIS should have evaluated the socioeconomic
impacts on existing enrichment plant workers, of licensing a
privately, nonunionized competitor during a uranium glut.
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Finally, LES would not, as the Draft EIS states, either reduce
dependence on foreign enrichment services (it would increase
dependence since LES is foreign dominated), help to improve the net
foreign trade balance (it would hurt the balance -- since any
profits ultimately would accrue to the foreign corporation Urenco),
and it would retain lower-paid, less secure non-union jobs, as
opposed to union jobs at USEC.

Accordingly, the Draft EIS must be withdrawn and rewritten to
reflect LES' foreign domination and competition with the domestic
USEC.

5.) THE DRAFT EIS IS INADEOUATE BECAUSE IT FAILS TO ADDRESS THE
IMPACTS, COSTS AND BENEFITS OF ULTIMATE DISPOSAL OF DUF6 TAILS. OR
THE CUMULATIVE AND GENERIC IMPACTS OF DUF6 TAILS DISPOSAL,

The proposed CEC facility would generate 3,830 metric tons of
radioactive waste (depleted uranium hexafluoride - "DUF6") each
year, which LES claims would be stored on site for 15 years.
However, the Draft EIS nowhere discusses how, exactly, this
dangerous waste would be stored, other than to note that it would
be in cylinders. This paucity of information about the
environmental impacts of storing such material on site is woefully
inadequate. The environmental effects and increased accident risk
associated with corrosion of cylinders over 15 or more years should
be explicitly evaluated.

Further, the Draft EIS notas that, commencing 15 years after
production of enriched uranium at the proposed CEC facility, the

i DUF6 will be converted to triuranium oxide (U308). Draft EIS at
2-31. However, the Draft EIS contains no information whatsoever
regarding the nature and environmental impacts of the process for
convert.ing DUF6 to U308, or the impacts of permanently disposing of
these U308 tails. Given this utter lack of information, it is also
impossible to determine from the Draft EIS the basis for the NRC's
estimate that tails disposal will cost $12.6 million/ year. Draft
EIS at 2-31. In any event, the NRC does not even appear to have
f actored the $12.6 million estimate into its cost-benefit analysis.
See Draft EIS S 4.5.

Moreover, the NRC has failed to evaluate the cumulative and
generic impacts of adding to the huge (and growing) national
inventory of DUF6 tails, for which the U.S. government has yet to
identify an acceptable means of disposal. The NRC, in consultation
with the Department of Energy, should be required to evaluate these
impacts before LES can be licensed to produce more DUF6.

NEPA requires an EIS to be comprehensive and assess all
reasonably foreseeable, cumulative impacts of a proposed project.

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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This " cumulative-impacts analysir" required under NEPA must address
reasonably foreseeable future actions, such as the impacts of
ultimate disposal of DUF6 tails from the proposed CEC facility. 10
C.F.R. S 1508.'s. The analysis must:

consider (1) past and present actions without regard to
whether they themselves triggered NEPA responsibilities'

and (2) future actions that are ' reasonably foreseeable,'
even 11 they gI_q ng.t; y_qt; oronosals and may never trigger
NEPA-review requirements.

.

Fritiofson v. Alexander, 772 F.2D 1225, 1245 (5th Cir. 1985)
(citations omitted; emphasis added.) S_qe also Sierra Club v.

Sialer, 695 F.2d 957, 970 (5th Cir. 19E3) (quoting Scientists'
Institute for Public Information. Inc. v. Atomic Enerav Commission,
4 81 F.2d 1079,1092 (D.C. Cir. 1987)). In this case, conversion to
U308 and disposal of the enormous quantity of tails to be generated
at the CEC could have significant impacts on the environment. Yet,
in flagrant violation of NEPA, the Draft EIS for the CEC contains1

virtually no information about this aspect of the operation of the'

CEC."

For instance, the Draft EIS does not identify or discuss the
. process by which LES intends to convert DUF6 to U308. Depending on
I the type of process chosen by LES, conversion of DUF6 to U308 could

have sianificant adverse environmental impacts and costs. France
is tr; only country which currently converts DUF6 to U308. The*

Frenci, process generates as a byproduct large quantities of
hydrofluoric acid (HF), an extremely toxic and corrosive chemical.
Given its chemical properties, long-term storage of HF could pose

and health hazards than long-term storagemore severe envircnm a . A
,

of DUF6. Yet, the O N t EIS says nothing about this potentially'

significant envirc ment 41 impact of DUF6 conversion.

" While the Licensing Board has ruled that the NRC has no
regulatory requirement for a concrete plan for the disposal of
DUF6, the Commission does require LES to have a " plausible
strategy" for tails disposition. LBP-91-41, Slip op. at 9
(December 19, 1991). As discussed above, NEPA also requires the
evaluation of all reasonably foreseeable consequences of the NRC's
licensing action, which includes disposition of a huge quantity of
depleted uranium tails. Thus, now that LES has identified

! conversion to U308 and offsite disposal as its ultimate dicposition
strategy, NEPA requires the NRC to evaluate the environmental'

impacts of such conversion and tails disposal, and to include those
impacts in its cost-benefit analysis.
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Moreover, it is doubtful that the HF generated by DUF6
conversion would be marketabic. The HF generated by the French !

process is slightly contaminated with uranium. Although the French
government is able to market its HF, there is little chance that
contaminated HF would be salable in the United States. Egg Uranium
Enrichment organization, "The Ultimate Disposition of Depleted
Uranium" (Oak Ridge National Laboratories: 1990). Another reacon
that the marketability of HF in the United States is questionable
is because there is already a large supply of HF and decreasing
production of chlorofluorocarbons may slow demand. Sohneil
Pulishing Co., " Chemical Profiles: Hydrofluoric Acid" (1992).

The Draft EIS also fails to identify the means for long-term
.

storage of U308, or evaluate its environmental impacts. Thus, it I

is completely impossible to determine where the storage will take
place, whether new excavation or construction is required for the
storage, what type of containment is to be used for the storage,
the effectiveness of containment, or the impacts of the storage
f acility on the surrounding environment and community. The NRC
cannot ignore these reasonably foreseeable and potentially
significant impacts, which would be directly caused by the
licensing and operation of the CEC.

| Finally, in violation of NEPA, the Draft EIS fails entirely to
| address the cumulative or generic impacts of LES' proposal to add

over 100,000 tonnes of DUF6 tails to the existing national'

inventory from other uranium enrichment plants. As of 1993, the
United States government and private companies have accumulated !

about 500,000 tonnes of DUF6, for which the government has no 1

identifiable means of permanent disposal. This DUF6 is sitting in |

corroding canisters at DOE enrichment plants and other facilities.
Over a year ago, the NRC Staff "recogniz[ed) that the total volume
of waste to be generated for the LES Claiborne Enrichment Center is

! part of a much larger national inventory." Thus, the NRC stated ,

that "LES DU tails disposition may be addressed as part of the i
national inventory disposal scheme." Letter from John W. N. Hickey
(NRC) to W. Howard Arnold (LES) (September 22, 1992) (exhibit "9") .

Yet, the Draft EIS completely fails to address critical
questions regarding the generic and cumulative impacts of LES'
proposed method for waste disposal.8' For instance, it fails to
discuss the national capacity to convert DUF6 to U308, and whether

| LES will compete with government facilities for that capacity. The
Draft EIS also fails to identify any locations where the U308 will

The DEIS does not even state why the NRC Staff apparently*

no longer considers that disposition of the CEC tails should be
addressed as part of the national inventory disposal scheme.

i
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! be disposed of, or to discuss whether such sites are limited, and
whether they should be used for disposal of the existing inventoryI

of U308. It also fails to consider the environmental impacts of
transporting HF, the highly dangerous byproduct of DUF6 conversion
to U308."

|

!These issues should be addressed in a generic environmental
impact statement by the NRC and the DOE. At the very least, the
NRC should have consulted DOE regarding the potential cumulative

|
impacts of DUF6 generation by the CEC on the DOE's progrem for

| disposing of the national inventory. Thus, the NRC should be
required to prepare a revised Draft EIS which evaluates, after'

consultation with the DOE, the cumulative and generic impacts of
permitting LES to generate a substantial additional quantity of
DUF6. Thereafter, the public can comment in a meaningful fashion
regarding this aspect of the proposed facility.

f

! 6.) THE DRAFT EIS PROVIDES INADEOUATE INFORNATION AND ANALYSIS OF
THE COOLANT WHICH WILL ACTUALLY BE USED AT THE PROPOSED FACILITY.

According to the draft EIS, the CEC will rely for cooling
purposes on the use of trichlorofluoromethane (CFC1 ) (also known3

as " Freon R-11" or "CFC-11") , an ozone-depleting chemical which the
Environmental Protection Agency has banned after January 1, 1996.
However, the proposed CEC facility would not be in operation until
after the date of the ban. Thus, LES must substitute a new, legal
coolant for CFC-11. j

Any substitute coolant chosen by LES should be identified in
a revised draft EIS, with an analysis of the environmental impacts ,

Iof the coolant, and a explanation of how or whether the new coolant
affects other factors in the plant's design, such as centrifuge I

design, calculations of expected uranium emissions, and the type of
lubricants that must be used. Thereafter, the public can then
meaningfully comment on this important aspect of the proposed
facility. )

Such an anelysis and explanation are required because the
design of a uranium enrichment plant depends in part on the l

thermodynamic and other physical and chemical properties of the
specific refrigerant that is used in the centrifuges. Unless the
substitute refrigerant is an exact match for the relevant physical
and chemical properties of CFC-11, the substitution of another

|

" As discussed above in section "1", the NRC violated NEPA
in failing to consult with the U.S. Department of Transportation
regarding the environmental impacts of HF transportation.

l
. . . - -
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coolant may necessitate changes in the plant's design. For
instance, the rate of flow of uranium hexafluoride through each
centrifuge, or alternatively, the dimensions of the centrifuge,
depends in part on the thermodynamic properties of the coolant.
The type of lubricant used in the cooling system also depends in
part on the composition of the coolant. If the coolant and
lubricants are not matched, this could cause premature
deterioration of the coolant and degradation of the equipment.

The type of coolant used in the centrifuges may also affect
the levels of the plant's radioactive emissions to the environment.
During the enrichment process; some coolant leaks into the
centrifuge chamber containing uranium hexafluoride (UF6). Some

emissions of both coolant and uranium hexafluoride occur when these
two materials are separated. Thus, the amount of emissions to the
environment may change as a result of a change in refrigerant. In
order to control increased emissions as a result of a change in
refrigerants, LES may also need to change the design of the process
for separating the coolant from the uranium hexafluoride.
locations.

7.) THE DRAFT EIS FAILS TO PRESENT THE NATURAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
DATA UPON WHICH THE AGENCY HAS MADE ITS REOUIRED ANALYSIS OF
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEOUENCES PURSUANT TO 40 C.F.R. EE 1502.1,

1502.16.

The Draft EIS fails to provide the required data and
corresponding inventories which would demonstrate that the NRC has
made the necessary environmental analyses required pursuant to 40
C.F.R.SS 1502.1 and 1502.16. Much of the Draft EIS is very vague,
and numerous conclusions are unsupported by actual data.

The natural and social science data to be used is outlined in
S 1502.16 and "[it) forms the scientific and analytic bases for the
comparisons under $1502.14 (alternatives including the proposed ,

action). 43 C.F.R. 5 1502.16. This information is the basis upon !
which the proposed action and various alternatives to the proposed i

action are to be evaluated and ranked, as required pursuant to 40
C.F.R. S1502.14.

Since the information and corresponding inventories provided
in NRC's Draft EIS are insufficient and at times erroneous, and the
Draft EIS evaluates and discusses the effects and significance of
only one alternative, meaningful analysis of the proposed action, {
as well as the proposed action in comparison to alternative
actions, cannot be performed as required under the CEQ regulations.

)

i -
i
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The data requirements of 40 C.F.R. 51502.16, which the Draft
EIS for the proposed CEC facility does not satisfy, are discussed:

| individually in paragraphs A-F, below. 1

1

'

A. The Draft EIS fails to provide natural science data
regarding direct and indirect effects pursuant to 40
C.F.R. S 1508.8, 1502.16.

The Draft EIS does not include adequate natural science data
regarding the direct and indirect effects of the proposed CEC - i

f acility as required pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 1502.16, 1508.8. As
discussed more fully above in paragraphs A through Q of section
"2", the NRC has failed to provide adequate natural science data
regarding the proposed CEC's direct and indirect effects.

|

|
In summary, the Draft EIS entirely omits or provides erroneous

I or inadequate natural science data regarding the direct and
indirect effects of the project as they pertain to: (1) the Forest
Grove and Center Springs communities; (2) conversion of DUF6 to ,

U308; (3) the actual coolant to be used; (4) relocation of Parish '

Road #39; (4) increased traffic and vehicles transporting hazardous .

and radioactive materials; (5) level of service of existing |

transportation systems; (6) public utility relocation, and (7)
power line construction, operation, and maintenance.

B. The Draft EIS fails to address social and
psychological impacts of the proposed action and fails to |

provide social science data and analysis regarding such j

direct impacts pursuant to 40 C.F.R. $1508.8, 1502.6 and
'

1508.14. |

| Social science data and analysis regarding sociological and
psychological impacts of a proposed action are required in an EIS.
NEPA regulations define " effects" and " impacts" to include such
social effects and impacts. 40 C.F.R. S 1508.8. Egg also 40
C.F.R. S 1508.14 (" social" impacts to be addressed in an EIS).

| An interdisciplinary approach to analyzing such impacts is
required:

Environmental impact statements shall be prepared using ,

an inter-disciplinary approach which will insure the I

integrated use of the natural and social sciences
The disciplines of the preparers shall be. . . .

appropriate to the scope and issues identified in the scoping '

process.
i

40 C.F.R. S 1502.6.
'

|
'l

|

|
!
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An appropriate approach to analyzing such impacts is contained
in " Guidelines and Principles for Social Impact Assessment"
(" Guidelines Document") published by the International Committee on
Guidelines and Principles for Social Impact Assessment, dated
December 14, 1993, attached as exhibit "10". This Guidelines
Document provides the first comprehensive guidelines to assist EIS
drafters in fulfilling their obligations under NEPA and NEPA
regulations.

This Guidelines Document defines social impact assessment "in
terms of efforts to assess or estimate, in advance, the social
consequences that are likely to follow from specific policy actions

, and specific government actions (including buildings, large.. .

projects. .), particularly in the context of the U.S. National.

Environmental Policy Act or NEPA." This document provides a
thorough and workable methodology for conducting the social impact
analysis required under the NEPA regulations.

The NRC has failed entirely to define and describe the
direct social science effects of the proposed project upon the
residents of Forest Grove and Center Springs, who will suffer the
greatest negative environmental and psycho-social impacts. CANT's
Contention J (attached as exhibit "7" and incorporated herein by
reference) addressed the proposed CEC's negative economic and
sociological impacts on the communities of Forest Grove and Center
Springs, such as the impacts discussed more fully in paragraphs A
through E of section "3," above. Nevertheless, the Draft EIS
ignores these impacts. Accordingly, the NRC must revise the Draft
EIS, and in doing so it should utilize the methodology set forth in
the Guidelines Document.

C. NRC'S Draft EIS fails to address and analyze the
potential conflicts between the proposed CEC facility and
existing land use plans, acts, or policies pursuant to 40
C.F.R. 51502.16.

The NRC failed to comply with CEQ regulations by inadequately
identifying existing land uses in the affected area, and omitting
any mention of, or data concerning, existing land use controls,
comprehensive plans, or policies for the area surrounding the
proposed site. The regulations provide that EIS's "shall" include
discussions of:

possible conflicts between the proposed action and the
objectives of Federal, regional, State, and local

land use plans, policies and controls for the area. . .

concerned.

40 C.F.R. S 1502.16. The minimal analysis in the Draft EIS is

ty
?
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inadequate both in its description and analysis of land use in the
affected area. ]

The description of surrounding predominate land use, according
to the Draft EIS at 3-115, is forestland, agriculture, and i

'

pastureland -- with absolutely no mention of residential land use
as a predominant land use even though the residential communities
of Forest Grove and Center Springs sit next door to the proposed
site. While the NRC has carefully recorded the number of acres
dedicated to agriculture, the location of six cattle ranches, and
the size of the largest cattle herd within the five mile radius of
the site, it has omitted the amount of acreage dedicated to
residential land use (as well as the acreage for all land uses
other than agricultural ), the location of dwellings, the number26

of dwellings, and the number of human beings within a five mile
radius of the site.

The analysis of environmental consequences to surrounding land
use is even worse. Abandoning the five mile radius which was used
in describinct surrounding land use, the Draft EIS limits its
analysis of environmental consequences to the area within LES's<

; property line! Accordingly, the identification and analysis of the
existing land use in the affected area is inadequate, erroneous,
and incomplete.

Furthermore, the NRC has failed to identify or analyze the gas
pipeline corridor as it indicated it would in the Summary Report.
"The EIS will describe and assess pipeline corridors and the

,

construction precautions and mitigation, as appropriate." Summary i
'

Report at p. 20. There is no such discussion anywhere in the Draft
EIS. And figure 3.26 from the Draft EIS, which purports to depict
land use in the vicinity of the CEC, fails to indicate any gas
pipelines at all, when in fact there are thirty-one active oil and
gas wells and four distribution pipelines located within a five
mile radius of the proposed site. Draft EIS at 3-118.

:

Finally, the Draft EIS fails to identify any federal, state, i
'

!regional, or local, zoning land use plan (s), comprehensive plan (s),
or economic development plan (s) for the region. However, the town
of Homer has both a comprehensive plan and zoning ordinance. To
fully comply with the CEQ regulations, an analysis of potential j

Unless the acreage for these other land uses and their8'

corresponding percentages are identified, it is not possible to
discern what the predominant land use is actually is, much less
meaningfully comment on the NRC's analysis of land use in the
affected area.

.
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|

|

| conflicts between the proposed facility and existing land uses and
zoning ordinances must be performed by the NRC and incAuded in a'

revised Draft EIS. j

k|8.) THE DRAFT EIS FAILS TO PROVIDE IDENTIFICATION AND A7ALYSIS OF
ACTION ALTERNATIVES PURSUANT TO 40 C.F.R. E 1502.14.

| The Draft EIS fails to adequately discuss reasonable

| alternatives to the proposed project as required under 40 C.F.R.
! S1502.14, and also fails to provide adequate reasons for rejecting
j alternatives.

This section is the heart of the environmental impact
statement. Based on the information and analysis
presented in the sections on the Affected Environment ,

(51502.16) and the Environment Consequences (51502.16),
11 should oresent thg environmental impacts 91. the i

orocosals And thg alternatives in comparative form, thus !;
' sharolv definina the issues And providing a clear basis .

f_ol choice amonc options by thg decisionmakers and thg |o
oublic.

'

40 C.F.R. S 1502.14 (emphasis added).
:

The draft EIS merely contains a sincle action alternative (the
applicant's development plan) and the "no-action" alternative. The
NRC's discussion of the single action and the no-action
alternatives (which itself is flawed, since it is based upon
incomplete and erroneous data concerning the affected environment '

and impacts on the affected environment, all as set forth above),
fails to analyze the differences between the environmental impacts
of these two alternatives and other action alternatives as required
under NEPA regulations.

And there are alternatives to the proposed action. For ,

example, the Draft EIS should have included discussions of the
status of alternative non-nuclear energy sources (e.g., solar, '

wind, geothermal), and alternative nuclear energy sources (e.g.,
thorium-232 fissjon reactors (see Ivars Peterson, " Accelerator
Route To Nuclear Energy," Science News Vol.145 (January 1,1994) at
p. 12). In addition, it should have considered the alternative of
completing development of the atomic vapor laser isotope separation
technology and building a plant based on it. A demonstration plant
has been built at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories, but the
DOE has not done an EIS on it. Energy consumption per SWU in the
atomic vapor enrichment technology is considerably lower than the
proposed centrifuge plant. In light of the lack of urgency in the
need to build a uranium enrichment plant, the Draft r?" should have

I
i
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considered the wisdom of waiting to develop this more promising
! technology.

The Draft EIS should also have considered conversion of
Russian highly enriched uranium to low enriched uranium as an
alternative to the proposed CEC facility. As discussed above, such
a program has significant benefits in the reduction of nuclear
arms. Moreover, it would not have one of the major environmental
costs associated with the proposed CEC facility -- generation of
large quantities of DUF6.

In addition to omitting a discussion of action alternatives,
the NRC omitted adequate discussion of the reasons for eliminating
all other action alternatives. Under 40 C.F.R. S 1502.14, the NRC
is required to:

Rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all
reasonable alternatives, and fJ2r alternatives which vere
eliminated from detailed study, briefly discuss the

|

reasons f_or their havina been eliminated.o

40 C.F.R. S1502.14 (emphasis added). The NRC merely states that
''The no-action alternative is the only alternative considered in
the Draft EIS." Draft EIS at xviii. This clearly does not
constitute the required discussion of the reasons for all other
alternatives being eliminated. ,

|
' And finally, because the D" aft EIS does not include an action

alternative other than LES' development plant, the Draft EIS
1

| obviously does not adequately describe the environmental effects of j
' all reasonable alternatives, as also required under the NEPA i

regulations. An EIS must provide "the environmental effects of
alternatives . The comparisons under S1502.14 will be based. . .

upon this discussion." 40 C.F.R. 51502.16(d).

In short, the NRC has not complied with the NEPA
| - regulations", and therefore the Draft EIS must be revised to
'

include a complete and accurate description and analysis of the
environmental effects of alternatives, as well as a description of
the reasons for eliminating such alternatives.

9.) THE DRAFT EIS INADEOUATELY DISCUSSES ALTERNATIVE SITES FOR THE
PROPOSED ACTION

The criteria used by the NRC Staff for the regional screening
of potential uranium enrichment facility sites are so irrational,

| " Council on Environmental Quality, 40 C.F.R. SS 1500-1508.

|

. - - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - . - - -
_ ,
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arbitrary, and improper as to completely undermine the credibility
of the NRC's site selection process. It is all-too clear that,
rather than designing objective and reasonable criteria for the
purpose of assisting a choice among genuine alternatives, the NRC
chose the site first and then selected an arbitrary set of criteria '

that would lead inevitably to that choice.

First, the 600 mile radius as a site selection criteria is
completely arbitrary. There are no supporting studies or data to
indicate why this odd number was selected. If a goal is to reduce
transportation accidents, certainly a lesser distance would make

Few people would consider more than 500 miles "nearmore sense.
expected major feed suppliers and product receivers," especially
when most product receivers are well over 1,000 miles away.

It appears that the 600 mile radius must have been chosen
after the f act, since the most likely reasons LES decided to locate
in Louisiana are that it is a non-union state and it happens to be ;

represented by Sen. Bennett Johnston of Louisiana, whose former
chief of staff, Charles McBride, was LES' lobbyist. There is
indeed no reason whatsoever to believe that LES ever looked at ,

sites outside Louisiana, and Figure 2.10 acknowledges that only
'

northern Louisiana was included in the final study area.

Furthermore, it seems that a siting criterion of a
"right-to-work" state, which would ensure a non-union workforce, is !

improper and discriminatory. While it may be acceptable for a :
'private business to explicitly choose to operate in a non-union

state, it is not acceptable for a business which relies upon a
federal license for its operations to require a non-union
workforce. Further, it is well-known that manufacturing unions
are, on the whole, composed disproportionately of minorities. A
"right-to-work" requirems.it thus is inherently discriminatory.
Finally, it is disingenuous for the Draft EIS to state that LES
" requires a source of workers who are capable of operating the
plant efficiently and safely" and then establish a siting criterion
which discourages employment of members of the oil, Chemical and
Atomic Workers union (OCAW) who may be- the only people in the
country so qualified. There is no way this can be looked upon as
a " benefit" in the Draft EIS.

The Draft EIS also rules out the entire state of North
Carolina as a potential site, based on the estimated peak
receleration of earthquakes in excess of 0.49%. Draft EIS at 2-4 6.
However, the Draft EIS does not explain why this earthquake risk ]
would be unacceptable for a uranium enrichment facility, and yet j

was considered acceptable for a much more dangerous and earthquake- |

vulnerable type of facility, the Shearon Harris nuclear power
'

._ . . . _ . ___ _ _ __ _ ._ ___ _._.- _,_ ..
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|

plant. It appears that earthquake risk is only a factor when the
NRC is seeking a reason to avoid considering a genuine alternative. !

l

Another siting criterion on page 2-43 of the Draft EIS |

identifies Northern Louisiana as desirable because it is located in ;

the Louisiana Power & Light service area, noting that LP&L is an
LES partner. In fact, however, officials of LP&L have testified in
public hearings in Baton Rouge that LP&L intends to leave the
partnership if and when a construction permit is granted. Thus,
LP&L will not be an LES partner during any meaningful time period, ,

and thus, this is not a valid siting criterion.
I

| Furthermore, Northern Louisiana is at the very edge 'of the
" attractive" zone, for transportation of feed and product material.
This cannot be considered a siting plus, as many other potential
sites are far better for transport considerations.

And although LES would likely appreciate the numerous tax
breaks that would come their way by siting in Louisiana, the Draft
EIS fails to discuss other possible tax breaks in other locations.

Beyond these peculiarities, it is abundantly clear that the
discussion of alternative sites in the Draft EIS is inadequate.
The Draft EIS screening process found three potential sites
(LeSage, Prison, Emerson) suitable for detailed analysis (Draft EIS
at pp. 2-50 through 2-56) . However, all three qualified sites were
located within the same Louisiana community, with two sites located
less than 5 miles from each other (Draft EIS at p. 2-51). Thus, it

,

| is specious to suggest that these locations are different

| alternative sites, when, in fact, they are nothing more than
different places within the same site that will be affected by the
proposed action. j

! l
Furthermore, the Draft EIS blatantly admits that "the staff |

and LES analyzed only the LeSage site in detail. If the impacts at I

the site were unacceptable, alternative sites would have been .

| considered in greater detail" (Draf t EIS at 2-55) . Thus, assuming !

l that the three locations actually constitute " alternative sites,"
still only one of them was analyzed to the degree necessary to ,

determine its ultimate acceptability. This means that alternative !

sites were not analyzed in detail and compared for ultimate
acceptability as required under NEPA. Thus, a revised draft EIS
which adequately considers and discusses alternative sites must be
prepared for public comment. 1

i 1

1

|
|

_ _ ._
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|

10.) THE DRAFT EIS IS INADEOUATE BECAUSE THE NRC OMITTED INCLUSION !

OF THE SCOPE DETERMINED IN THE SCOPING PROCESS PURSUANT TO 40
I

C.F.R. E 1502.9.

As discussed more fully above, the NRC's omittance of the many j

issues determined to be within the scope of the Draft EIS and to be
'

analyzed in depth in the Draft EIS pursuant to 40 C.F.R.
S 1501.7 (a) (2) violates the CEC regulations which require that:

Draft environmental impact statements shall be prepared
in accordance with the scone decided upon in the scopina ,

'

process. The lead agency shall work with the cooperating
agencies and shall obtain comments as required in part
1503 of this chapter.

40 C.F.R. 51502.9(a) (emphasis added).

The NRC has either omitted or inadequately addressed numerous j

significant issues previously determined by the NRC to be included
in the Draft EIS and contained in the Environmental Impact
Statement Scoping Process Summary Report, November 1991.
Therefore, a revised draf t EIS must be prepared to include in depth |
analysis of all the issues contained in the NRC's Summary Report.

'

11.) THE DR AFT EIS IE 3G INADEOUAT6 TdAT IT PRECLUDES MEANINGFUL
ANALYSIS. 7&CORbIMGLY. A;.REEIGED DRAFT EIS MUST BE PREPARED FOR
PUBLIC COMMENT PURSUANT TO 4 0 C.F.R. E 1502 1(a).t

For all of the foregoing reasons, and pursuant to 40 C.F.R. S
1502.9(a), the Draft EIS is fatally flawed, and must be revised:

If a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude
meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare and I

circulate a revised draft . . . .

Due to the inadequate, erroneous, and incomplete data gathered and
inventoried in the preparation of the Draft EIS; the fragmented,
insufficient, and sometimes lacking analysis in the Draft EIS; and
the failure of the NRC to provide evidence supporting its analysis
and conclusions, the current draft of the EIS utterly precludes
meaningful analysis by the public of several potential
environmental impacts of the proposed CEC facility.
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Thus, the NRC must prepare and submit a revised Draft'EIS for
'

circulation, review, . and comment pursuant to 40 C.F.R. $ 1502.9 in
order to afford the public an opportunity to meaningfully analyze t

the potential impacts of the proposed CEC. facility.
Very truly yours,

h' i
,

Nathalie M. Walker ;
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8. Findings and Recommendations ;

he following Endings and recommenda- areas with predominately minority popula- |-

tions are submitted under the provision tion. Populations within 2 miles of facilities '

of section 703.(2X1) of the Commission's releasing 90 percent of totalindustrial corri- 1

- regulations, empowering the Advisory Com- dor releases feature a higher proportion of
mittee to initiate and forward advice and ree- minorities than the State average. The report
ommendations to the Commission upon mat- also concluded that several historically black

,

j ters that the State Committee has studied. rural communities have been bought out by
The Louisiana Advisory Committee concludes chemical or petroleum reEning facilities to'

and recommends the following actions: create plant buffers. Although racial discrim-
| ination in targeting of black communities for

Louisiana Environmental industrial and hazardous waste facilities is
denied, State oHicials and industry acknowl-

Laws and Rulemak.ing edge that black communities in Louisiana are
Finding 1: The Advisory Committee Ends disproportionately impacted by suen facili-
that black communities in the corridor be- ties. In spite of the disproportionate impact
tween Baton Rouge and New Orleans are dis- upon certain communities, the State and localj
ercoortionately imracted by the present State governments have failed to establish regula-
and local government systems for permitting tions or safeguards to ensure such communi-

|
and expansion of hazardous waste and chem- ties are reasonably protected from a high con-
ical facilities. These communities are most centration of hazardous waste and industrial

'

often located in rural and unincorporated facilities and risks associated with living in
.

areas, and residents are oflow socioecononne and around such facilities.

|
status with limited political influence. Some Recommendation 1: The Advisory Commit-

' residents of these communities complam that tee recommends that the Louisiana Depart-
they are excluded from the local and State ment of Environmental Quality develop com-
siting and permitting decisionmaking affect- prehensive State regulations to balance
ing their communities. Communities found to environmental costs and benents along with
he dected include but are not limited t the social, economic, and~ aesthetic values of
Revilletown, Sunrise, Morrisonville, Wallace, the affected communities as called for by the
Alsen, Forest Grove. Center Starines, and Wil- Louisiana Supreme Court in the case Save
low Springs. Residents of these communities Ourselves v. Louisiana Environmental Con.
complained of adverse health effects and qual- trol Commission (IT decision).
ity of life issues such as safety, noise, and The Advisory Committee further recom-
traf5c associated with living in and around mends that, similar to other States cited in
such facilities. Two communities, Revilletown this report, the State and local governments
and Sunrise, were dismantled by voluntary adopt regulations specifying setback dis-
buyout programs, and one community, tances or buffer zones from residences,

|
Morrisonville, was relocated. churches, and schools to ensure reasonable

This finding is further supported by the distances from industrial and hazardous
|

following facts: a U.S. Environmental Protee- waste facilities. Consideration should be
| tion Agency report, Toxics Release Inventory given to including a buffer zone in all original
1 and Emissions Reductions 1987-1990 in the construction plans and obtming the services

Lower Mississippi River Industrial Corridor, of an independent and professional planner to
| concludes that many of the facilities emitting assist in examuung the environmental conse-

large amounts of chemicals are located in quences of sitting and permitting decisions.
'

1
1
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siting decisions and special attention be paid Protection Agency's recommendations in the

| to communities most affected by hazardous 1992 report, Environmental Equity Report:
; waste emitted by industries. As a good faith Reducing Risk for All Communities. The Ad-

effort, the Louisiana Chemical Association visory Committee particularly supports the!

i - should expand on the Responsible Care report's recommendation that the U.S. Envi-
I Program initiatives to address environmental ronmental Protection Agency should review
: equity, and afErm its commitment to nondis- and, where appropriate, revise its permit,
,' crimination in the management of plant facil- grant, monitoring, and enforcement proce-
i ities. dures to address high concentrations of risk in

racial minority communities.

Federal Laws and Rulemaking In this effort, the U.S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency should assess Louisiana's per-Finding 8: The Advisory Committee takes mit and siting practices at the State and local

,

! note of the studies across the country that
pansh levels to ensure that decisiens are free

show that industrial and hazardous waste from inequities and disenmmation. Strate.facilities are located disproportionately in mi-
gles should be developed that will target envi-nority communities and that the residents m2 mental equity enforeement under the em, ,lface more ba:ards than the rest of the popu-
nghts statutes admim,stered by the U.S. En.lation. Based upon studies and reports from vironmental Protection Agency, and to assessenvironmental groups, civil rights groups, the process by which the U.S. Environmental

and government agencies, legitimate claims Protection Agency enforces the environmentalare made that racial minorities are distinctly
laws and how the agency's external civil rights

disadvantaged by many factors, including dis- compliance program will be implemented in
,

crimination, income, inadequate health care,
conjunction with equity initiatives. The U.S.

! low quality housing,litriited access to govern, Environmental Protection Acency should'

ment, and lack ofpolitical empowerment. Lou- menbr the e mmunities of Alsen, Wallace,
isiana is an example of this phenomenon. hae hvr Nw Sp% and Willow

Significant reform in environmental laws
and structural reform in the U.S. Environ- Springs to ensure that siting decisions in

those communities are in compliance withmental Protection Agency's policymaking
framework is being studied by the U.S. Envi- EPA equity and civil rights standards.

ronmentalProtection Agency to promote equi- Finding 9: As early as 1973 in a report on
Federal eml nghts enforcement, the U.S.

table sharing of burdens and benefits of envi- Commission on Civil Rights faulted EPA forronmental protection. Although significant
its lack of enforcement under Title VL Theefforts are underway to merge equity into
Commission found that EPA:Federal policymaking, enforcement authori-

ties and procedures have not yet been estab- ;

. .has not developedpoh.eyrelatingto exclusionary ;
lished to implement and ensure compliance " " * #** E****" ' * **;
with environmental equity policies by private, and has not fi211y detennined that Title VI im- i.

.

!local, State, and Federal entities. Moreover,
plications ofits prog' rams, aside from the construe-

!final decisions have not yet been made on how tion grant program.
'

equity tneasures will be coordinated with the !

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's civil The Advisory Committee also concurs with |

rights enforcement *Eorts. the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights report, j

Becommendation 8:The Advisory Commit- Enforcement of Equal Employment and \
tee concurs with the U.S. Environmental

l

e ion on Civil Rights. The Federsl Ciud Ri@s Enforcemed Efort, A RecssessmeM Uanuary 1973),i U.S. Co s

p.289

.
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1

The Honorable James D. Watkins, 1
.

Admiral, USN, Retired '

secretary of Energy
Department cf Energy '

Forrestal Building ;

loco Independance Avenue, | 5.W. i
> rWashington, D.C. 20585

i

pear Ac=iral Watkins: i
!URENCO is an international uranium-As you are well aware, -

i

enrich =ent consersiu= that propesos to build and operate a . facility _in the-United
ec=sercial centrifuge craniu= enrichr.entPursuant to its responsibilities under Rules X and:XI cf|

States. the subcemmittee ;

the Rules of the U.s. House of Representatives,s :
en oversight and Investigations has. been conducting for serie time |

i reported
an inquiry relative to the Department ef Energy's . (doe)| ;

determination that it vill be permissible to transfer Restricted:i
i

Data to CRENCO without a . bilateral agreement - authorizing such'!

sube===ittee is monitoring compliance with the
-

4 .

::ansrar. The -

At==ic Energy Act and atta=pting to assess whether. URINCO's |
,

involvement with the prepcsed enri=h=ent f acility presents aof national' security and nuclear!

|
;

| proble= f r== the standpe:.nt

j preliferation.
!subec==ittee' staff.was hylefod,-ati

! Cn January 2 4, 1992, the :)The briefing Vas conducted byissus..y recuest, en the URENCC j

geerce L. McTadden, Jr. , Director of the Of fice of . securityand Mark schroeder, Deputy General Counsel _ for EnerT/j
;

Affairs, Cther DOE officials also. -|-

| Rescurces and Legislation.schreeder was added-to the briefing: team- l
|

partici ated.specifically because the subccmmittee staf f ;had made -it plain to
Mr.

} F d
the cepartment that the subcommittee was particularly concerne!

The'Anformation .

| about the legal issues the 1/AENCC matter raised.like-al1~inforsation supplied to|i

supplied at this briefing vas,in the course of an official inquiry,
Federal investigatorsresponsibilities and penalties...of Title is of

;

; subject to the -

'. Tne U 3 Code.
!

.

'

s ,

1 j
| |

)..

i )
'
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Recent revelations have raised the =est sericCs concerns ;

about the truthfulness of the representations made to the |in its aftermath.subecanittee during this briefing and
,

I

;

Schreeder told theAt the January 24 briefing, Mr. J written legal epiniensnsubecm=ittee staf f categorically that
or docu=ents had been prepared by the not General Counsel's
of fice to support the DOE's determination that a bilateralHe said that
agree =ent ter eccperation would not he required.
necessary legal advice had been rendered crally to the SecretaryMr. Schroeder also told the staff that the

'

in writing. When the Minorityand Deputy Secretary.
DQE's determinatien was never put
staff counsel expressed surprise that an attorney Wetld nctsuch a decisien in any way, Mr. Schrceder further|

>

such an occurrence was net unusual at DCE.me=erialize
volunteered that

Interestingly, similar clai=s =ay have been made to General ;staff that when he !The General has told Subec==ittee
requested documents to prepare hi=self f or the briefing, he wasMcFadden.

told by the office of Caneral counsel that no documents vers |
|
|available. .

When Mr. Schroeder was telephoned by tne Subco==ittee stafffurther indicated that the communication
1992, he d ,

on January 27,of the doe's daterminatien to the State Depart =ent occurre . |

never reduced tc writing.crally and was

is thus with censiderable consternatien that theSchreeder's statements tc theIt

subcc=cittee has learned that Mr.succe==ittee statf vare untrue and that Mr. Schroeder 'may havetime he made them.
his statements were untrue at theknown that

-- ever three months after Mr. Schroeder metf the legalIn May 1992
Vith staff and so emphatically denied the existence onot'frc= the-- the Subce=sittee learned,ceiniens or analyses legal epinions had in f act beenthat

Only af ter the State Department notifieddoe tut fr== ether sources,
prepared by the DCE.had transmitted URINco docu=ents mentioning DOE's
lega; cpinions te the subce=mittee did Eric J. Tygi, Actinga stack of 1iraft 14141the DOE that it

suddenly transmit 23 dif feraryt
General Ccunsel of DOE,me=oranda en the tmINec matter, amounting te ecuslearned of the existence of

Had the sube=mmittee not ably infer that
these documents f rem other sources, one may reasoncontinued to pretend that the docu=ents d;,dite=s.

the Der veuld haveocE's attempted deceptien was a deliberatespeed with which DCEnot exist. That
decision is further suggested by the great it knew thatdocu=ents once identifying,

was able to gather and send theothers had disclosed their existence- locat ng,few days the documents.
i

only a
and transmitting in a matter of .

O
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Moreover, the |

;. vhose vary existence it had previously denied. ;

Acting General Counsel's transmittal letter implicitlyackncvledges that the coE transmittal was prompted by the State
|

Department's actions and admits,- in striking contradiction teMr. Schroeder8 s statements at- the January 24 meeting, that DOE
.

|
|

,

had indeed prepared legal analyses. i

|
"I have been advised that, _in its May'4,- 1992 responsa

. ;.

.i

| [the letter was actually~ dated May 13.to your requestthe Department of State has-; of February 19, 1992,
provided the subcommittee.some documents that include |i

reference to preliminary drafts'of legal analysesj '

These. materials werej

prepared in this office. prepared early in the process whereby this Department'
,

'

and the capartment of State considered legal;

... this effice did prepare drafts of|
,

questionsmaterial through which it veighed certain of the{

preliminary lege.1 analysis prepared in the Department1

} cf State."I *

Unfertunately, the Acting General Counsel fails to explain
|

why the analyses were not previously provided to the subec==ittee
er why the Deputy General counsel f er Energy Resources anduntruth:ully; told subecmmittee;

Legislation , _i . e . , Mr. schreader,
|

staff that such analyses did not exist..

This caissien is pa:-ticularly troublesome given that review
~

j of the documents indicates that Mr. Schrcedar Vas personallv
d ~

Ter example, a copy cf
lavolved in the creation of some of them." Legal Requirements for Access byf

i a memorandu: en the subject,
URENCo, Ltd. to operating Data Generated by the Louisiana Energy1

Services' Urar.ius Enrichment Plant", vas transmitted f rcm 1990.to. Chuck cleszycki en January.24,
.

'

"M. Schroeder, GC-10", {that appears to
The transmittal included a handwritten ecumentbe signed "MCS") which specifies that "in addition to the firstcf Committee-Report),.there,

43
Molifis1d ref erence (the ene at p.(highlighted in red (oni!

( are three ether page ref erences
which we need."4

l pages 9 & 13 ) ,
A dif ferent version of a memorandum 'on the .same legal .

.

15,~1991:

is attached to a transmittal nete datAd Januaryto Eric Tyg,,2 Marc .Tohnsten', Tom!

|
subj ect GC-10",
frem mMark C.

Schroeder, which includes the ramarks- ifTodd, and Chuck Clestycki, and "I.et= me hava your coRJnents,,

i Ursnco Restricted Data"1 "Re:
any, on the attached."

a nete for " Mark Schroeder" from1991, consists ofYet another document,
Deputy ceneral Counsel Fygi, dated January 4,sey,n typed pages of very specific and detailed comments a

.

ndf

! In.this'temorandum,"Draf t Uranco Cpinion."j

advice on thei
j
d .

_

4

4

..
;

1
d
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sentences to insert er delets,
Mr. Fygi suggests specifi:recc=mands the additien of certain material in f connotes, frets|

I

that "the reader dess not see the plain words of section 144 !

until he or she reaches page 8," discusses the merits of some ofadvises that the use of adjectives beadvanced,the contentions that he has gone over

pared back, and, ganara11y, =akes manif estthe manuscript vi.th a fine tecth ccmh to advise and guide
hr. Schroeder.

I

Review of the DCE and State Department documents establishes f
that the DOE legal analyses- were transmitted to the State
Department and reviewed by State Department personnel.

~
i

Finally, decu=ents obtained*by the Subcen=ittee'establishproduced Ieven nov,
streng reasen te believe that the DOE has net,to the devolepsent of the t*RENCC legal
all the documents relevant :

opinion.
|

in recent weeks , Mr. Schroeder has prof f ered to staf f,1992 =eeting on another matter, the clai=;
'

during a Septa =ber IE , representations were "Risconstrued."the Minority counsel
At a

that his January 24 1992,second unrelated meeting on octcber 2,
invited Mr. Schroeder to explain in what way he had been

,

I

Schroeder replied, "1 think that was '

a=.iseenstrued". Mr. The correspendence that the
clarified in the cerrespondence."has received fr== the Department provides ne ;

Subcer.=it taa Under the cir=u= stances, thesewhatseever. iexplanaticn
explanations are wholly inadequate.

1 a= also troubled by hev recent revelatiens =1y hea'r en the
;

c=rrespondence which you and i ex= hanged subsequent to the=seting in which subec=:ittee staf f vere misinfermed
January 24
that the DOE had prepared nc legal analyses relative to theI wrote you on February 6,;

issue. Ycu vill recall that |expressing my surprise and |
URINCO

1992, shertly af ter the meeting,the Department would reach an interpretation on an
l lconcern that

important issue under the Atc=ic Energy Act "without a formaYou repli'ad that you|

legal opinion er any decisional memoranda." |l ;
vere " wholly satisfied * that the Department is "f aithful y |You also -
serving the objectives of the Atooic Energy Act." is required !

asserted that even "to suggest that such a f ormalityinformation already well-known te the recipient
strikes se as illogical, if not absurd."

At the same time, youto repatriata

declined te provide a chronology of the DOE's decision = axingthat it 'is' net possible to
regarding URENc3 on the groundswith any confidence ... the events

"
....

reconstruct
.
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Watkins,
! [ 'the Msnorable Jamoa D.

Admiral, USN, Rctired
i
; october 21, 1992

Page 5
i

:
1

Needless te say, the recent turn of events can enly cause me
-

1 Accordingly, I request that you'

the greatest possible concern.roepend fu11y ar.d truthfully te the f ollowing questions andj
j requests for int =rmation.
j

Please explain hev, why, and at whose initiative or * direction caputy General Ccunsel Sch coder misinfer=ed| (1) existed when, quite
legal analysesi the staff that no

otvicusly, they did.-

With whom did Mr. Schroeder Best Cr talk inbriefing of Subecmmittee staff?
;

-
(2) ,

preparation for his !
| Deputy General counsel Fygi aware of the plan to(3) was no written legalI

misin arm subce==ittee staff that
analyses. existed?,

'

the ns=es and job titles cf all persons
(4) Please listin researching and draf ting the legalinvolved,

'

analyses.

Please list the names and job titles of all persons
I ($) who revieved the legal analyses.
i

each legal analysis, please state whether the.

Deputy General counsel for r.nergy Resour=es andAs te(6)i
assisted in its preparation,

Legislation (a)(b) reviewed it, (c) saw it, or (d) was informed as to;

i its existence.

Pleasc explain Vhy and by whc= General McFadden wasI

misinformed that no decur.ents were available fcr his; (7)

revi.w.
;

state precisely when ycu became aware .cf theWere you aware of theiri
j (a) Please

existence of the documents. If you
existence at the time of your letters to me?j

had you read the analyses at the time of ycCr| Is there any aspect et the ;were,

letters to me?Department's assertions te the subcemittee that youi

would liXs .to revise er correct in light of the Tor
new-acxneviedged existance of these dccuments?

do you still believe that even "to suggest"
,

need for the legal termality is "illecical, if not |
'

. example,'

the
:' absurd"?

p=ccedures does the Department have in place to
infer =ation supplied to congressionalWhat information

a p) what
; ensure that truthful or accurate? and cfficialsi commist.nes isis supplied to Departmental empicyees
,

4

i

4

1

~ ~ ~ ~ -- -- . . _ . . _ , , , _,
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Watkins, i

Tno Honorchio Jamco .
'! s Admirul, USN, Retired

,

Octeber 21, 1902 i
,

Page 6j i

i
;

participating in congressional briefings relative to
their legal duty to provide truthful information? f

What improvements are conte = plated to ensure that an |
.

| incident such as this does net recur? |
'

'

1,

what direction are you supplying te the Inspector4

(10)*

General in regards te this matter?
In addition, plots, review carefully your records for any i

discussing er in any way relating to:
and all items containing,
the URENco legal analysis and the com=unication of this --

Please include these3

infcrmation to the state Department.
doments with your response, which vill be appreciated and

' ,

4 '

- expected by the close of business, Friday, November 6,
1992.

The subce=mittee staff vill be contacting the Dos to request
interviews with DOE personnel in connection with this inquiry.

;
4

Your cosysration in this regard vill be greatly appreciated.'

about this matter, please contactIf you have any questiens Crater or Jef frey L. Hodgessubcensittaa investigators Jef f rey C.;

er sube===ictee counsal Janina A. Jaruzelski atj
,

' at 225-5365,
t 225-4441.*

i ncerely,
| -

4

!
4

John D. Dingell
Chai:7.an i,

Subcc==ittee en '.

oversight and Investigations
4

,a

The Hencrable Thomas J. Bliley, Jr.
i ce;

Ranking Repub1'ican Me=ber
subeessittee on oversight and Investigations4 i

i

The Honorable 1.avrance 5. Eagleburger -

.

!

Acting Secretary of State.

.

4

Department of State
1

Ths ' Honorable Ivan selin!
chairmanNuclear Recr.alatory ec=missien

,

'

The Monerabis John C. Layton "

Inspector ceneral
Department of Energy

.

|.

4

$

'
i.

A

a

1
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* The ER violatos NEPA because it does not contain r. cdequato

( discussion of alternatives to the proposed action.'

'

BASIS: NEPA, as implemented by 10 C.F.R.7 51.54, requires
. /

that environmental reports must include, jnFk alia, a discussion
'

t

/
of " alternatives available for reducing /or avoiding adverse

/
environmental effects." LES' ER fails to satisfy this require-

ment in the critical respect thad it does not discuss the no-
/,

action alternative. Given the signficant environmental costs of
/

'

this project and the facp/that LES has not demonstrated a need ,

for khe facility, this'/ alternative should have been analyzed in
#

detail.40 /

L. Online Enrichment Monitoring

'

In order to provide reasonable assurance that gas. centrifuge

equipment at the CEC is not unlawfully diverted to the production
,

of highly enriched uranium (HEU), the applicant's fundameItal

nuclear material control (FNMC) plan should require continuous or

frequent online enrichment monitoring for all cascades. To

ensure the effectiveness of such monitoring, the plan should

! stipulate minimum process pipe inner diameters of 110 millimeters
~

or greater at all potential measurement points.41 The current

!
'

40 See Contention J, which is incorporated by reference herein.

41 Minimum process pipe inner diameter should be 110 mm if
uranium hexafluoride gas pressure in the pipe is relatively ,
high, as at the Capenhurst plant in the United Kingdom. See
T.W. Packer, " Continuous Monitoring of Variations in the U235
Enrichment of Uranium in the Header Pipework of a Centrifuge
Enrichment Plant," Proceedings of the 13th ESARDA Symposium on
Safeguards and Nuclear Material Management, 14-16 May 1991.
Attachment 15. (This article and all other articles
referenced in the following four safeguards contentions are
attached and incorporated by reference into this contention.)
Minimum process pipe inner diameters must be larger than 110
mm for pipes in which the uranium hexafluoride gas pressure is
moderate or low. For example, if the gas pressure were one-

! .

|
l

l

.
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design of the CEC does not meet these specifications.42*

BASIS: On December 17, 1990, the NRC published a proposed

rule-setting forth "new performance-based material control and

j accounting requirements" to be applied to enrichment
1

facilities.43 55 Fed. Reg. 51,726. Pursuant to proposed 5

74.33 (c) (5) (i) , material control and accounting systems for
i

uranium enrichment facilities must include a " detection program,
1

independent of production", that provides "high assurance" of

| " detection of any production of uranium enriched to 10 percent or

isotope in any product stream." NRC DraftmorhintheU235
| Regulatory Guide DG-5002, which describes methods acceptable to

|
the NRC for achieving the performance objectives in 10 C.F.R. 5

| 74.33, specifies that

The licensee should have a progran for monitoring the
isotopic composition of product and tail streams, inde-
pendent of operations, that provides high assurance of
timely detection of any production of uranium enriched
to 10 percent or more in the isotope U-235. (A]n....

extensive program for the centrifuge technology would
be appropriate because of the ease of reconfiguring the
machines to produce higher enrichments in a short
period of time. The program can use nondestructive
assay with fixed detectors, portable detectors, or UF6
samples taken and analyzed for U-235 concentration.

1(continued)
half that in a typical corresponding pipe at the Capenhurst I

plant, then the minimum process pipe inner diameter should be
the square root of two times 110 mm, or 155 mm. ;

42 The safeguards issues addressed in the following four con- |

tentions will also be raised in CANT's comments to the Commis-
sion regarding the proposed standards for the CEC.

43 The Commission has directed that if this proposed rule is
not final by the time of licensing of the CEC, the CEC license
is to be amended, as necessary, to conform to the regulations.
Notice of Receipt of Application for License, etc., 56 Fed.
Reg. 23,310, 23,313 (May 21, 1990).

.

_
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Reg. Guide DG-5002, 5 1.2.

For several reasons, the most practical and effective means
.

of meeting this requirement is to employ frequent or continuous

use of fixed detectors for monitoring gas enrichment in all pro-
duct, waste, and dump pipes, rather than the more established

practice of occasional intermittent use of portable detectors.44

First, continuous or frequent enrichment monitoring allows more

constant and comprehensive surveillance over the uranium enrich-

men,t process than does occasional intermittent enrichment

monitoring. Second, detection of HEU production by portable

detectors can be evaded too easily. Because HEU gas could be

removed from a centrifuge cascade in a very short time upon a
1

decision to terminate use of the cascade (or a portion of the I

cascade) for HEU production, it would be possible for plant pro- |

duction personnel to take actions so that HEU production would |
1

not be detected by means of a portable detector technique; |
indeed, the high visibility of inspectors carrying detectors

would serve as a signal to production personnel to promptly cease
HEU production. Extensive sampling of process gas would not be a

practical alternative to online enrichment monitoring, because it
i

would involve excessive risk of leakage of air into the pipes.45 |

For all online enrichment monitoring techniques presently
.

known, it is well established that effectiveness of monitoring
?

44 See Packer, Attachment 15.

45 Communications: Trevor Packer, Harwell Lab, United Kingdom'

and Ben Dekker, URENCO, Netherlands, to Helen M. Hunt at
| ESARDA meeting, May 16, 1991.

.

,
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requires that at measurement points there be at least a moder--

ately high ratio (i.e., at least 1:1) of the amount of U in235

the gas to the amount of U in the pipe deposit.46 The most235

practical means of assuring that this condition exists throughout
the life of the enrichment equipment is to install process pipe l

i

sections at potential measurement points which are of a large l

diameter, i.e., greater than 110 mm inner diameter.47 Actual

recommended pipe diameter at a potential measurement point would

depend on gas pressure in the pipe.48 Proposed pipe diameters in

the 'C,EC design, however, are significantly smaller. According to

URENCO representative Peter LeRoy, the planned pipe inner

diameter for the CEC is 3.07 inches, which is about 78 nm.49 At

this pipe diameter, the uranium deposit that would build up on

the pipe wall would, within months or a few years, dominate the

online enrichment measurements. Because of associated'large

measurement uncertainties, online enrichment measurements would

then not be capable of reliably determining whether low enriched
,

or highly enriched uranium hexafluoride gas is present in a pipe.

The CEC design should therefore be modified to increase the pipe

46 Helen M. Hunt, " Effective Go/No Go Enrichment Measures,"
| 13th ESARDA Symposium on Safeguards and Nuclear Material Man .
i agement (May 14-16, 1991) at 363-64. Attachment 16. See also |

Packer, Attachment 15.

47 Communications: Trevor Packer, Harwell Lab, UK, and Ben
Dekker, Urenco, Netherlands, to Helen M. Hunt at ESARDA meet-

.|ing, May 16, 1991.

48 See note 41, suora.

49 Telephone communication: Peter LeRoy, LES, to Helen M.
Hunt, June 11, 1991.

{
'
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size at measurement points to a degree that will1 permit adequate
,

enrichment monitoring.

M. Monitoring of Sampling Ports, Process Valves, a. .,

- Flanges ;

/ -

In order to preclude or detect production of HEU by a batch

recyclingschemeinvolvingmisuseofsamplingportNhprocess '

valves, and/or - flanges, the applicant's FNMC plan should require- >

,

effective monitoring by' reliable technical means w?.ich accurately
:

keep track of employee access to these process connection loca-

tions.

BASIS: Compliance with proposed 110 C.F.R. 5 74.33 (c) (5) (i) :

requ' ires ef fective monitoring of' all product streams. - Production

of HEU by a batch recycling scheme involving introduction of feed

and withdrawal of product through sampling and process valve
,

ports is a credible scenario in a gas-centriftce enrichment

plant. Misuse of other process valves (not.having ports).'could

be a component of such a scenario. Onsite productionnof HEU
'

could be carried out discretely by as few as one or two produc-

tion employees. For this reason,.NRC Draft Regulatory Guide,DG-

5002, 5 12.2, " Monitoring Program for Clandestine Enrichment

Scenarios," requires the applicant's FNMC plan to address, inter
1

| alia, " Sampling ports and frequency of-sampling to be used'for

L mcnitoring of~ product streams," and "The use of tamper-indicating

seals on process valves and flanges." ' Use of seals has been:only;

partly reliable, however, because it has been possible for' plant-

producgion personnel to remove seals from valve ports -- in order
J

.

9

9

r
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2350 E1RICHMENT .. URANIUM (M kMONITORING OF VRRIATIONS IN TittCONTINUOUS

IN THE ItCADER PIPCOOR% OF A CEtrtRITUCE WRICitMENT PLAttT

T. W. Packer
AEA Technology Harwell, England

Abstract

Non-destructive assay equipment, based on less offort by both Operators and Inspectors
gamma-ray spectrometry and X-ray fluorescence to carry out the necessary inspections.
analysis has previously been developed for
confirming the presence of low enriched 2. Comparison of off-line and on-Isne

techniques
uranium in the header pipework of UF6 gas
centrafuge enrichment plants. However developed

inspections can only be carraed out Where possible the techn& ques
23bU enrichment monitor,

occasionally on a limited number of pipes. for the off-line NDA
With the development of centrifuge whach is used for safeguarding centrifuge

enrichment technology it has been suggested enrichment plants at Capenburst, have beenBoth
that more frewent, or ideally, continuous incorporated in the on-line instrument.

check that the enrichment of the
measurements should be made in order to instruments

gas in the pipe being safeguarded asUr6improve safeguards assurance tetween
, consistent with being LEU tiess than 20%), by'

! inspections. measuring the number of 105.72 key gamma-raysFor this purpose we have developed non-

destroctive assa) equipment based on emitted from the UF6 gas, which is

continuous gamma-ray spectrometry and K-ray proportional to ats enrichment and pressure.
transmission seasurements. This equipment is As 185.72 key gamma-rays are also emitted

the
suitable for detecting significant changes in from any uranium that may be deposited on

2359 enrichment of uranium in the header pipework, it is necessary wnen inspecting some
pipework of new centrifuge enrichment plants- pipes, especially those on older enrichmentthe

,

Results are givers in this paper of plants which may have comparatively large*

continuous measurements made in the laboratory masses of deposited uranium on them, tof

and also on header pipework of a centrifuge establish the number of gamma-rays emitted>

enrichment plant at Capenhurst. only by the UF6 gas /2/, A method, known as,

the "two geometry technique", developed fori
j separating gamma-rays emitted from the Ur6 gast. Introduction from those emit;ed from any deposited uranium,,

both
! has been shown to be suitable for use inSince the establishment of the

ogg.line and on-line instruments /1/3/. It was'

Eexapartite Safeguards Project in November
' 1980, research has been conducted in several combined with an X-ray fluorescence Ur6 gas

countries, including the UK, to develop pressure measurement in the off-line gauge to
confirm that the enrichment of the UF6 gas intechniques that could t>e incorporated into a

non-destructive assay instrument that was product pipes in the centrifuge enrichment
being.

j capable of confirming the presence of low plant at Capenhurst was consistent with.

enriched uranium (LEU) in cascade header LEU /1/2/. As the on-line instrument

pipework of a Ur6 gas centrifuge enrichment incorporates low resolution scintillation |

plant on a rapid 'Co/No-Co', basis. The counters, rather than the more expensive high j

techniques reported are based on gamma-ray resolution liquid nitrogen cooled germanium j

used in the off line instrument, it |

spectroscopy and X-ray fluorescence analysis detector fluorescence
/1/2/. The development has been complicated by is not possible to use the K ray

of technique to measure the UT6 gas pressure.the presence of comparatively large masses has
uranium deposited on the pipework, especially Therefore an X-ray transmission tec%ique

been developed, which is capable of Jetectingon some of the earlier centrifuges,,

With the development of centrifuge changes in UT6 gas pressure of less than 1
enrichment technology it has been suggested torr in the header pipework in centrif unes . at |

that on new plant the main header pipework Capenhurst/3/. This is combined 6 : the !

should be continuously sionitored to improve gamma-ray measurament to check cents.aously
235U content, and hence

safeguards assurance between inspections, for any changes in the
more the enrichment of the Ur6 gas in product,Although this type of equipment would be

espensive to install than the transportable feed, waste and dump header pipes at |

|

system already developed, it would require Capenburst.
|

|

|

I
.

.
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3 The electronie detectien system ih nl_ fD [d ,h3
"" ":' , a( $

The electronte system, which was f f' *%
*Eq % -=;

originally developed at Marwell for use in the j (
U f { *[g g ,

l

mineral industry, uses sr adard ECS-bus ,I* f", .

D./g f 1 ,.macroprocesscrs and peripherals in conjunction h it
,

with a specially designed nuclear pulse ADC * , ^--

stabilisation of the NaItTl) scintillation pOOO ~'h(256 channels per detector)/4/. Cain
OOGG

counters, based on the measurement of the B8 / '. O 9 O *d OOOO
kev carma-rays which are emitte.d by a 109ce f ", ggge * -- g g g 4,,

source, as maintained by the macroptocessor in *# I h"
thn slave untts, each of hich m y conttol up *

' ""# _k[Nto six derectors. The master computer .

' I[ $c:ntrris the acquisition of data and the f
c:tting up of appropraate :a 'jtons of interest M :

c

fer each of the four detoctots. It 0100 t4 ,vt

calculates the results an:1 compares the " $* . pjy ,

'

measurements with previous values which are ' '

kept in an appropriate constants file. rig 1 The monitor installed on an enrichment

Normally two hourly measurements are made plant at Capenhurst

and daily averages calculated. The results -

235U in the Ur6 gas from thoseprinted out and can also be displayed on emitted fromare
the monitor of the computer. A photograph of emitted from any deposited uranium /1/.
the four detector assemblies, special These trials showed that there was

electronic system, master computer and printer relatively little deposit on the header pipes

being used in the service corridor at in the latest design of centrifuge for which

Capenhurst is shown in rig 1. this development is aimed. Interest has
therefore been concentrated on investigating

4. Choice of detectors ways of reducing the overall cost of the
equipment while maintaining acceptable

It was considered both expensive and performance.

impractical to install permanently several Therefore later measurements have used a
high resolution liquid nitrogen cooled semi- single detector fitted with a 50mm diameter
conductor detectors on even all header product crystal to measure both 185.72 key gamma-rays

2350 in the pipepipes. as it is suggested that for some for determining the mass of

centrifuge plants it may even be necessary to and the transmitted X and gamma rays to detect
monitor also, feed, waste and dueo pipes, it changes in Ur6 gas pressure.
was agreed that only low resolution
scintillation detecters would be acceptable 5. Choice of source for the transmission
for continuous monitoring. cauce

Laboratory measurements showed that

scintillation detectors fitted with NaI(Tl) Header pipes in the Capenhurst centrifuge

crystals 75mm in diameter and 25mm thick were enrichment plants are made of aluminium, the
'

sufficiently sensittve and could be adequately product, waste and dump pipes have internal
shielded and permanently installed without diameters of 110mm with Sam thick walls, while

cousing undue interference to the Operators. the feed pipe has a 4mm thick wall but is only

Initially three detectors were mounted on 72mm in diameter. Therefore any X or gamma-
a product header pipe. One detector measured ray used for the transmission gauge must be i

109Cd able to per.etrate 10mm of aluminium whiletransmitted X and gamma-rays from a
source, the other two measured 185.72 key being relatively highly absorbed by a few
gamma rays. One detector was uncollimated and og/cm2 of uranium. (Path of Ur6 gas across

110mm at pressure of 10 torr = 1.1
eg/cm2) pipe

the other was collimated, in order to

investigate the possibility of using the "two . Table 1 gives the energy of gamma-

geometry technique" to separate gamma-rays rays emitted by radio-isetepe sources that

,

Table 1 Choice of source for transmission gauge

Source Half Camma-ray Mass Absorption praction

Life Energy Abun- Coefficient Transmitted (%) Absorbed (t)
2cm /g by Al Pipe by 1 torr Ur6 Casyrs kev dance

U Al with wall pipe diameter (mm)
4mm $mm 55 75 110

57Co 0.14 122 0.855 3.5 0.15 72 67 0.02 0.03 0.04
241 Am 433 59.6 0.852 6.4 0.27 56 40 0.04 0.05 0.08
109Cd 1.26 BS 0.03B 3.3 0.20 65 'a 8 0.02 0.03 0.04
109Cd 1.26 25 0.17 14.0 2.0 1.5 .50 0.40 0.55 0.80
109Cd 1.26 22 1.00 96.0 2.8 .24 .05 0.50 0.10 1.00

I
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wsre consid2 red for this appliw aion and their i..
8

relative abundance and the mass absorption
costficients for aluminium and uranium for the . |
X and gamma-rays emitted. It also gives the ,7

.)*relative intensities of radiation transmitted
|*

through aluminium pipes with 4 and Sam thick
Iwalls and also the percentage absorbed by Ur6
fas at a pressure of 1 torr. It is seen that e '*,

09Cd is the optimum source as it emits AgK X-
.!rays whose energies 22 and 25 kev are just

>

above-the Ul absorption edges. It is seen
8that a change in Ur6 gas pressure of 1 tort in

\. Ithe largest diameter pipe (110mm i.d.) will ~ e
\ -!reduce the transmitted intensity of AgK X-rays \ ;;by approximately it, 'in addition approximately ,,

0.1% of them will be transmitted through an J. . ., . !* * " "'

aluminium pipe with walls 5mm thick. Table 2 I

gives the calculated and measur intensaties A K X-rays 22,25 key, 88 kev gamma-rays !
:

of x and gamma-rays emitted by Cd that are

rig 2 Transmission spectrum obtained when* 5transmitted through pipes of different site,
Iwhere it is seen that there is relatively good su ing slumtnaum ' pipes with.$mme

'as.

, ,., gy, - !
agreement between the two values, The
advantage of using a thinner walled pipe

fshould be noted, although at Cepenhurst this gas available at Harhell, the' gamma-ray:

spectrometers were approximately. calibrated |advantage is accompanied by a lower
sensitivity due to the smaller UT6 path length using samples of urantum .that'had .been.~ '

'

across the pipe. A graph of the channel deposited onto. filter . papers. .The
countrates o aned from X and gamma-rays transmission -gauge was calibrated using '

emitted from Cd that have been transmitted |
_

aluminium filters.
through an aluminium pipe with Sam thick walls The assembly' was mounted on a header - I

is given in rig 2. It is seen that although product pipe at Capenburst . and - two hourly !
'

the intensity of transmitted 88 kev gamma-rays measurements made between September 1989 and
is much higher than the AgK .X-rays, it is January 1990/3/, The results obtained during- s i

Istill possible to separate them using low t ' periods when the UF6 gas was.-temporarily
renclution detectors' removed from the pipe are shown in rig 3. It' [

is seen that when the Ur6 gas was present, the- 1

6. Realts net countrates obtained with the unco 111 mated . j

and collimated -detectors in the 185.72 kev
6.1 With a multi-detector system gamma ray thannel were approximately 3.0 and

These measurements were made with three - #* E * '- 2I* '

*" ' ' *** " * I '

I
scintillation detectors, two fitted with 75mm

' f*EE# ** * * # * ** #*'"*"
diameter NaI(Tl) crystals detecting 185.72 kev

"I * ** **** * * * ' '
gamma-rays, one being uncollimated the other e untrates reduced to approximately zero when
fitted with a 30mm wide collimatu This
allowed for the investigation of th6 "two ( A) Ut4Cott wATED . L

.

technique"., which se 183 72
'

!gamma-raysemittedfrom23garates
geometry .

[U in the Ur6 ekev
* -

gas from those emitted from any deposited . ,
'

turanium. The third detector was fitted with a , . . . . . . = * a
,

50mm diameter Na!(Tl) crystal and detected
transmitted AgK X-rays and 88 kev gamma rays ,

109Cd source with an (ti) COII HW Dwhich were emitted from a
activity of 22MBq.

,

$ ejAs there were no suitable sources of UF6
* * " " " * * '- " " " "

Table 2 Comparison of the relative ~*

transmitted intensities of 5

109Cd. g g uy. . jradiation emitted from
i-

Transmitted Relative Transmitted Intensity || p p, ,

f -!
Radiation Calculated Measured . _

|
, a .. = = = se . ~e <a = ,m =

Aluminium Wall Thickness (mm) ,,

4 5 4 5 |
. .

.
.

1
22 kev X-rays .08 .02 .11 .05

.

Results of plant measurements made with. ;
25 kev-X-rays .08 .03 Fig 3
88 kev gamma-rays 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.0 the multi-detector system .during two, !

periods whn the Ur6 gas was - j

88/22+25 7.0 20 10 20 temporarily removed- 3

. i

[
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' ' "the UT6 gas was temporarily removed from the
"pipe, shewing that there was only a relatively -, * *

small sass of' uranium deposited on the pipes.

At the same time that the UF6 gas was removed , , ' ' ' * . . , _
from the pipe the density gauge reading ' * * . ]
increased by approximately 31 relative. 4

However if the increase in the density
reading, reduction in Ur, gas pressarea, had jc ,

been accompanied by the gamma-ray countrate N N J

N
g\ \either being unaltered, or even increased,

then an increase in the enrichment of the Ur6 % *,
gas would have been suspected and further N. ,

"investigation may have been needed to resolve ',
''' "N "' .the anomaly.

*
During this period of centinuous *

,
*measurement only three significant increases ,, ,

in the density readings occurred, indicating a y *x 's,'

reduction in 9F6 gas pressure. They were all [ \ "o....,
accompanied by a large reductientover 950 in % / \

the gamma-ray 6 wnt- confirming the loss of e'

(*Ur6 gas. There were no significant increases
in the gamma-ray sensurements during the same g ,

period so that it was possible to confirm that * , * , ,
this centrifuge was only prodacing LEU gas
during this period.

6.2. With a sincle detector system o., !
I23 150 17s 200

* no 2momne + mo uwuw' AMBER
ewAs+G

+ w owieThe mass of uranium deposits on the pipes
of the latest design of centrifuge have been
shown to be comparatively small/3/. It was Fig 4 Interference in the 235U 185.72 kev
therefore decided that there was no necessity gamma-ray channels (163-192) due to 88

to make gamma-ray measurements with a kev gamma-ray " double peaks" from 109Cd
collinated detector in order to separate sources with different activities j
gamma-rays that were emitted from the UT6 gas '

from those emitted from the deposited uranium. product and waste pipes and sources with |

Furthermore, if it was found to be possible to activities of 10MBq in the feed and dump pipe ,

make the uncollimated gamma-ray and systems.

transmission measurement with the same Measurements were made ca empty pipes at

detector, it would result in a considerable Harwell when the not countrates obtained in
reduction in the capital cost of the system. the 185.72 kev gamma-ray peaks were corrected

The original reasen for not using a by subtracting approximately 6 x 10-8 times
single detecter was the possibility of ' double the square of the 88 kev gamma-ray count-

j
peaks * produced from the relatively high rates. The results of two hourly measurements

,,

number of transmitted 88 kev gamma-rays from of corrected 185.72 kev gamma and relative AgK

the 109Cd source not being resolved from the X-ray counts made in the laboratory over a
185.72 kev gamma-rays emitted from 235 The period of 5 days for the 4 detectors are shownU

magnitude of this interference is shown in yig in rig 5. The errors due to counting
4, where the spectra obtained f rom a pipe,110 statistics (95% c.l.) were approximately 0.08
mm in diameter, containing 0.5mg/cm2 og 3g c/s for the 185.72 kev gamma-ray measurements
enriched uranium, equivalent to a Ur6 gas , , , , . .

| pressure of approximatel 13 torr, is shown =-
'

when measured withoe' a 09Cd source. Also C
shown are the spectra ootained with two 1090d j C

1"8. , [* *.1. .''*D* h *.W N
sources of different activity measured without . . , . . . .

!T5 'N*
uranium. As the pulse doubling affect is a .

"'
| function of the square of the 88 kev countrate . . . . .

the interference is much greater for the :2;,% :h
higher activity source (30MBq). The error

*~
introduced using the smaller source (10MBq), ,

an acceptable activity for this application, *

is comparatively small (equivalent to the 7,,
,

counts obtained from UT6 gas at a pressure of - .-
*"approximately 2 terr of 31 enriched UT6 gad .

This errer can be allowed for by subtracting a
*

3,,, m, g g u , g ; p;,,y p % e,,,a .,g , g ,o,,,,3,,,,

.
'

fraction of the number of detected 88 kev . .ar,,
* * * * * ~

gamma-ray counts from the 185.72 kev reading. ,

Sources of 109Cd with activities of !

approximately 5MBq were installed in the two rig 5 Results obtained in the laboratory 1
'

detector systems that were to be used on the when seasuring empty pipes j
,
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and between 0.3 and 0.12 % relative for ths """*"
AgK X-ray maasurements dspending on the

[[ if Ahidi'109Cd source that wasactivity of the
incorpo. ted. It is seen that the percentage , .-

variations in the density readings are ! '.
generally within a 0.5%. !" . . as .a ehry . .. . . . . .- %p'vur;Wu v me

~
an

The equipment was then installed on [j
header pipework at Capenburst, two hourly .t1. , ,

* ~ * * *""''
measure 6ents made and daily averages

calculat ed . Corrections for dead time losses. ana==

thL decay of the 109Cd source and for . .s.

.$ /[.
4'"

unresolved BB kev ' double peaks' on the gamma- !! /
'

ray measurement were made. A plot of 3 *; j {
t,, , =. y8%L s

*=r "*- '' -* 5-- **O, , ,, *, s tu .; a ,sp;.4 q:g: g,
*

variations in the transmission density and . . , ,
* ** " * ' ' * * *

uranium gamma-ray measurements during two
*

. * * * *periods when the UF6 gas was temporarily
' ' " ' * ' ~

removed from the pipes as shown in Tig 6. It
"

is seen that when the Ur6 gas was removed the
transmission density gauge readings on the
product, waste and dump pipes increased by rig 6 On-line two hourly results obtained
approximately 3% relative. The corresponding during the time that the UTg gas was }

increase in the smaller diameter, thinner temporarily removed from the pipes.
walled, feed pipe was slightly smaller. There Periods identified by high transmitted ,

was a corresponding reduction in the gamma-ray counts flow density) and low 2350 |
'

reading on the product pipe of approximately counts
ic/s, one third of that obtained on the
original gauge. This is due to the smaller uranium over the period 6/12/90 to 10/3/91 for ,

diameter detectors used, 50mm in diameter the product pipe are given in Fig 7. The ,

inst'ead of 75mm, in order to reduce the cost periods when the UT6 gas was temporarily
and also the weight of the lead shielding removed from the pipe are clearly identified
required. There were corresponding smaller by increases in the transmitted countrates,
reductions in the gamma-ray counts obtained indicating a reduction in UT6 gas pressure and
with the other detectors, being consistent a reduction in the number of detected uranium
with that expected according to their pipe gamma-rays. The times when the enrichment of
diameters, pressures and enrichments. The the Ur6 gas. in the product pipe was

,

daily average readings of both density and temporarily increased, and then decreased, by
?

'
Table 3 Print of time when UF6 gas was temporarily removed from the pipes.

Run started at 9.40 6/12/90 Run time = 7200s

FEED DUMP WASTE PRDoUCT

S 0 U S D U S D U S D U
,

f

0.6 -0.08 -0.08 0.9 -0.33 0.06 0.8 -0.06 0.00 0.8 -0.08 -0.02
0.4 0.02 0.01 -0.4 -0.21 0.02 -1.6 -0.12 -0.00 1.5 -0.04 0.03
2.2 2.33 -0.15 1.5 2.34 -0.15 4.3 2.36 -0.09 1.5 2.30 -0.76
3.6 2.59 -0.12 1.4 2.99 -0.20 4.3 3.39 -0.05 1.2 3.14 -0.98 *

3.2 0.35 -0.00 1.3 0.32 -0.07 -0.8 0.40 0.00 1.3 -0.00 -0.58
1.0 0.10 -0.03 0.3 0.07 -0.05 -1.1 0.14 -0.08 0.2 -0.01 -0.09

2.7 0.03 -0.02 -0.9 -0.37 -0.02 -1.6 0.20 0.01 2.0 -0.04 -0.01
1.6 0.08 -0.04 1.2 -0.26 0.03 -2.2 -0.01 0.01 1.2 0.16 0.02 |{ 2.1 0.01 -0.01 1.2 -0.03 0.00 -1.3 -0.13 0.07 1.5 -0.24 0.04

'

,
| 2.4 0.07 -0.04 -0.1 -0.06 0.06 -1.9 0.16 -0.07 0.4 -0.08 -0.01
* 1.3 0.01 0.05 -0.5 -0.11 0.00 -2.2 -0.14 -0.01 2.0 0.00 0.02
'

1.8 0.13 0.01 0.1 -0.07 0.03 -2.4 -0.05 0.02 1.3 0.01 -0.08

|
| Averages:

1.9 C.47 -0.04 0.5 0.36 -0.02 -0.5 0.50 -0.02 1.2 0.43 -0.20
.

5, D and U are the differences between the measured and constant
2350 respectively. if.1.le values of standard, relative density (%) and

'

N.B. All daily average density readings are positive and all uranium
roadings are negative with respect to the constant file values

| o'aserved during normal operation. This confirms that Ur6 gas had ;

|
t4en removed during these sensurements.
(The times that the gas was removed can be obtained from the ;
individual two hourly values.) 1

,

i
i 4

i
;
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.f20% relative without significant change in the or increased. 'These. rare occasions .are
Ur6 gas pressures, are also clearly visible, probably the only time that the results need= '

There were small systematic variations in to be printed out from the data files. This- i

the density readings (up to 0.8U during the 3 approach' will be more relevant.if one PC and
months of measurements, possibly due to printer is used to measure econtinuously the j
instrumental drift or to small errors in the .four pipes on several cascades. . Alternatively |
decay correction used for the 109Cd source due the files could be printed out % demand -|
to small impurities in the sources. Therefore during routine inspections. |an alternative method of correcting the ;

density gauge measurements was used, namely by 7.. Conclusions ;
taking the ratio of detected AgK x-ray to 88 i
kev gamma-ray intensities. This automatically -Continuous' monitoring' of at. least one !
corrects for the decay of the 109Cd source as- header pipe of a cascado at Capenburst.has i
well as for dead time losses. This method was been carried out - in : two periods . between -|
found to give small systematic errors as can September 1989 and January 1990 and- between ;
be seen in Fig 7. As there are no significant' December- 1990 and. March 1991. During these ,

systematic errors on the 2350 determinatien, periods. the Ur6 gas pressure measurement has I
it appears that the cerrection used for been. significantly1 reduced on less than ICL
correcting the 185.72 teV gamma-ray readings occasions. On each occasion the- uranium *

for 88 kev gamma-ray interference as adequate countrate also reduced, almost -to soro, !
for this application, confirming-the Operators' records that the Ur5

gas had been temporarily removed.
.

.

6.3 Presentation of results If an inspector had ~ access to 'these
results, it would have been possible for. him

The results obtained are compared with to have monitored this centrifuge. 24 hours a.
previous values kept in an appropriate day, for the period of six months for'which
constants file. Variations from these values these measurements were made. Although the. !
are at present saved as files on a two hourly' initial capital cost of this type of automated- |

| and daily average basis and printed out as monitori.,g equipment is comparatively high, it ;

shown in Table 3. They can also be displayed is suggested that the cost would soon be |
across the screen of the PC. The chosen one recovered by the saving of Operator, and '!
of the four density or uranium- reDdings is Inspector timeg "j
selected from the keyboard. Provided that an )

Inspector was confident that the equipment was 8. Acknowledgements !

working satisfactorily. (by checking the'
.
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.
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EFFECTIVE GCVNO GO ENRICHMENT MEASUREMENTS

Helen M. Hunt i
'

Consultant; Princeton, New Jersey, USA

|
|

| 1. A W m et Consequently, international safeguards
inspectorates (the IAEA and EURATOM). and

A simple plumbing bypass modification technology holders ( Au stralia, Japan, the
would eliminate excessive systematic error U.S.A., and Troika - comprising the F.R.G., the-
and improve precision for uranium hexafluoride Netherlands, and the U.K.) engaged in the
gas enrichment measurements at centrifuge Hexapartite Safeguards Project from 1980-83, ,

enrichment plants .having small-diameter which consisted of joint discussions for the
cascade pipes. Present gas enrichment purpose of reaching consensus on effective and
measurements on typical small-diameter efficient means for safeguarding commercial *

prodfuct pipes are indeterminate, because gas centrifuge enrichment plants. Principal ,

overwhelming systematic errors and larg e . conclusions of, the Hexapartite Project and
( statistical errors result from the high follow-up discussions, reached by consensus,
| depo sit-to-g a s ratios. The bypass would were that: (1) in cascade areas there should be

| essentially eliminate the deposit from limited frequency unannounced inspections
| measurements. The intended purpose of go/no (1.FUA inspections), of short duration, and (2) '

go measurements is to confirm that the - Inspectors should have the right to perform
en richmer't of randomly selected product so-ca!!ed *go/no go* measurements - defined
streams is s20% The Hexapartite Safeguards as fairly quick non-destructive assay
Project participants agreed by consensus in measurements on cascade to header product
1983 on the importance of go/no go connection pipes, capable of discriminating
measurements. between low enriched and highly enriched

uranium hexafluoride gas in the pipes.
There was Hexapartite Project consensus

2. Intmduction that in order to verify absence of production of
HEU it could be necessary to perform go/no go'

Large-scale commercial enrichment of measurements. Hexapartite Project partici-
uranium by gas centrifuge technology, which is pants recognized various possible means of
commercially highly sensitive, began and producing HEU. that would probably not be
dramatically expanded in several European detected through LFUA visual inspections. For ,

countries during the 1970's. For proprietary example, cascade flows could be adjusted to
reasons, technology holders had strong yield higher enrichment than declared, batches

,

! objections to permitting access of IAEA could be recycled through a unit cascade to
(International Atomic Energy Agency) yield progressively higher enrichment, or a
inspectors into production areas, called cascade that includes increased separative
' cascade halls". This resistance constituted a capacity added lifter the inttlal verification
serious problem in safeguarding large-scale inspections could be dedicated to. HEU

|
gas centrifuge enrichment plants; indeed, for production. Since the inspectors must allow ,

large capacity plants measurement the operator up to two hours before gaining'
.

uncertainties implied that materials access to a cascade hall, visual evidence such
accountancy procedures alone were not as portable feed and withdrawal stations could i

adequate to provide assurance that significant be confidently removed from a cascade area i

quantities of highly enriched uranium (HEU) before entry of inspectors. Consideration of
were not being produced. such weaknesses led to Hexapartite Project

363
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..u s- scattered Co 57 photons contnbute to the''

|
~,... ., count). In principle the measurement is,

proportional to the total uranium in the gas.
The X-ray fluorescence measurement set-up is

--- -- .- First Geometry illustrated in Figure 2.
'

.
,Tye Imonet of Decosits on Measurement Errors. . . - --

High U-235 deposit-to-gas ratios magnify"
a.... .,

I the distortion effect on calculated gas
I h

#
enrichment of any error in the ratio of

-- p . .... - . -- - Second Geometry collimator deposit efficiencies. Indeed, the

h error magnification is proportional to the
b deposit, as shown in equation (A3) in the

"J
t

appendix. In practice. at the URENCO facility in
| Figure 1. In the two-geometry technique. the Netherlands, with actual gas enrichment of
| two collimators ha ving different rela tive about 4% U-235, even careful selection and

efficiencies for detecting U-235 in the gas vs positioning of collimators for application of
in the deposit are used separately for obtaining the two-geometry method has resulted in
two distinct measurements on cascade-to- relative errors of t 200-300% in calculated gas '

header product pipes. (Source: reference 2.) enrichment, for pipes having high uranium

deposit-to-gas ratio /Bl. This corresponds to
- an error in calculated gas enrichment of about

28-12% U-235. With the same deposit. if the
uranium gas were highly enriched rather low.

ar . ... .. enriched, the systematic error in calculatedcu
I $ $*.U'U[u .., gas enrichment would likewise be at least !

-

p { g1*s 8-12% U-235, (as indicated in the appendix).C

_ ~ , is a.p.. : The presence of systematic errors that are
$ 'UUU$|* N,i, typically of roughly this magnitude obviouslya E , ..

/ renders discrimination between 55% and 20%| ;

enriched uranium hexafluoride gas extremely[5 #C
| unreliable.
'

/ For situations where the expected
...t. n a magnitude of relative systematic error is less'

_.
''

.
- .--.-._.-_ s than about 100%, further analysis is required.

c The ca:culated gas enrichment can be
,

5 '

c expressed in the form

Calc Gas Enr - c,R, - c Rt t (1)
_ ,

i
- where R, and R2

'
are the measured 185.7 kev

,

count rates for the two geometries and the I
- coefficients c, and c are constants obtainedz

c - by dividing formula (A2) in the appendix by
r an overall coefficient for total uranium

determination with the X-ray fluorescence, _ , , , , _ , , _ _

Figure 2: The set up for X-ray fluorescence measurernent. As shown in formula (A2), the
measurements to determine the total uraniurn coefficients are derived fro m estimated'

in the gas. The bottom diagram illustrates the collimator efficiencies and efficiency ratios. j

possibility of detection of uranium K X-rays Estimated efficiencies rather than true |

emitted from the deposit follo wing efficiencies are utilized for goino go j

stimulation by Compton scattered photons of measurements, because true efficiencies are

| high enough energy. (Source: reference 7.) not independently known by the IAEA, and
I
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having no or very little uranium deposit. 'As outlined e arlie r, without bypass |
'

Betweea measurements, the gas would flow constructions, even if systematic errors in the'' ~ ;

through the normal pipe. If necessary, bypass U-235 measurements were practically ;

pipes could be ocassionally removed to be eliminated, a large ' proportion of j

stripped of deposit, to assure that they remain - measurements would take so long (more than
low-deposit pipes. six or eight hours) that the capability of such

,

measurements to detect rapidly disappearing |
evidence of HEU production would be dubious. |

normal product pioe There is' now no assurance that even diligent !g ,

larger scale research would. result in near. ;"

elimination of systematic U-235 measurement f

low deDosit bypass Dios errors, even with . the use of several bypass f
valves valves constructions for calibrations, Moreover, the

requisite research (having . uncertain ' . resuits) ' {measurement would take a long time, perhaps years.
point

Ef f ective . go/no . go: enrichment- !

Figure 3. Schematic view of proposed measurements are rendered especially vital by i

bypass plumbing modification for the protection pipe deposits 'would afford in j
cascade-to header product pipes; this concealing production of HEU: Indeed, if a plant 7

modification would greatly reduce calibration operator starts HEU production in a cascade ;

and statistical errors, because the bypass pipe with pipes that already have a moderately ' ;

would include very little uranium deposit. heavy deposit of low enriched uranium, the |
^

rate of increase of U-235 in ; the deposit is I
. ' , ',

it is logical to consider whether a bypass slow, because the rate of new deposition is . j
.

modification for one cascade-to header very slow (roughly : a few per cent per year) *

product pipe could be used to obtain accurate- 115/. Eventually when the deposit contains :

- calibrations for all identical enough U 235 that inspection measurements j

cascade-to header pipes. This problem is might reveal the enrichment of the deposit to- {
described in the appendix. An essential issue be suspiciously high, the operator can move his
is that the literature indicates substantial HEU production from that. cascade ' to another j

uncertainty on the question of whether correct cascade having lower deposit enrichment, and |

calibration for actual cascade-to-header he can clean out the pipes'of the p'revious HEU . - !

product pipes is substantia!!y independent of cascade. Thus, in the absence of definitive gas |

!possible nonuniformities in actual uranium enrichment measuremts.. 'on randomly
.

deposit. Very limited experiments have selected cascade * Mw;r product ives, pipe . t
'

- ' - 4 produced conflicting indications /15t/ Many deposits wo# tew g prevent deeetion of,

measurements on actual cascade pipes would HEUir"N V l

be needed to investigate the issue of whether . |
'

initially ' identical" pipes are really identical 5. Condusion
'

for calibration purposes. Further, it would be
necessary to dononstrate that the declared This paper identifies a practical and highly ,

collimator gas efficiencies ratio is quite effective solution to the lingering important
accurats--to within 3%. This might pose a problem of excessive errors and consequent j

'problen, be%use in the past discrepancies of indeterminate results in enrichment
7% and 14% were found between gas measurements on high-deposit- small-diameter |
efficiencies at Almelo and at the IAEA cascade-to-header. product pipes . In . gas j

Seibersdorf Test Loop /qfin addition, in order to centrifuge enrichment plants. The proposed a

calibrate normal pipes *ldentical* to the . solution involves a simple bypass plumbing .|
bypass pipe, it would be necessary for the construction for every cascade-to-header. .|

|,
- . . .

length of the measurements to be very long, in product pipe. This method would promote the j

| order to reduce statistical errors to very low most effective and efficient'. international ]
! levels. A relevant question is this: To what inspections, because. it would ' minimize the

~

! extent would the IAEA observe these magnitude of errors and the number' of
'

verifications and calibrations? necessary measurements. Moreover, because
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G- calculated U-235 gas activity assuming accurate value for the calibration coefficient2
i error in ratio of collimator deposit e,j/e ] , the ratio of deposit efficiencies,t

efficiencies but no other errors in indeed,
calibration or measurement

e,j R, e,qG
| G actual U-235 gas activity (A4)e-

e2) Rz ep'G
D actual U-235 deposit activity-

relative error in ratio of collimatora -
deposit efficiencies

where we assume that, by means of very long
k, e are constants for a particular cascade measurement times, the count rates R, and R2

pipe (or category of ,o,entical pipes) and do not include significant statistical errors.
i

pair of collimators. These constants
i.et us estimate the magnitude of thedepend on actual collimator

relative error in (A4), assuming first that '

. ef ficiencies, or efficiency ratios. For
examr3, for some pipes at the URENCO there are no errors in either R, or Rz. Let og

be the relative error in e,g/egke both errors are
and let og beplant in the Netherlands, k--1.6 and

the relative error in G. Assurc-1.3, as calculated from reference 2'
tables 2 & 3. fairly small, so that we can omit their product

in estimating the error in (A4). Then the
When error in the estimated collimator magnitude of the relative error in (A4) liesdeposit efficiencies is large, it would approximately between the magnitudes of the

typically cause most of the systematic error in
two values of (Ae. +4s )(eig )/(R -efp ) 62 for

G
f G forcalculated gas enrichment. In such cases

1-1,2. 'J ' have e,g/e,d - 1.5 and eged .equation (A3) implies that the systematic some high-deposit pipes at Almelo /17/. In this
error in calculated gas e n ric h m e r, t. as case, substituting R - egD + eg G, we find thatJ p '

percent U-23 5, is approximately directN the magnitude of the relative error in (A4) is
proportional 10 the amount of U-235 very roughly the absolute value of
deposit. Equivalently, the relative error in 1.1(6,+@(G/D). For examp'e, if a , - og .03,ecalculated gas enrichment is directly errors in (A4) are s m ail: for a U-235proportional to the deposit to-gas ratio. (in deposit-to-gas ratio D/G of 10, the relative

| reality, the uranium deposit builds up very error magnitude is only about .007, while for
! slowly.) As a realistic example, suppose that D/G - 5 the relative error magnitude is still

the U-235 deposit-to-gas ratio D/G were 10 if only about .013.
I the actual gas enrichment were 4%, that a= But in reality, especially for !115% and represents the only measurement s mall-diameter pipes, there could be |error, that k -1.6 and c=1.3; then significant systematic errors in the count ifor a fixed U-235 deposit, the error in rates if the measurement equipme nt, is icalculated gas enrichment would be 18-12% positioned just slightly differently for ,the jU-235, independent of the actual gas calibration determination than for actual go/no

enrichment. go measurements. The resulting relativeif it were demonstrated that in practice error in (A4) would be greater,than the sum of
inaccuracies in estimated collimator gas the magnitudes of the relative errors in R, and
efficiencies are indeed nearly always small Rz if the two count rate errors have opposite
enough so as not to cause substantial errors in signs. For example, if the relative errors in R,
calculated gas enrichment, then whenever the and R2 are .01 and .01, the corresponding error
gas enrichment is known for a pipe of high or in (A4) would have magnitude more than .02.|

I moderately high U-235 deposit-to-gas ratio, When combined with a relative error magnitude
equations (A1) could be used for calibration,

o f. .01 attributable to deviations in theSpecifically, if the estimated gas efficiencies calibration inputs e gg , e29 . and in G, theef9 and e2p are known to be reasonably accurate, magnitude of the resulting relative error in
i

;

then knowledge of G would yield a- reasonably (A4) could be more than .03.
' ..

| . 29 .

|
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size at measurement oints to a degree that will parmit adequatez'
, ,

enrichment mon' oring. -

M. Monitoring of Sampling Ports, _ Process Valves, and j'

Flanges !
-

i

,s
* - *

''
In order to preclude or detect production of HEU by a batch: ,

i

recycling scheme involving misuse _of sampling ports,-process '

.

valves, and/or flanges, the applicant's FNMC plan should require

effective monitoring by reliable technical means which accurately- |
:

keep track of employee access to these process connection loca- |
.

tions, i

| BASIS: Compliance with proposed 10 C.F.R. 5 74. 33 (c) (5)-(i) ;

! i

| requ' ires ef fective monitoring of all -product streams. -Production
!

of HEU by a batch recycling scheme involving introduction _of' feed
;

and withdrawal of product through sampling and process valve

ports is a credible scenario in a gas centrifuge enrichment,

|

| plant. Misuse of other process valves ' (not having ports) could
*

be a component of such a scenarie. Onsite production of HEU

could be carried out discretely by as few as'one or two produc-- ,;
'

tion e=ployees. For this reason, NRC Draft Regulatory Guide DG-

5002, 5 12.2, " Monitoring Program for Clandestine Enrichment
i

Scenarios," requires the applicant's FNMC plan to address, inter

alia, " Sampling ports and frequency of sampling to be used for-

monitoringofproductstreams,"and"Theuse'of. tamper-indicatfng|
i

iseals on process valves and flanges." Use of seals has been only.

partly reliable, however, because it has been' possible for -plant-

production personnel to remove seals from valve ports -- in order

,

e

O

|

,

I
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to perform process monitoring -- without promptly replacing seals'
;

in a verifiable manner. i
!

IMonitoring of such HEU production by human surveillance

would not be reliable. It would be difficult to detect and

assure the reporting of small feed and withdrawal containers that )
l

would serve as "possible indicators of unauthorized production." ]

DG-5002, 5 11.3. Hidden in the forest of tens of thousands of

centrifuges, they might not be seen by an individual who walks

the halls. Moreover, individuals walking huge deserted cascade

hali,s, listening and looking for signs of criminal production
activity, could be in great personal danger if such activity were

discovered. Fearing bodily harm to themselves or loved ones,

cascade hall security guards would be strongly motivated not to

report such anomalies. Online enrichment monitoring to defeat

such a scenario would not be practical, because of the very great

number of detectors that would have to be employed.

'y the use ofThis scenario could be defeated, however, b

reliable tamper-proofed monitoring devices for sampling ports,
P

process valves, and flanges. Reliable valve monitors, which

could be used for these process connection locations, are under

development at Sandia National Laboratories and should be avail-

able in 1992-93.50 With a complete set of tamperproofed monitors

for process connection locations, utilized with authenticated , |
transmission of data to a central computer., it would be a simple

|

| |
'

1

l

50 Telephone communication: Cecil Sonnier, Sandia National
Laboratories, to Helen M. Hunt, July,.1991. 1

i
.

'
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'

matter to reliably keep track of times for employee access to

process connecti'on locations, and to compare cumulative access

times"with data in the applicant's FNMC plan.51
--

N. Centrifuge Cell Walls _ _ _ .

In order to assure that safeguards can be imp /l mented effec-

tively, opaque walls around small cells of centrifuges should be

expressly prohibited during CEC's entire license term.

BASIS: In a recent technical safeguards paper, several Jap-

anese safeguards experts expressed concern that for economic rea-

sons, future cascade designs will incorporate a cell type

arrangement of centrifuges, pursuant to which each cell, contain-

ing a number of centrifuges, would be surrounded by an opaque.

wall.52 opaque walls would severely reduce the visibility of

centrifuges, thus providing a means to conceal an unauthorized

reconnection of centrifuges.53 Specifically, centrifuges ini-

51 7g,

52 Hideo Nishimua & Tsuyoshi Okamoto, " Effectiveness of
Safeguards in a Centrifuge Enrichment Plant," 1990 Institute
of Nuclear Materials Management Proceedings, at 522. Attach-
ment 17.

53 Id. As noted by Nishimura and Okamoto, j

for economic reasons the plant designer [of future gas. . .

centrifuge enrichment plants) is expected to apply a i

cell type arrangement to the construction of a cas-
cade, in which one cell contains a number of
centrifuges. In this case, a cell seems to be a
black box into which an inspector cannot make
access. A built-in arrangement might be technically
possible, by which the piping can be switched from |

-/ the normal arrangement to the other without being
'

detected.
.

e

*
|

|
|

|

|
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! matter to reliably keep track o times for employee access to
|
| process connecti'on locatiops, and to compare cumulative access

times"with data in th applicant's FNMC plan.51 -
.

:
-

.-
-

N. Centrifuge Cell Walls -
~

!
|

._

In order to assure that safeguards can be implemented effec-
i

i

tively, opaque walls around small cells of centrifuges should be

expressly prohibited during CEC's entire license term.

BASIS: In a recent technical safeguards paper, several Jap-

| anese safeguards experts expressed concern that for economic rea-

sons, future cascade designs wil'1 incorporate a cell type

arrangement of centrifuges, pursuant to which each cell, contain-

ing a number of centrifuges, would be surrounded by an opaque
,

wall.52 opaque walls would severely reduce the visibility of

centrifuges, thus providing a means to conceal an unauthorized

reconnection of centrifuges.53 Specifically, centrifuges ini-

51 7g,

52 Hideo Nishimua & Tsuyoshi Okamoto, " Effectiveness of
Safeguards in a Centrifuge Enrichment Plant," 1990 Institute
of Nuclear Materials Management Proceedings, at 522. Attach-
ment 17.,

i

j 53
Id. As noted by Nishimura and Okamoto,

| for economic reasons the plant designer (of future (as. . .

centrifuge enrichment plants] is expected to apply a
cell type arrangement to the construction of a cas-
cade, in which one cell contains a number of
centrifuges. In this case, a cell seems to be a
black box into which an inspector cannot make
access. A built-in arrangement might ina technically
possible, by which the piping can be switched from
the normal arrangement to the other without being
detected.
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tially connected entirely in parallel (as part of a stage) could ;

be reconnected to incorporate series ~ connections. The~new . *

i

unau horized arrangement would include several enrichment stages.

If such a cell were functionally isolated-by closing certain
,

valves, without detection, it could be used as a clandestine ,

dedicated HEU cascade. If the cell contained many dozens of'
!

centrifuges, it could incorporate sufficiently:many enrichment ,

stages (15 to 25) to produce 90% enriched uranium without batch~

recycling. Even with only a few dozen centrifuges, by batch : ,

;

recycling the cell could produce a bomb quantity of 90% HEU

|
within a y ar. Indeed, the capacity of each URENCO .TCl2

centrifuge 3.s about 40 kg SWU/ year.54 The total capacity of a1 ;

1

|

cell containing three dozen TC12 centrifuges would,be-about 1,500|

| kg SRU/ year. If low enriched (3%) feed _were used, only 40-100 kg- j

|
SWU/ year (depending on process details) would be needed to pro-- j

j duce a kilogram of 90% HEU. Thus,_such a dedicated cell.could. |

|
clandestinely produce 15-35 kg of 90% HEU per year.

This scenario should be precluded by requiring'that

centrifuge cell walls, including s'upplemental and replacement

walls installed during the life of the CEC, - be transparent.

Design for effective,IAEA inspectionsO.

Pursuant to the Hexapartite Agreement, the NRC should j

require that plant hardo/are design in every CEC cascade be cop-
'

~

/

|
!

. - |
'

/

54 Accord ng to Table 4.3-2 of the CEC SAR, total capacity of
the LES plant would be about 1.5-1.7 million.kg SWU/ year, and- j

the, plant would contain 40,000 centrifuges; thus,'the capacity |

of each centrifuge would be about 40 kg SWU/ year.f

.
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EFFECTIVENESS OF SAFEGLMRDS IN A CENTRIFUGE ENRICHMENT PLANT

Hideo Nishimura
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Tokal-mura. Ibaraki-ken. Japan

and
Tsuyoshi Okamoto

University of Tokyo
"" Tokyo, Japan ,

ABSTRACT
uranium 235 and have tnere sensitive information

The HEXAPART!TE project concluded that a from the commercial and non-proliferation

limited frequency unannounced access (LFUA) ins- viewpoints,
'

psetion should be carried out as a basic safe-
guards approach in a centrifuge type enrichment In order to investigate a saf eguards ap-

plant already in existence, under construction, proach for a corrrnercial enrichment plant, the au-

or firmly planned at that time. Application of thors have developed a methodology for safeguards

this approach to a large scale. future consnercial design and evaluation. The first step to be

enrichment plant. however. should be fully inves- carried out in this methodology is to have a

tigated because the plant will have a larger mathematical model, which can accurately simulate

capability of enriching uranium 235 and have more a dynamic behavior of the enriching process of a

eensitive information from the commercial and centrifuge cascade. without disclosing sensitive

non-prolif eration viewpoints. A methodology for information. For this purpose the authors deve-

safeguards design and evaluation was developed. loped such a mathematical model and the corres-

According to this methodology, firstly a mathema- ponding computer codes (2) on the basis of pub-
tical model for the enriching process was estab- lished documents (3. 4. 51 and. using this cen-

lished and computerized on the basis of published trifuge cascade simulation codes, carried out

documents. Using this centrifuge cascade simu- some demonstration analyses with regard to normal

lation codes, operations not related to the HEU operations of the plant. [6]

production were analyzed to avoid false alarms.
s.nd theoretically possible scenarios for produ- The second step in the methodology is to

cing uranium with a higher enrichment were analy. devise measures to avoid false alarms beforehand
zed using a model centrifuge enrichment olant. in designing a safeguards approach. in this

Then the major anomalies were indicated and the context, the methodology proposes to analyze

LFUA approach was examined for the plant, normal operations including a transient one, as
well as accidental operations such as a mis-

1. INTRODUCTION operation to a valve and a malfunction of a cen-
trifuge, other than the intentional operations

A centrifuge enrichment plant consists of a for HEU product ion. In details enough to dif-

UF handling area and a cascade area. The former ferentiate false indications from true anomalies.
6

area includes a UF6 gas feed station and the Then, the final step is to design a reliable,

recovery culpment for product and tail UF effective and efficient safeguards approach which
6

gases. JF is enriched in a cascade of cen- could detect the true anomalies without false
6

trifuges at the latter area. Such centrifuge decisions,

technology is one of the major technologies used
to produce enriched uranius if so intended. It In this paper, the methodology for safe-

icould even produce highly enriched uranium (HEU) . guards design and evaluation, which has been
lt is also an advanced technology which should be outlined above. is applied to a model centrifuge

protected against any misuse or proliferation be- plant. Only HEU production scenarios and the

cause it includes sensitive information and com- related normal or accidental operations are taken

mercial know-how. It is considertd. therefore. up. Therefore the cascade' area is a main con- |
that the cascade area is an escecially important cern. Firstly, analyses are carried out ever the

'

area from the viewpoint of safeguards. operations not related to the HEU product inn and,
secondly, theoretically possible scera- for-

it is not easy to establish an effective producing uranium with an enrichment hig- than
ojorand efficient safeguards system for an enrichment the declared one are analyzed and the r

plant that uses such advanced technology. The anomalies are indicated. Then the LFUA approach

HEXAFARTITE project til tackted this problem and is examined for the plant.
,

concluded that a limited frecuency unannounced
access (LFUA) inspection should be carried out as 2. MODEL PLANT

| a basic safeguards approach in a centrifuge type
enrichment plant already in taistence, under As a model centrifuge enrichment plant, a
construction, or firmly planned at that time. commercial type plant with the capacity of 800
This LFUA approach might be used for a large tonSWU/y was designed in accordance with a pro-

scale. f ut ur e conrne rcial enrichment plant. AD- cedure presented in the report |2). Charac-
pl acat ion of the LFUA approach to such a plant, teristics of the plant are as follows; j

Ihowever, should be filly investigated because the
plant will have a larger capacility of enriching - Design characteristics of a UF6 gas centrifuge

i
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Sepirative power 7 kgSWU/y result it is .6cagnized gs th2 anomaiy. Th3 f.

S2peration factor : 1.27 following situatic,ns should be invsstigstsd: ;

Holding time : -73 sec !

- Characteristics of a unit cascade
'

Deviations f rom the normal operation which |Throughput * 0.98 tonU/y a. -
include transient operations such as a- i

Separative work : 20 tonSwU/y start-up.-a shut *down and a' change of r

Enrichment for feed : 0.711 4 material with one enrichment to another and
for product : 3.345 4 operations in which the product flow is

,

for tall : 0.219 4 . recycled due to some safety reasons: 'l,

Flow rate for feed : 26.19 tonU/y b. Misoperations due to human errors which '

| for product 4.13 tonU/y loclude an operation with a reduced or
i for tall : 22.06 tonU/y increased feed flow rates and '

Number of stages for enriching section : 13 c. Malfunctions of equipment, instruments.' de- ;
for stripping section : 9 vices or systems including a mechanical ~

- Operation unit and total separative work f ailure of centrifuges and a power supply
One operation unit , five unit cascades failure.

'

100 tonSWU/ya

These operations are discussed below.The plant : eight operation units .

(40 unit cascades) e 800 tonSWU/y .

4. 2 Start-up Operation +

The total number of centrifuges in a unit .

cascade is 2865 and the number of centrifuges for Fig. 2 shows the changes of the enrichment b

each stags is illustrated proportionally in a at a product header pipe and the average enrich- . j
block size in Fig. 1. ment, which is the enrichment of the product re-' i

covered at the cold trap. as well as the accumu-
~

3. PROCESS Sil4AATION lated amount of product, at a start-up operation
.

w.;ere the feed flow rate is linearly increased |*

A mathematical model and the corresponding .until reaching the designed flow rate at 120
computer simulation codes were developed as a minutes af ter the feed starts. The product en .
tool to analyze a plant operation not related .to richment reaches its maximum value at 150 minutes
HEU production as well as an HEU production sce- after the start-up'and gradually decreases to the- ''

nario in a model centrifuge enrichment plant. [2] designed one. 'while the product with higher en- |
This simulation method makes it possible to simu- richment.is homogenized at the product cold trap. '

late a transient operation of the cascade by
solving time-dependent ecuations with regard to This f act shows that if an enrichment Jont- |

flow rate and concentration. A change of product tor for safeguards purposes is designed only to '.
~

enrichment is precisely calculated taking into detect an enrichment higher than the declared one
,

account a change of feed flow rate at each at a header pipe, it may produce a false alarm. '|
enriching and stripping stage of cascade. By

"

assuming side-streams both at enriched and dep- 4. 3 Recycled Finw i

leted flow paths, the method also makes it pos-

| sible to simulate a restructured cascade with a Due to the failure of centrifuges'in a unit
3

recycle flow between stages or with a connecting cascade or other safety reasons. the product flow !
pipe between cascade headers. Because of this might be recycled to their feed stage depending ,

capability, it becomes possible to analyze vari- on the design. F i g. 3 shows. . for this . case. an
ous scenarios of producing HEU. Increase in the enrichment at the product . header ;

pipe.with the ultimate enrichment being 2.4 times |
Two computer-codes were developed: CCS-1 as much as that of the normal operation. One I

and CCS-Il codes. The CCS-1 code is a genera- major characteristic in'this case is that no en- I

lized computer program to simulate a dynamic be- . riched uranium is produced from the process ex- |
havior of a cascade which is under the normal cent when the cascades are returned to the normal j
operation or is engaged in the HEU production. operation. This case. however,- would be very. 1

On the contrary, the CCS-!! code is used for the rare even if it could happen. I

analysis of a restructured, hierarchical cascade. |
Both computer codes solve the same dif f erence ' 4. 4 A Change of Feed Flow Rate

i equations. The eaustions, however, are based on
I a theory which can be applied to the isotope Due to misoperations or some other reasons.
! separation of binary gas mixtures. Therefore' feed flow rate might be changed, i. e. increased
! there is a limitation because of the existence of or decreased. If the feed flow rate is in-
I uranium 234 if it is intended to accurately simu- creased, then the product enrichment is' decreased

late the cascade that produces HEU with a very and the amount of product is enlargedo On the
,

|- high enrichment. contrary, if the feed flow rate is decreased. the
enrichment is increased and the amount is.re*

4. OPERATIONS NOT RELATED TO HEU PRODUCTION duced.' The maximum enrichment the product

[ reaches is soout 44. The characteristic of this
! 4.1 False Alarm Possibilities operation is that the situation is returned to

! the normal one sooner or later because the.
l In the LFUA approach. a product enrichment process indicator installed shows an abnormal

l is measured at a header pipe to detect an anomaly flow' rate which results in an action of the
which would indicate an HEU production. The operator for remedies of the process. j
problem is whether or not the enrichment becomes

( higher due to some innocent causes and as a 4. 5 Other Operations

!

|
'
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s product flow f tha top stE03 is led to tha
} Fesd material may ba chancad from natural fn d stige h s bein discussed in th2 sIction 4.3 |
r;

4 urtnium to tha uranium racevered f rom spent fuel. cod th2 result is that th2 product enrichment may |
$ If the feed flow rate is not changed the product raEch 2. 4 tim 3s es lcrga es tha design 3d on- |

enrichment gradually increases until reaching a richment at its maximun If the recycle line is
closed and the product line is opened to recovery

new ecuilibrius'

Drocess. a product with higher enrichment is

Other operations to be considered are shut- obtained. The product enrichment, however, will

down operation, centrifuge failure and power soon decrease because the process returns to the

j failure. These operations do not show any normal operation. Therefore the procedure must,

increase of the product enrichment, be repeated again if a product with the same '

I

level of enrichment is to be produced.,

,

' 5. OPERATIONS RELATED TO HEU PRODUCTION
Major characteristic of the three technical

5. 1 Technical Means for HEU Production means mentioned above is that the changes of
piping arrangement would need tremendous ef forts

The followings are the well-recognized in completely removing UF6 gas from the process,
technical means for the production of enriched shutting down the centrifuges, reversing the

uranium with an enrichment higher than the pressure to normal, dismantling the piping system

declared one when the facility eovipment declared and replacing it by a new one, vacuuming the

as only for a peaceful purpose is used; process, starting up the centrif uges and f eeding
the gas to the systen if the piping arrangement

(1) To change the piping arrangement within/ is returned back to the normal arrangement in

between cascades including the construction order to avoid the detection of such changes. the

of a hierarchical cascade or a cascade with same procedure should be repeated agaim All of

more stages and the setting up of a reflux these events are recognized as anomalies. An-

path for recycling the gas flow, other characteristic is that if the extent to

(2) To refeed the product to the cascace, which the piping arrangement is changed is

(3) To manipulate the feed flow rate. i. e. de- limited to a small area. It needs much time to
crease it or nake it pulsate. and produce the significant amount of HEU although

(4) To change the parameters affecting the the efforts are reduced.

secarative work. such as the cut and the
rotating speed of a centrifuge, including 5. 3 Refeeding the Product

the replacement of the centrifuge by an
advanced one. It would be the easiest scenario to use the

product as a feed to obtain much higher enrich-

These technical means are discussed in the ment. If the flow rate is fixed to the designed

following subsections. one, the enrichment obtained as a product gradu-
," ally increases after a feed of low enriched prod-

5. 2 Changes of the Piping Arrangement uct starts and reaches about 15% at the second*

cycle and becomes far greater than 204 at the
$ A typical means to produce HEU by changing third cycle. Major anomaly is uranium with a
d the piping arrangement is to construct a hier- higher enrichment in the header pipes for feed
h archical cascade by connecting a product header and product.
Y line of a group of unit cascades with a feeding
b line of another group of unit cascades. By doing 5. 4 Reduced Feed Flow and a Periedic Cycled
h s o, t*e product from the lower group cf cascades Operation

h is further enriched in the upper group of cas-

O cades. An example is a hierarchical cascade As discussed in the section 4. 4 reduced

I[ which coasists of seven ccerational units for the feed flow produces a higher enrichment but it is
$ lower group of cascades and one operational unit slightly higher than the cesigned enrichment.

|ht for the upper group of cascades. In a start-uo

M operation of this cascade. the average product As discussed in the section 4.2. the start-

enric went reaches a value far larger than 20% at up operation produces uranium with an enrichment
M its peak and the significant amount of HEU. i. e. higher than the declared one as a transient

!$ 25 kg-U235 contained in *EU with more than 20% phenomenon. One of the potential technical means

enricnment, could be accumulated in about 50 to produce HEU is to use this fact more system-I
; hours after the start-up. atically, i . e. to change the feed flow rate peri-

odically. An example is that the feed flow rate
.

"5 It is technically pessible to construct a as linearly increased from zero to the designed

L new cascade that Can produce HEU as a croduct by flow rate. then linearly decreased to zero and is

.

c reietely changing the c i r iro ar r angeme-t. The kept to zero for some time and the whole scheme

[i* time recuired to accumulate the significant is repeated. It is shown that the average en-

f amount of HEU becomes shorter than in the case of richment becomes the highest in the first cycle.

A the hierarchical Cascade. Technical difficultles gradually occreases in the following Cycles SD-

f accomoanied with this technical means, however. preaching to the designed enrichment. This means

1 would be much greater. that when the feeding cycle Is repeated the feed
flow rate becomes larger than the withdrawal flow

j If a part of a orcevet flow from a stase is rate (proeuct plus tail) resuiting in the graduai

Q rec /cled to a lower stage through a side line. increase of the total inlet flow rate over the
the product enrichment at the toD staGt becomes CasCace and Consequently reducing the avera;e en-

,M, h i g he r. A special case gn which all of the richment of the product. It is said that the

| 1

.
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chartetsristics of this sesn. J h2avily d2p2nd total working rs a;re subste.ntially increassd.

on tha fesd flow rate pattsrn end tha numb 2r of
fesd cycles. There may be en optimal combinstion Pitcas of enomalies and/or places for their

of these two parameters. detection are as follows: headers of feed.
product and/or tail: piping between cascades: the

5. 5 Changes of the Cut and the Rotating Speed of cascade hall: an inlet flow path at an arbitrary
a Centrifuge stage of a cascade: the autoclave station at the

feed line: sampling lines at the process: UF6
One of the methods to change the separative handling facility: feed / product storage area:

power is to change the cut of the centrifuges control room: and operational record and account-

from the designed one to another at a!! stages or ing record and report.

at a part of then Fig. 4 gives a result of the
analysis with regard to the ef f ect of a change of Taking into account the detection measures

the cut on the product enrichment. In general, against each anomaly generated by each of the HEU

the product enrichment becomes higher if a value production scenarios. a potential safeguards ap-

of the cut decreases. This tendency is specift- proach can be established. The LFUA approach was

cally intensified if the cut is changed only at agreed as an ef fective and ef ficient safeguards

the enriching section. Since the amount of prod- approach in the HEXAPARTITE project. This ap-

uct decreases in accordance with the decrease of proach could be a favorable one for a future com-

a value of the cut. It is natural to consider mercial enrichment plant because it can detect an

that there is an optimal point from the viewpoint HEU production by a non-destructive assay (NDA)

of a diverter. There i s, however, a technical at the product header pipe if the MEU production

difficulty in setting up the cut at a proper is attempted without any changes of the piping
value. On top of that. HEU could not be produced arrangement and because it can detect changes of

only by manipulating the cut becau2e the produc- the piping arrangement by visiting the cascade

tivity becomes low if a higher enrichment is at- hall if such changes are attempted. A few points

tempted to obtain. A specific anomaly is a big to be considered are as follows:

change in the inlet flow at a cascade stage even
if the feed flow rate to the cascade is not As discussed in the section 4, some anom-
altered. alles may be generated by a normal. transient op-

eration or a misoperation. Uranium with an en-
If the rotating speed of a centrifuge is richment higher than the designed one may be

increased. the product enrichment is enhanced. produced as a result of such operations. This
but the safety would be greatly deteriorated. A fact should be taken into account if the product
specific anomaly is an increase in the electric enrichment is continuously monitored using NDA at
power consunction. !? the current centrifuge is the product header pipe, and the anomaly should
replaced by an advanced one, higher enrichment is be carefully analyzed so as to distinguish a
obtained as a product. Efforts needed for the false anomaly from a true one caused by an
replacement. however, might be at the same level intentional activity for HEU production. On the
as that of the changes of piping arrangement. other hand, if the approach only permits the en-

richment measurements at a time when an inspector

5. 6 A Combined Scenario visits the plant. the inspector could avoid a
period of transient operation for his NDA meas-

,

1 If more than one technical means are urements. In this case. however, the timing of
simultaneously applied f or the production of HEU. the plant visits by inspectors would be a crucial

the time to be recuired for the accumulation of parameter.
!the significant amount of HEU may be reduced. An

example is a scenario combining the refeeding of Frecuencies and timing of the visits by
product with the pulsation of feed flow rate. In inspectors depend on the time recuired for the
this case it is sufficient to refeed the product accumulation of the significant amount of HEU and j

only once to obtain more than 204 enrichment, for the preparat:on for and concealment of this
accumulation. The theoretical approach discussed

6. SAFECUAROS APPRCACH in this paper can predict the time for the accu-

mulation. but it is dif ficult to estimate the i

If activities aimed at producing HEU would time for preparation and concealment. Applying I

take place, they create anomalies depending on some C/S devices or radiation monitors would be a j
the scenario adopted. for example: the feed flow possible solut ton to avoid frecuent visits from
rate is changed: the total inlet flow rate which inspectors.

is the sum of feed flow rates at all stages is,

I changed: the enrienment of product or both of 7. O!SCUS$10N
; product and feed are changed: the size and weight
I of a feed cylindtr is not the same as a usual in order to avosd the disclosure of sensi-

one: radiation background in the cascaoe area is tive information. rather a cautious approach has
increased: radiation background outside the cas- been adocted in this paper. Further discussions
cade area is intensified: additional equipment is on this approach are as follows:

installed for a feed of low enriched uranium
(LEU) and recoveries of HEU and/or the tall with (a) A mathematical model to describe the pro-
rather a high enrichment: there exist abnormal cess has been developed on the basis of
arrangements of piping between centrifug6s/ head- published theories and data, without in-
ers of cascades and abnormal souads in the cas- ciuding classified information. Such a
cade hall: separative work is increased: the model would contribute not only to provide
electric power consumed is increased: and the the inspectorates with a tool to analyze
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{T the procsss but also to p* *vid2 the public modal centrifug- enrichm2nt plent with a com-o,

it with trcnsparency on a it in which gn mercial site, math:m3tical modal that een
''- advenced tschnology is usso: simulate a dyntmical bahavior of cescedss hss
- (b) If th2re are technical parameters that esn besn divslopid. Trrnslent op1 rations end poten-

be easily modified depending on the prog- tial misopsrations h2vs besn analyzed as well as
ress of development of technologies. a sen- technical means to produce uranium with a higher
sitivity analysis should be carried out to enrichment than the declared one. Then the LFUA

I evaluate the effect of such progress on the approach has been examined. The mathematical
safeguards approach / procedure to be adopted model which has been developed, is a relatively
and, if appropriate, to modify them: simple one but it has a capability of analyzing a

(c) If appropriate, experts from the countries variety of cascades aimed at HEU production In
of technology holders could guarantee the order to enhance this capability, however, the
degree of accuracy of the model: and following points should be investigated:

(d) Reliable. effective and efficient safe-
guards could be designed using such model. (1) To incorporate the mathematical model into

a whole system that has the capability of
A centrifuge in a future comercial enrich- simulating flows and inventories of feed,

ment plant will have a greater separative power. product and tall along with their corres-
which brings in the following effects: since the ponding enrichments all over the plant.
numbers of stages and centrifuges in a unit cas- (2) To develop a calculation method that can
cade are reduced. the total length of pipes is predict as precisely as possible a rela-
shortened resulting in a reouced ef fort for the tionship between the feed flow to a cen*
changes of piping arrangement: in-process inven- trifuge and the separative power especially

tory of UF6 gas in a centrifuge reduces and elec- in a case of small flow rate, although it
| tric power consumption also decreases: and since would be difficult to theoretically predict

| the cascade would need maintenance, workers will such relationship because of a complex gas

i enter into the cascade hall and work there. An- dynam;cs.
[ other effect is that for economical reasons the '',
l plant designer is expected to apply a cell type Although the analyses of unintentional and
| arrangement to the construction of cascade. In intentional operations are not necessarily thor-

which one cell contains a number of centrifuges. ough, our results indicate that the transient
In this case a cell seems to be a black box into phenomenon accompanied with normal process ope-
which an inspector cannot make access, A built- rations or misoperations should be taken into
in arrangement might be technically possible, by account when an alarm level is set up to detect
which the piping can be switchec f rom the normal an anomaly in an enrichment measurement at a cas-
arrangement to the other without being detected. cade header. It is noted, however, that the

alarm level could be set to be low if the anom-
There are other parameters that affect the alles. which may be generated as a result, are

,

safeguards for the future cor:rne rcial enrichment easily resolved.'

plant. These are the enrichment of product ura-

nium and the sizes of a unit cascade and the REFERENCES
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tially connected entirely in parallel (as part of a stage could
,

be reconnected to incorporate series connections. Th new
i

unaut}horized arrangement would include several enrichment stages. !
/' i

If such a cell were functionally isolated by closing certain
i

valves, without detection, it could be used as a clandestine

dedicated HEU cascade. If the cell contained many dozens of

centrifuges, it could incorporate s fficiently many enrichment
stages (15 to 25) to produce 90% enriched uranium without batch

recycling. Even with only a few dozen centrifuges, by batch

recycling the cell could produce a bomb quantity of 90% HEU

within a year. Ind_ed, the capacity of each URENCO TC12
| ,

i

centrifuge is about 40'kg SWU/ year.54 The total capacity of a

cell containing three dozen TC12 centrifuges would be about 1,500

| kg SWU/ year. If low enriched (3%) feed were used, only 40-100 kg

(
| SWU/ year (depending on process details) would be needed to pro-

duce a kilogram of 90% HEU. Thus, such a dedicated cell could

|
' clandestinely produce 15-35 kg of 90% HEU per year.

This scenario should be precluded by requiring that

centrifuge cell walls, including supplemental and replacement

walls installed during the life of the CEC, be transparent.

O. Design for effective IAEA inspections

|
Pursuant to the Hexapartite Agreement, the NRC should

! require that plant hardware design in every CEC cascade be cop-
|

54 According to Table 4.3-2 of the CEC SAR, total capacity of
the LES plant would be about 1.5-1.7 rillion kg SWU/ year, and
the plant would contain 40,000 centrifuges; thus, the capacity
of each centrifuge would be about 40 kg SWU/ year.

.
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ducive to effective onlina gas enrichment monitoring by the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) .-

BASIS: The United States has agreed to inspections by the *

IAEA on its commercial nuclear facilities. Ege 10 C.F.R. Part
4

75. In the early 1980's, the United States, along with Austra-

lia, Japan, Germany, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom, j
i

participated with EURATOM and the IAEA in the international

"Hexapartite Safeguards Project," for the purpose of reaching '

i
>

consensus on effective and efficient means for international , ,

safeguarding of commercial gas centrifuge plants, in a manner j
*

!
~

!; protective of licensees' proprietary information~regarding pro-

duction technology. The participants agreed that visual'inspec- ~|

tions alone were insufficient to detect HEU production; and that
i

online enrichment measurements, capable of discriminating between ;!

low enriched and highly' enriched uranium hexafluoride gas in the (
: i

pipes, are necessary to verify that no HEU is produced.55 As
:

1

described in Contention L, effective online enrichment monitoring |
:

(over the life of the enrichment equipment) requires that pipe |

sections at measurement points have a minimum inner diameter of

! 110 mm or greater, depending on gas pressure. This hardware

i specification,.and any other hardware design features necessary |
1

| to the implementation of effective and efficient IAEA safeguards,
|

should be mandated by the NRC.
,

|

55 D.W. Swindle, " Realities of Verifying the Absence of Highly
Enriched Uranium (HEU) in Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plants,"

,

paper presented at the 1990 March Meeting of the American j
Physical Society. Attachment 18. See also Hunt, Attachment

I16.
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REALITIES OF YERIFYING THE ABSENCE OF HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM (HEU)
IN GAS CENTRIFUGE ENRICHMENT PLANTS *

D. W. Swindle
~

Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., Oak Ridge, Tennesseet

ABSTRACT

Over a two and one-half year period beginning in 1981, representatives
of six countries (United States, United Kingdom, Federal Republic of
Germany, Australia, The Netherlands, and Japan) and the inspectorate
organizations of the International Atomic Energy Agency and EURATOM devel-
oped and agreed to a technically sound approach for verifying the absence
of highly enriched uranian (HEU) in gas centrifuge enrichment plants.
This effort, known as the Hexapartite Safeguards Project (HSP), led to the
first international concensus on techniques and requirements for effective
verification of the absence of weapons-grade nuclear materials production.
Since that agreement, research and development has continued on the
radiation detection technology-based technique that technically confirms
the HSP goal is achievable. However, the realities of achieving the HSP
goal of effective technical verification have not yet been fully
attained. Issues such as design and operating conditions unique to each
gas centrifuge plant, concern about the potential for sensitive tech-
nology disclosures, and on-site support requirements have hindered full
implementation and operator support of the HSP agreement. In future arms
control treaties that may limit or monitor fissile material production,
the negotiators must recognize and account for the realities and prac-
ticalities in verifying the absence of HEU production. This paper will
describe the experiences and realities of trying to achieve the goal of
developing and implementing an effective approach for verifying the
absence of HEU production.

>

*This paper has been authored by a contractor of the U.S. Government
under contract No. DE-AC05-840R24100. Accordingly, the U.S. Government
retains nonexclusive, royalty-free license on and to any copyright that
may cover this publication.

10perating contractor of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the Oak
Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant, the Y-12 Plant, and the Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant for the U.S. Department of Energy.
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INTRODUCTION

| Over a two and one-half year period beginning in 1981, representatives
from six countries, which included the United States, United Kingdom,
Federal Republic of Germany, Australia, The Netherlands, and Japan,
together with the inspectorate omnizations of the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) and EURATO.T aeveloped and agreed to a technically
sound and effective approach for verifying the absence of highly enriched

! uranium (HEU) in gas centrifuge enrichment plants. This effort, known as
! the Nexapartite Safeguards Project (HSP), led to the first international

concensus on techniques and requirements for effective verification of
the absence of weapons-grade nuclear materials production. Since that

i agreement, research and development has continued on the radiation detec-
tion technology-based technique that technically confirms the HSP goals
are achievable. Issues such as design and operating conditions unique to
each gas centrifuge plant, concern about the potential for sensitive;

technology disclosures, and on-site support requirements have hindered
full implementation and operator support of agreements reached during the
HSP negotiations. In future arms control treaties that may limit or
monitor fissile material production, negotiators must recognize and
account for these realities and practicalities in verifying the absence

i of HEU production.
! In this paper, the experience and realities of trying to achieve the
| goal of developing and implementing an effective approach for verifying
| the absence of HEU production will be discussed. Addressed first will be

j some background information that includes a description of the avail-
| ability of uranium enrichment technology, the technology's appropriate-
' c

ness for HEU production, and a sumary of U.S. and international efforts
to date on developing an effective verification approach. Following the
discussion of background information, specific details of the verifica-
tion approach will be described including functional descriptions of the
verification activities and tne technologies used in the verificatio'
approach. Practical aspects of implementing the agreed-to verificatica
approach will then be sunTnarized, followed by a current report on the
status of the implementation effort in countries that currently have gas|

centrifuge plants subject to the internationally agreed-to verific7 tion
approach.

BACKGROUND

In order to understand the dif ficulties as well as the practicalities
of verifying that a gas centrifuge plant is not producing HEU, it is
important to first put into perspective both the availability of uranium

| enrichment technologies and the attractiveness of the gas centrifuge
technology in enriched uranium production. Currently, there are thirteen
countries which have openly acknowledged that they have operating uranium
enrichment production or pilot plants or are conducting uranium isotope,

| separation research. These countries are Argentina, Brazil, China,
Federal Republic of Germany, France, India, Japan, Ine Netherlands,
Pakistan, South Africa, U.S.S.R., United Kingdom, and the United States.
Of these thirteen countries, nine operate gas centrifuge facilities, five'

i
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operate gaseous diffusion facilities, five are nuclear weapons states,
five have not yet signed the nuclear ~ nonproliferation treaty (NPT), eight
are actively pursuing the development of laser isotope separation tech-,

nology, and two of these countries are developing ion or chemical enrich-
ment technology for uranium isotope separation. As illustrated by these
statistics, the predominant separation technology that has been adopted 2

. by the countries identified is the gas centrifuge.
| Gas centrifuge technology has emerged as the uranium isotope tech- ,

nology of choice. Why? First, it is ideally suited for. uranium isotope f| separation and consequently HEU production. The gas centrifuge tech-
| nology has a high separation fector. This high separation factor, using :p

s
i typical values, implies that the uranium hexafluoride (UF.) produced as $
| product from the gas centrifuge is at least 20% richer in 28'O isotope 1contained than the feed UF originally input to the gas centrifuge. . By y!

!

comparison, in a gaseous diffusion converter, the product is generally j
less than 1% richer in 88'O isotope than its feed material per separation. ;.
unit. Gas centrifuges also have a small in-proces!, uranium inventory L'
that makes them an attractive choice for uranium isotope! separation. By
comparison, the in-process cascade inventory in a 1000 tonne separative iwork unit (SWU) per year gas centrifuge plant is on the order of-about

n0.2 tonne of uranium as gaseous UF, as compared witti several hundred tons 1of UF. inventory per 1000 tonne SWU/ year gaseous diffusion plant. This a
is very important both in tenns of economic investment in the facility as (;
well as addressing the concern of nuclear criticality when producing HEU. !:

.Another factor important to the technology of choice selection is that '

tgas centrifuges have a short equilibrium time. This is particularly 4
important in HEU production in that the time required for the. separation dprocess to reach equilibrium and therefore produce the desired product W
assay is relatively .short. Gas centrifuge equilibrium can be reached in
about one day for an ideal HEU cascade in contrast to several months for (y'

HEU production equilibrium in a gaseous diffusion cascade or several ' Iyears for chemical exchange processes. Another factor that makes gas [centrifuges attractive for uranium isotope production is that gas centri-| p!fuges have low energy consumption rates. Typically, a gas centrifuge 4
.

will consume ~100 kWh/SWU, which is equivalent to about 3% or 4% of the
, fj

|

electrical energy consumed per SWU produced by a gaseous diffusion

p(i
; facility.

,

*

; In understanding why gas centrifuge technology has emerged as the (uranium isotope separation technology of choice in the 20th century, one e
must also recognize that most of the basic materials and technology ?

required are currently available to moderately developed countries. In (r

! addition, it is recognized that the engineering or technical complexity iof this technology is " moderate" in comparison to the technical E
complexity of the laser isotope separation process which involves many. [more scientific disciplines, as well.as engineering details, to work out, A

, complex thermodynamics, operations, and materials compatability needs. j
! Finally, ga: centrifuge technology can be deployed in small-scale !| operating unics that can be expanded over time as capacity needs change Jusing add-on modules.
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A view of the gas centrifuges located at the Almelo Gaseous
Centrifuge Enrichment Plant in The Netherlands is shown in Fig. 1.

The U.S. efforts to ensure that an effective regime for verifying
the absence of HEU production in gas centrifuge enrichment plants began
for, international safeguards purposes in 1978. At that time, the U.S.
Enrichment Safeguards Program was established. This mult1 organizational
policy, programmatic, and technical group involved many U.S. Government
agencies, including the U.S. Departnient of Energy, the Arms Control and
Disannament Agency, the U.S. Department of State, and five U.S.
Department of Energy contractors working as a team to solve the
conflicting and contrasting policy, progranmatic, and technical issues.
The purpose of the U.S. Enrichment Safeguards Program was to design,
develop, evaluate, and implement an effective international safeguards
verification approach in gas centrifuge enrichment plants. This program
was active was from 1978 to 1985, which corresponded to the design and
construction period for the Portsmouth Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant
located in Portsmouth, Ohio. The direct funding for the U.S. Enrichment
Safeguards Program for Department of Energy contractors during this

_

period exceeded $21 million. The cost excluded U.S. Government Agency
costs.

Serious international efforts to establish an effective regime for
verifying the absence of HEU producdon in gas centrifuge enrichment
plants began in 1980. This serious effort resulted in the establishment
of the HSP which was started in November 1980 and concluded in 1983. The
participants in the HSP included Australia, Federal Republic of Germany,
Japan, The Netherlands, United Kingdom, and the United States and the
inspectorates of the IAEA and EURATOM. The goal of the HSP that was born
with a sense of cooperation and urgency was "...to develop, within two
years, an adequate technical basis of technical experience and infor-
mation which can be used by the IAEA, EURATOM, and the State involved in
the evaluation of various safeguards approaches and the possible develop-
ment of arrangements for the direct implementation for an effective and
ef ficient safeguards system to specific facilities."

In undertaking this goal, the participants recognized four objet-
tives that had to be achieved and balanced to develop an effective veri-
fication strategy approach for verifying the absence of HEU in gas
centrifuge plants. These objectives are:

1. Maximize safeguards (verification) effectiveness,
2. Minimize the risk of acquiring sensitive information and technology

by the inspectorate,
3. Minimize the intrusiveness and cost to facility operators, and
4 Minimize inspectorate resource requirements to carry out the verifi-

cation.
.

The primary assessment resulting from the HSP was a political con-
sensus that the detection of HEU production was of greater relevance than
the detection of low enriched uranium (LEU) diversion. The key conclu-
sions agreed to and adopted in the HSP included the following:

t > C'd:.
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Fig.1. Centrifuge Cascades at the Almelo Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant.
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l1. Inspector access to cascades halls of the gas centrifuge enrichment '

plants must be among the safeguards measures,
'

2. Technology holders agreed that it was necessary, to adopt the
" limited-frequency unannounced-access" (LFUA) strategy concept

, (i.e., on-site inspections of limited frequency and duration without I

prior announcement) in order to have an effective ;inspection / verification regime,
!3. These LFUA inspections would nebd to occur randomly between four to

twelve times per year for facilities up to.1000 tonne SWU/ year to
achieve a high degree of assurance that there was an absence of HEU
production.

4. For routine inspections that did not involve cascade hall access,'

inspection frequencies between 12 and 15 times a year for facilities.
up to 1000 tonne SWU/ year would be necessary.2

i

The HSP participants also acknowledged that the LFUA inspections
could occur during the routine inspection of the plants. It was agreed. |however, that the plant operator would have to provide access to the

i'

cascade halls at his site within 2 h of the request-for access to conduct |

an LFUA inspection. This 2-h timeframe was considered necessary to give
the operator sufficient time to take steps to ensure that no sensitive ,

infonnation could be obtained inadvertently by the inspectorate when
Iinside the cascade hall. This 2-h timeframe also was co'nsidered the :limit whereby there would not be sufficient time for the operator to ;

remove all evidence of any illegal activity without a high probability of !

being detected.
:

DESCRIPTION OF THE VERIFICATION APPROACH

Components of the gas centrifuge technology verification approach
that has been internationally adopted include two very important elements: ;
nuclear materials accountability verifications and LFUA strategy inspec- jtions. The purpose of nuclear materials accountability verifications are
to verify the absehce of LEU diversion by verifying nuclear material :flows and inventories normally associated with routine operation of a LEU
production facility. The purpose of LFUA strategy inspections, as agreed
to in the HSP, is to verify the absence of HEU production by conducting

r

i
nondestructive assay (NDA) measurements and visual inspections inside the !gas centrifuge plants cascade halls. Because the key focus of this paper |1s on verifying the absence of HEU production, I will focus the remaining ;

aspects of this discussion strictly on those aspects of the LFUA strategy I

inspections important in verifying the absence of HEU production. 1-

The function of the cascade area or LFUA verification activities are j
simply to verify operations as declared and to verify that the design 'of jthe plant as declared by the State or facility operator is as state'd. ;
In verifying operations as declared, the inspectorate is verifying with !

,

high statistical confidence, that all nuclear materials flows and opera- !
tions are as declared and that the plant is in fact only producing' LEU 1

for civil purposes. Also in verifying plant designs as declared, the
inspectorate is confirming that the cascades, which are the basic
operating units of the gas centrifuge plants, are connected as so stated *
and that any sampling points where nuclear material could be introduced
or withdrawn from the cascades are also as declared.

.

;
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HSP verification activities include visual observations, NDA '

measurements, sampling and use of tamper-indicating seals. The NDA
,

measurements conducted inside the cascade halls have become known as LFUA r.

strategy cascade header pipe measurements because the HDA measuren'1eidT ,

ire conducted on the main header pipes that supply UF feed and withdraw :
UF, product and tails from the cascades. ~

During visual observation inside cascade areas, the inspectorate is '

conducting visual checks of safeguards-relevant plant features. The
function of this activity is to visually verify the process operations as
declared and to verify design information as provided to the inspec-
torate.

In Fig. 2, the centrifuge cascades located at the Gronau, Federal
-

Republic of Germany gas centrifuge enrichment plant, you can see the
repetitiveness of the pipe work, the uniform engineering, and the many '

hundreds of identical gas c2ntrifuge machines that are interconnected to
make up the basic operating unit or cascade in the gas centrifuge facil-
ity. This visual inspection process relies on " transparency" of the
facility. During visual verifications, the " transparency" of the centri- '

fuge plant is readily evident and any discrepancies that might exist due
to changes in interconnections that might be indicative of HEU production
would be detectable. 1

The second component of verification activities inside the cascade ,i
hall involves LFUA strategy NDA cascade header pipe measurements. These j
measurements involve gama ray measurements on individual cascade header 6

pipes using portable radiation detection equipment. The objective is to I
Istatistically confirm the absence of HEU in the process gas flowing

through the piping in an operating facility. This measurement approach his based on a two-phase measurement technique. The Phase 1 measurement
is a passive gama ray measurement of the total 88'U signal using a wide
collimated geometry. The Phase 2 measurement is an X-ray fluorescence
(XRF) measurement of the total uranium concentration contained in the gas {
and a simultaneous measurement of the total 888U signal under a highly L

collimated geometry. The two measurements of 185.7 kev gama rays from I
the 8880 using the two geometries detennine the amount of 888U present [
only in the gas phase. The ratio of the gas-only 285U signal to the gas- %
only total uranium signal results in a pressure- and deposit-independent imeasure of the UF gas enrichment. y

The detection equipment used for the cracade header pipe measure- ! iments is shown in Fig. 3. This equipment censists of (1) a portable ( !

high-purity termanium (HPGe) detector. (2) a portable battery-powered i
,

multichannel analyzer, and- (3) an XRF source holder-source collimator E |

that has been designed and/or modified for specific pipe sizes. The por- i !
table detector used to measure the gama ray and X-ray emissions from the i iheader pipes can be stored at room temperature and only requires liquid e

initrogen cooling imediately prior to and during operation. The detector i
has been specially designed to include an internal graded back shield and ;

an external graded collimator fabricated of tungsten and copper which is :
intrinsincally mounted on the detector to reduce extraneous background i

noise. The end of the external collimator is contoured to fit flush ,.against the header pipe and can be rotated to interface with either a i

horizontal or a vertical pipe. The multichannel analyzer has built-in
decision analysis firmsare that guides the user through the measurement ;

3
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Fig. 2. Gas Centrifuge Cascades at the Gronau Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant.
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procedure, accumulates data from the detector, and provides on-the-spot
analysis of the data. Besides numerous premeasurement and post-
measurement activities, the intent of this highly automated approach is
to make a go/no-go determination as to whether or not the process gas is
above an agreed-to threshold (i.e. , >20'/. contained 8 8 8U). i

- The third verification activity inside the cascade hall includes
2 sampling. In this activity, gas samples of UF may be' taken directly
i from the cascades or from vessels or pipes directly connected to and tra-
E ceable from the cascades. The function of this sampling is to verify
5 with high statistical certainty, the presence of LEU in the process gas
11 at the time the sample was taken. The operator has a major. concern with - |E sampling; sampling can introduce light gases during the operation of
s making a physical connection to the cascade and thus increases the risk

,

'

$ of disrupting or damaging process op' stions. Sampling has not been
g agreed to as a routine inspection measu rr. It has been acknowledged as
t necessary for clarification and/or resolution of anomalies that may be )
[ indicated during the visual inspections or the NDA cascade header pipe :
a measurements.
! - The fourth activity that could be conducted during verification

; inspection inside cascade halls involves the application, verification,~

; and placement of tamper-indicating seals. on selected process piping
E valves and flanges, as well as any inspection equipment that is lef t .-

f unattended in the cascade hall area for longer term monitoring activities..

!! The function of the placement of these tamper-indicating seals is for the
y inspectorate to maintain continuity of knowledge with respect to the sta-y

[ tus of the process system and/or his verification equipment's status. ;
4 This can be particularly useful during plant comrnissioning and decom-y

a missioning activities where changes from steady-state operations are very
,

"

' cormion and the introduction of new UF, feed material as well as .the5
withdrawal of UF could in fact be indicators associated with HEU produc-u

j tion.

5 PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF IMPLEMENTING A VERIFICATION APPROACH
$

'

s There are several practical considerations that have to be recognized i
- by the inspectorate when considering implementing a verification approach
i to verify the absence of HEU. Our experience to date:has .shown that
i cooperation between the host State and facility operator with the inspec- ,

i torate organization is essential for successful. implementation and high
5 effectiveness in verifying the absence of HEU. As described- below, the
:- cooperation is absolutely essential because the operator has many advan-j tages over the inspectorate as a possible diverter or producer of HEU. |
- In additiori, it is also importar to have a detailed working knowledge of.
[ the design and operating paramen's of the facility. In the case of IAEA/ :: safeguards, these details and or "ating parameters would be provided' by '
i the facility operator during ce development of a design information I
3 questionnaire where steady-statt optration parameters and design details: (i.e., as-built conditions).are shared in a confidential manner with the

inspecting authority. A third practical aspect of implementing an effec
,

tive verification approach is the practicality 'of having " unannounced"
verification inspections. The LFUA verification approach, which has been'
agreed to as both polit'cally and technically, requires the adoption and
implementation of "unan..ounced" inspections so as not to give an operator

.
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sufficient time to disconnect any process equipment that may be in use '$
for HEU production or to remove evidence of his illegal activity. The 'g'

conditions agreed to in the HSP were that within 24 h of arriving in the j-

host country, an inspector must be able to exercise the option of con- g
ducting an LFUA measurement. These 24 hours are important since any {
residual evidence of HEU production remaining in the plant decays to E

undetectable limits in about 24 hours. The issue here can be sumarized R
as follows: as soon as an inspector arrives at an imigration point in a y
country, the practicality of traveling to the plant site and obtaining. f

faccess within in the 24-h limit is difficult, if not impossible to
achieve on an unannounced basis. For example, the border stations could f.
be alerted for the inspector's arrival to alert the plant to cease HEU }production. 4

An additional practical aspect of implementing a verification M
approach pertains to advantages. The operator has advantages as a 4

f| possible illegal producer of HEU because he designed the facility; he
' controls the day-to-day operations; he enjoys the advantage of working in j

his/her own country; he knows to some detail the inspection approach that ?
will be used; and he knows the details of his centrifuge design and their 3
operating limits. These advantages are limited to the extent that the J
" cost" to misuse the centrifuges is less than if. would be to build and ?
operate a covert gas centrifuge enrichment plant. This cost includes the

'

-

monetary cost of building.a new covert facility or modifying an existing i
one to minimize the probability of detection. Cost also includes the 1
relative risk of the inspector detecting anomalies that may be indicative $of HEU production. This discussion points out the importance of a well g
thought-out and technically effective detection technique to maximize the y
probability of detecting the anomaly. Note that the operator has many 4
options available to him to attempt the production of HEU. The method Lf
selected by an operator would depend upon the details of the verification r

system and the effort an operator is willing to expend to avoid detection !f
by the inspectorate. Options available to an operator to avoid detection 27
include cascade flow adjustment where the operator could control the !E
cascade YlT W with originally installed or specially installed valving to 'F
obtain product assay levels that are higher than the declared cascade (
product assay. Although large quantities of HEU in a short period of {time are not obtainable with this method in comparison with the others, u
the operator could obtain significant quantities of HEU over a long h
period of time using existing process support equipment with little or no ![
physical modifications to the plant. It is important to note that visual $
verification inspecti.ons, which are only one component of the verifict.- s
flon approach, cannot independently proyide a high_ level of confidence |
.thit h g_plaRt. ' sJi e s i girt >i s i s ~h a s n o t c ha n g e d . -

_

The operator also has the optiofiToToo.fjgute_ his cascades. Two .i

basic arrangements can be used. One arrangement referred to as the
'

jparalle_1_ overwr_ap_arranoemeS .uses modular units of LEU cascades ast

buiIding blocks for a large HEU cascade. A second arrangement is to 4
reconfigure the centrifuge stages into one or more cascades to make a p
long g scade directly capable of HEU production. In both cases, physical

'k
o E

modifications of the existing process system design would be necessary.

(It would be expected in the cases where reconfigurations occurred that :

,

.

i
3

1
.
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k visual verification would have a high probability of detecting these

i modifications. A third option the operator has to produce HEU is to use
l r.the batch recycle apy_ roach. This approach involves recycling cascade

.produfoiiTbat'h~ bas 13Tsing one or more unit cascades. In this method,
'

c

. physical modifications to the process and support systems are not
necessarily required to successfully produce HEU. An operator may elect

:to use portable withdrawal systems, for example, only requiring service
. connections to h66k up the"p5Ftibib' systems to covertly misuse a declared'

.comercial cascade or a few machines. A fourth option available to an.'
operator is to establish a dedicated cascade. The operator could add
sufficient machine capacity af ter the initial verification inspections k
are complete. This new capacity could be dedicated to HEU production

i with essentially no measurable impact on the declared LEU flow. It would_
.be difficult for the inspector to iridependently verify that 110 new cas-
cades had been installed or to detennine separative capacity as declared,

;

.by the operator in cascades where centrifuges may have been replacedi"
3 ., Hany of those issues cited above, influenced the choice of the LFUA
measurement approach to verify the absence of HEU production in the gas <

| centrifuge enrichment plant. ~

! Finally, as a note related to the practical aspects of implementing
the verification approach, there are a number of indicators that could be
associated with HEU production. One indicator includes the presence of

; portable feed and withdrawal equipment and/or stations in the cascade
! area where UF. can be fed to the gas centrifuge in small batches without
i going through the main process feed and withdrawal areas. The presence

of UF. cylinders in the cascade area may also be indicative of HEU pro-
duction. Except during the startup or shutdown of gas centrifuge machi-
nes, there is no need for UF. inside the cascade halls. Observing
cylinders of UF. in operating cascade areas should be considered anoma-
lous. Another indicator suggesting an HEU production potential involves
detecting or visually observing piping reconfigurations. Finally, a

. radiation field indicating HEU which would be measurable during the LFUA
l inspection approach could be indicative of HEU production.

STATUS

Implementation of the LFUA strategy verification approach was agreed
to comence fully within 1 to 2 years of the conclusion of the HSP. For
many of the practical reasons cited above, the techniques have not yet
been implemented. In the United Kingdom, for example, only recently in
January 1990 has the equipment been adapted to the Capenhurst facility.
Inspector training occurred in February and the first true in-plant
inspector use is scheduled for March 1990. Likewise, 7 years after the
HSP concluded, the Japanese are only now adapting and accepting the tech-
nology for use in their plant at Ningyo Togo, with calibration occurring
in January 1990 and the first inspector use occuring in February 1990.

Unfortunately, the Dutch and German gas centrifuge facility opera-
tors and governments are "still investigating the technique," although it
was proven feasible over 7 years ago.

.
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f1SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

(. 1

If fully implemented, the LFUA verification approach coupled with h |-

nuclear materials accountability verification techniques offers an effec - (
tive and efficient set of measures capable of verifying with high con- J

j fidence the absence of HEU production in gas centrifuge enrichment plants, q q

Implementation has been hindered by (1) delays in technology adaptation n i
to specific plant conditions, (2) concerns by operators and owners of the $ ;
technology holders over the loss of sensitive technology to the inspec- 3torate, (3) operator reluctance to allow foreign inspectors in their. i:-

operating facilities, and (4) recognition that each gas centrifuge plant j

is of a unique and different design, therefore requiring slightly dif- 3 iferent and unique technical solutions for each plant. n: !

In order to have an Effective verification approach that could be
'

| transferable to the arms control comunity and applied during nuclear g
| materials cutoff verification inspections, a reconrnitment to the LFUA 4
l verification approach from the gas centrifuge technology holders and from U

those governments wishing to achieve high confidence levels for anns @
control treatles is required. 3
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| program for survoillanca and maintonanca of cylindr a containing| -

tails in interim storage; management and cent program; and
| /

nuclear criticality safety analyses demo trating that criti-

cality accidents are not credible murrences at the CEC. Id. at

2-3.

Before the CEC can _ceive a license, this information must

be supplied to the C, and an opportunity must be granted to the

public to resp d to any new issues raised therein.
,

J. Inadequate Assessment of Costs Under NEPA

. .The Environmental Report does not adequately describe or

weigh the environmental, social, and economic impacts and costs

of operating the CEC. Moreover, the benefit-cost analysis fails

to demonstrate that there is a need for the facility. See, e.c.,

Public Service Co. of New Hameshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1

and 2), ALAB-422, 6 NRC 3 3, 90 (1977) (in a power production

plant licensing case, "need for power" is "a shorthand expression

for the ' benefit' side of the cost-benefit balance which NEPA

mandates"). On the whole, the costs of the project'far outweigh

the benefits of the proposed action.

BASIS: NEPA requires the NRC to fully assess the impacts of

the proposed licensing action, and to weigh its costs and bene-

fits. LES' Environmental Report contains a brief " benefit-cost

analysis" that is improperly slanted in favor of the benefits of
the project, and contains little discussion of the potentially

signficant impacts and their environmental and social costs. ER

S 8.0. The discussion is inadequate with respect to the follow-

ing issues: __

.

4

e
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'

l. The ER fails to discuss tha environmsntal. impacts'-

caused by the generation of tons of mixed radioactive waste, for

which no disposal options currently exist.27
.

2. In 5 8.2.2, LES claims that all' effluents dis-

charged from the plant will remain within legal limits. As dis-

cussed in Contention C, however, LES' environmental and safety

analyses are inadequate in that they fail to account for severe

low probability accidents which may result in-discharges that

exceed legal limits.28

', 3. Section 8.1.1.6 estimates the cost of decommis-

sioning at $20 million plus $9.S million per year for disposal of

uranium tails. As discussed in Contention B, suora, LES has pro-

vided insufficient basis for this decommissioning cost

estimate.29

4. Section 1.2 of the ER, which purports to discuss

the need for the CEC, provides no such information. It.briefly

outlines the suppliers of enriched uranium to the United States

in 1988, and provides an unexplained table.of world enriched

uranium needs from 1990 to 2010, but gives'no current or-

projected information on uranium supply. This is not surprising,
i

since it is commonly known that existing U.S. enrichment. capacity i

is more than adequate to meet projected domestic needs through

1

I'

.

1

27 See Contentions A and B, which are incorporated by reference _ i
herein. ;

28 Contention C is incorporated by reference herein.

29 Contention B is incorporated by reference herein.

.
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2010. See, e.c, GAO/RCED-89-170BR, Uranium Enrichment: Some

Impacts of Proposed Legislation on DOE's Program.30 LES vaguely

states that LES should get a license without delay in order to
~

avail itself of a " critical opening" in the uranium market that

is expected to begin in 1996 "because U.S. customers have |

terminated their commitments for over 40 percent of their enrich-

ment requirements scheduled to be supplied by the Department of

Energy during the late 1990's." A generalized statement of LES'

marketing hopes for the-1990's does not constitute a demonstra-

tion,that additional enriched uranium production capacity is
needed. LES should be required to evaluate existing and

projected production capacity both in the U.S. and abroad, and to

evaluate existing and projected enriched uranium demand in the-

United States.
,

5. The ER does not discuss the potential environmen-

tal and social impacts of improper use of the CEC for production
,

of highly enriched uranium for nuclear weapons.31

6. The Environmental Report does not contain a com-
!

plete or adequate assessment of the potential environmental

impacts of the proposed project on ground and surface water.

Groundwater is the sole source of drinking water for all of

Claiborne Parish. ER 5 2.5.2.4. A study prepared for LES shows :

that at the CEC site, the groundwater lies as close~as 2.5 feet ,

;

'.

.!

'30 Relevant pages are appended as Attachment 10.

31 See Contentions L, M, N, and 0, which are incorporated by
| reference herein. .

|

|
*
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below the surface. Wastinghouse Environmsntal and GGotechnical*

Services, Inc., " Report of Preliminary Geotechnical Study and

Environmental Evaluation, Louisiana Energy Services Uranium

Enrichment Plant, Claiborne Parish, Louisiana" (August 18, 1989)

at 23. There are at least 40 homes within 5 miles of the plant

that use private wells for domestic. water consumption. Comment

by Eula Mae Malone on scoping of environmental impact statement,

dated July 30, 1991.32 ,

Contaminated effluent from the CEC will also be carried in
,

,

~

Cypr,ess Creek to Lake Claiborne, which has been designated as a-

potential drinking water source. In 5 3.4.1.4 of the SAR, LES

states that Lake Claiborne was dammed for " flood control andicon-

servation" and that it "is not, and has never been, used as a
,

source of public water supply. To the contrary, Louisiana"
...

state law allows the claiborne Parish Watershed District to

manage the Lake for potential " municipal" use. LA REV. STAT.

ANN. 5 38:2863 (West 1966). In May of this year, following

unusual flooding in claiborne Parish, the Secretary of the

Claiborne Watershed Commission stated that that the state _Decart-

ment of Transportation will not open the floodgates during high
,

water because " Lake Claiborne is.not a flood-control lake."33

As the NRC noted in a recent letter to LES, contamination of

the CEC site during its operating life is. virtually inevitable.)34
!

I j

.

32 Attachment 11.
.

i
33 Guardian Journal, May 16, 1991.

34 Attachment 5, Enclosure at 4.
.
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LES also recognizes this potential. According t'o LES, during ;
*

extended periods of low precipitation (July and/or August)
i

groundwater may fail to support baseflow in Cypress Creek reduc- q
;.

ing the stream to standing pools of. water. isolated by' reaches of i

dry bed. Under these conditions, effluent discharges into
- .

Bluegill Pond and subsequently out of .the pond '.in a diluted. state.

would be expected-to eventually infiltrate |to_ groundwater. 1The Ji

environmental report should' fully. evaluate'the potentialiimpacts- |
;

of the proposed project on the ground and. surface: water in the

area,,and discuss the manner in which it will be kept; free.from -

a

contamination.35 For instance,.the holding basin,. Bluegill-Pond,n ;

-;

and portions of Cypress Creek should be lined tolprevent con-: ,

- i
'

tamination of groundwater.

I
7. LES has not evaluatedL the impacts of.the'. proposed:

project on wetlands located on the site, lor demonstrated that it
.

'

either has or does not need a permit to build on the. wetlands. ]s

. . . 1

According to the Army Corps of Engineers, the proposed site of

the CEC contains wetlands. Letter from Kenneth'P..Mosley, ACE,
,

to William Beal, Westinghouse HAZTECH, Inc., dated ~Augu'st'14,
, . .

i' 1989 (Attached as Appendix H to Westinghouse: Environmental and. j
Geotechnical Services, Inc., " Report of Preliminary Geotechnical- .|

i

|
,

4

3S The Louisiana Geological Survey'has reviewed documents .

prepared by LES and its consultants _regarding1the: geologic ~and i

hydrologic data for the CEC site, and has:found in to be
incomplete or inadequate in numerous-respects. . ^ Letter fromL
Bradford C. Hanson, Senior Research; Geologist, Louisiana: Geo ~
logical Survey, to Ronald D. Anderson, dated Septembe'r;23, .

-

~

1991. A copy of this letter is appendeduasLAttachment 23.and' .

is incorporated by reference herein. |
.

I
>
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i

Study and Environmental Evaluation, Louisiana Enargy1Sorvicas- ;
''

;

Uranium-Enrichment Plant, Claiborne Parish, Louisiana"'(August

18, 1989)).

8. In i 8.1.2.9 of the ER, LES claims that property :

i I

values "may be enhanced due to.the presence of the LES' facility."- ;

!
This is-inaccurate. As discussed-above,_both LES and the NRC

consider that some contamination of the environment from the CEC. |
!

is virtually a given. Moreover, CEC has the potential to becomo ]
a storage facility for enormous quantities of hazardous *Jastes.36:

.

~

It ih more likely ' that property- values Lin the area will . decline,: j
t

due to the perception of' pollution and dangerLfrom the plant.

Such perception will be especially-acute-if the CEC becomes a |
~

|

waste repository for tons of , toxic and radioactive waste. For )
. 1

instance, property values around-Lake Claiborne, afretirement. j
|

i

community touted for its pristine beauty,~may be depressed when
i

| the lake becomes the receiving water for CEC's pollutants. J

9. The proposed plant will also_have negative eco-
. I

nomic and sociological impacts on the minority communities of' |

Forest Grove and Cedar Springs. Forest Grove Road,.which joins .)
l

the two communities, must be closed.in order to make way for the

proposed plant, which would lie between them.- If the road is

closed off, it will cause hardships to' families'who use the road, !j
. . .

-

|

residents who car-pool to work, . school transportation, sports ,

related activities that involve. children living in both com--
;

!

!
4

',

36 Egg Contention A, which is incorporated herein by reference.

-|
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|

munition, and church services that are dividad batwasn the two
*

,

communities.37 .
A

1

Moreover, the ER does not reflect consideration of the fact '

,

that the plant is to be placed "in the dead center o .a rural |

black community consisting of over 150_ families." Comment by

Essie Youngblood on scoping of environmental' impact statement, 1
- !

dated July 30,-1991.38 The proposed siting of.the CEC in a 1

minority community follows a pattern noted in a 1987 study by the

United Church of Christ, " Toxic Wastes and Race.In the United
*

States, A National Report on the Racialland Socio-Economic Char--

acteristics of Communities With Hazardous Waste Sites."39 The

study found that "(r] ace proved to be the most significant among-

variables tested in association with the' location of' commercial'
.

hazardous waste facilities. This represented a consistent

national pattern." Id. at xiii. It also found that "In com-
,

l

munities with one commercial hazardous waste-facility, the aver-
'

.

| age minority percentage of the' population was twice the average

minority percentage of the population in communities without such '

,

i

facilities (24 percent vs. 12 percent) . " Id. The.ER;does not I

demonstrate any attempts to avoid or mitigate ,gp the disparate J

impact of the proposed plan * n this minority community.
~

f
d

K. No Discussio of No ' Action Alternative

.

I

-i-

i

37 Statement of Roy Mardis to Claiborne' Parish Police Jtuqr, .;
reported'in The Guardian, January 18, 1990, at.3. ' Attachment- 1

12.

38 Attachment 13.

39 Attachment 14, which is incorporated by reference herein.
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Seedon 5

Foreign Enrichment Competition
|
!

.

1. What d ur dif and Urenco currently charge European and Ameri-
Questions can customers per separative work unit (swv) of uranium? How do these

prices compare with those currently charged by DOE''

2. Whatis the current uranium enrichment capacity of Eurodif and
Urenco? IIow much of this capacity is uncommitted for each year
'through the end of calendar year 2000?

currentiy, Urenco and Eurodif, two European producers with annual
Summary Response production capacities totalling over 13 million swu, charge their part-

ners very high swU prices-$178 and $193, respectively, compared with;
'

Dos's $117 base price. However, these European producers are willing to
sell at much lower prices to U.S. utilities to rid themselves of excess pro-.

duction-about 2.3 million SwU per year-and make inroads in the U.S.
market.The amount of uncommitted capacity for these producers '

through the year 2000 depends on the terms of new contracts to be
negotiated with their partnership owners within the next few years. The
Soviet Union also has a large amount of uncommitted capacity and is
becoming a key player in the U.S. market. Future production from China
and Japan could also affect Dos sales.

Between 1974 and 965, c's share f the free world's enrichment mar- |

Overview of ket fell from 100 percent to about 47 percent because of foreign compe- -

Worldwide tition, rising costs, and other problems. As a result, DOE initiated a
.

Enrichment Capacity number of steps to cut wsts and improve services with the objective of j

at least retaining its market share. For example, coE modernized its gas- |

eous dif fusion plants and restnictured its contracts with utilities. In
1988, por supplied about 85 percent of domestic utilities' enriched ura- !

nium requirements of about 9 million swv, and about 50 percent of the !

free world's needs of about 25 million swe. |
'

Because of the slowdown in the construction of nuclear power plants, an
oversupply of enriched uranium production capability exists throughout j

the world. Annual free world needs average about 25 million to 26 mil- i
'

lion swv; oou and its foreign competitors can produce almost 36 million
swu per year for sale to western customers. Table 5.1 shows current ,

enrichment production capability. ;
,

.
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. 4secuon ',
Foreipt Eruichment competition

.

|

Tcht2 5.1: Current Enrichment Pro' duction
Crp; city (vimon SWU/ year)

^

10.8
- Eured.!

24
Urenco ,

19.3
DCE

30
ScWe: Un:en'

0.2OBers
35.7^

Total

" DOE comstes t*st tre sovet Umo6s actua! caeacity is greater than 10 mmen sWV per year, of .
wNen about 3 rNmon SWU pe? year has Nstoric3y t:een ofte ed to western custorrert

seur:e: doe.
.

Because of existing excess capacity and other factors, doe's Sales and
31arketing Manager expects the U.S. enrichment market to be the " bat-
tleground" of the 1990s. U.S. nuclear utilities represent the single larg--
est market for enrichment services; plus, existing Doc contracts will
begin to expire in the early 1990s. In addition, many public service com-
missions throughout the country are becoming much more cost con-
scious, increasingly directing utilitics to buy the cheapest enrichment
services available.

According to Doc, its actual production costs are now very competi-
tive-about $70/swe. However, this amount does not include general
overhead, imputed interest, and a number of large fixed costs, including
annual multimillion dollar payments to the Tennessee Valley Authority
through 1994 for electricity contracted for but not needed and antici-
pated deconunissioning and environmental cleanup costs. Also, since Doc
cannot discriminate between buyers, officials say they cannot offer cer-
tain customers a discount price based on low marginal production costs.
However, DOE has recently benefitted from favorable foreign exchange
rates that increase its competitors' prices in the United States compared

.

with the exchange rates that existed a few years ago.

As of April 1989, Don's base price for both its foreign and domestic cus-
tomers was $117 per swu for the first 70 percent of a utility's total
annual requirements. The remaining 30 percent of a utility's require-
ments is priced a't $90 per swu.In February 1989, Doc announced that its
base price will increase to $122 per swu in fiscal year 1990, Following
the announcement, a Dot official told us that the increase is needed to
keep pace with inflation. Further, he believed that foreign exchange
rates allowed Doc to raise prices without a loss of market share,

t

.
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11[KEJ E 70-3070 (f unmensi K Paci. 5 L45)

My name is Euta bhe Ahlone. I Live in the Centen Spungs community.

The foucadng statement appeans in the f.[3 License AppneMion, Env. Recont Vol.1,
page 2.24. .

0] 51 individuals contacted, 40 nesponded ridh walen use infonmation.
uf Llwse lhai respuudea,1) nesidences loave pnivale ucLt.s,10 of uhich -

are cunnenity used fan da nestic pmpov s in euxnbination onilh arvl fan
yantening and Livedoch untening. Gily 1 ucLL is used f.on domestic rnrooses
only.

I conduefed my ocin sunvey and I have found homes eithin five (5) miles of the
p"lk/hKMC i,dTTd".lanf aite that have ictls lhal are used (on duxncstic punposes and that includes

ile List of numas is attached to this statement. You will note t/wt / hcue been un-
able to inchr!c sinect aldnesses. That is because many of these homes one in out-
of-the-wayLornfi~ts. If Mt. wuld Like to visit the f homes, I wiLL be glad to
serve as your guide. &0
/t appeans that 11.5 is not as uell arqunidcd ud.th owt com1unily as I am.

I nespectfully ner,uest that my statement and the Hs! of names be made a pant of the
of.(Cieint License applindion.

!
1

l

l

t

!

l

.

!

|

1
i

|

|
|
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ihp [g UNITED STATESo

i NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION2-
# WASHINGioN. o.C. 2055aQ, - f -

"'
R E C E i VE D.Docket No. 70-3070

Louisiana 5nergyServices .JUN 2 81991
ATTN: W. Howard Arnold

President LA DE"wma, or '
eN R N~ . A C' . TV600 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.

Suite 404 -

Washington, DC 20037

Gentlemen: ::
.

We have completed a detailed review of portions of your apolication, dated
i

January 31, 1991, for a license for the Claiborne Enrichment Center. These
portions include the topics of emergency planning, decommissioning funding, !

financial qualifications, liability insurance, and quality assurance, all.of- |

! which ap' pear to be logically. separable from the remainder of the application.
Based on this. detailed review, we have prepared a list of: questions and
request for additional it. formation on these topics. The list is enclosed.
Your careful attention and response to these-questions and request for
additional information will enable us to continue our review of these topics.

,

We understand that you are preparing revisions to your environmental report
and safety analysis report, at least in part based on our preliminary review ~
of your application, the results of which were transmitted in my letter to you-

dated March 21, 1991, and discussed at a meeting on. April 3,1991. At the,

I same time, we are continuing our detailed review of the remainder of- the '
,

'

application. We are concerned that the timing of our subsequent questions and ;,

I request for additional information may coincide with that.of your revisions.
Therefore, please keep us advised of your schedule for submittal of' the-.

revisions so that we may determine the most appropriate action to take on
these subsequent questions and request for additional information. ;

Xf you have any questions about these matters, please contact Mr. Peter Loysen
at(301)492-0685.

.

Cincerely, $ /// -j .

' IM A- . !
Ch es J. Haughney, Chief . ,,

Fuel Cycle-Safety Branch ,

Division of Industrial and.
Medical Nuclear Safety

Office of Nuclear Material Safety ,

~ and Safeguards

cc: Peter G. LeRoy
J. Michael McGarry III

.

b'
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Enclosure.

Questions and Request for Additional Information

EMERGENCY PLAN

1. Introduction

Please provide the names of the off-site energency response organiz'ations that
you requested to ccament on the emergency plan and the specific comments that
were received.

2. 2.1.1.2 Nuclear Criticality

Although nuclear criticality may be an unlikely event, it is a. postulated
accident for emergency plan purposes, and any special emergency response
measures for such an event should be included in the plan.

3. 2.2

Is section 2.2 missing, or is section 2.3 misnumbered?

4. 3.1.1 Alert and 3.1.2 Site Area Emercency

The rationale for setting a release of 1000 kilograms of UF, as the break
point between an alert and a site area emergency should be Established.

5. 3.2.1 Alert and 3.2.2 Site Area Emercency

How does a person judge a release to be more than 1 kilogram?; more than 1000
kilograms? Hany of the topics in these sections may be more appropriately
discussed in section 5.0, Emergency Response Measures. Regardless, a
predetermined recovery practice (re-entry with appropriate respiratory
protection) may not be appropriate, and should not be stipulated in the
classification and notification of accidents.

6. 3.3 Information to be Communicated and Table 3-1 Alert / Site Area
Emercency Reoort Form

'

What are " warning points / individuals," and what are their relationships to LES
personnel having emergency response functions and to off-site response
organizations (other than the State and Parish warning' points shown in Figure
3-1)? Table 3-1 should have spaces for indicating the percent U-235
cnrichment involved in an event and any protective actions recommended. Is
the form to be completed once, or multiple times, for an event? What is the
relationship of the form to the "UF Release Incident Report" referred to in-

section 8.0, Records and Reports? figure 3-1 suggests that LES will notify
cnd coordinate exclusively with the NRC, the Louisiana Office of Emergency

'

'

_. . .. . . .. ..
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Preparedness, and the claiborne Parish Sheriff Department in an emergency.j

This would appear to be unrealistic, particularly. if off-site protective
|

actions are being recommended and other participating agencies need to
:

! coordinate their actions with LES.
1 r
,

Facility Orcanization Durino Emeroency Conditione t

| 7. 4.2
i

This section and Table 4.2-1 indicate that a large number of persons are .'

needed to staff the CEC during emergency conditions. ~However, the, operating
| shift crew can be as few as 4 to 6 persons'(depending on the number of plant' -

units extant), some of whom would not be qualified for emergency response
positions. When the CEC is operating with a minimum 'erew,~ how is' the facility |

| organization during emergency conditions staffed? ;

| 8. 4.3 Local Off-site Assistance to the CEC a' d 7.7 Verification ofn

Emercency Teleonone Nueers

| Will the current telephone listing of all off-site. response organizations be
maintained as part of the emergency plan or the emergency plan implementing.
procedures, or both? There should be a more thorough discussion of the
functions and services that each of the off-site response organizations is -|

expected to perform or provide, the specific locations of these organizations,
and how LES would communicate with them if the telephone lines'are
inoperative. There should also be' a discussion of.special training- and
equipment that local police and fire departments; might need to deal. with UF6
releases and that local hospitals might need to deal with exposures to UF
reaction products. For the hospitals, some of the information is containkd in -
letters in the Appendix; however, it should all be described systematically,' *

either in section 4.3 or the emergency plan implementing. procedures.

9. 4.4 Coordination with participatino Government Acencies '|
1

The authority of each participating agency, its expected role in an emergency, ~J
-

and its capabilities in terms of personnel and equipment, should be described.

10.''5.0 Emercency Response Measures

The emergency plan should include provisions by which members of the public
and the media can obtain information during an emergency.,

'

:

11. 5.3 Mitioating Actions |
*

The steps involved and the time required to accomplish safe shutdown for each
of the postulated accidents, especially those for which manual operations are |

necessary, should be discussed. The specific procedures for. accomplishing
safe shutdown may be described in-the emergency plan implementing procedures.

.

e
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12. 5.4 Protective Actions
-

The described on-site protective actions do not appear to be either.
appropriate or easily extended for off-site emergency response purposes.
Modified or additional protective actions, including warning, sheltering,-
evacuation, surveys, and bicassays, for recommending to off-site emergency |

| response organizations should be described.
|

13. 5.4.1 Personnel Evacuation and Accountability
,

The criteria that would be used to determine if evacuation is nece sary and to
determine the evacuation routes that personnel would follow should be

j discussed. . .

14. 5.4.2 Use of Protective Ecutoment and Sucolies

The locations, types, and quantities of protective equipment and supplies,
including respiratory protection equipment.and protective. clothing, should be
detailed in the emergency plan implementing procedures.

15. 5.5.1.2 Exposure Guidelines

|
In addition to the guideline of 25 rems whole' body radiation exposure, a ,

guideline for uranium intake should be provided. The non-lifesaving-
operations appear to be the same as the lifesaving operations, and the
radiation and chemical exposure guidelines are the same for both. Please
explain.

16. 5.5.2 Decontamination of Personnel

The action icvels for determining the need for personnel decontamination -

i

| should be included in the specifications section of the license application.
| These levels, means for personnel decontamination, supplies, instruments, and I

equipment should also be specified in the emergency plan implementing . |
,

| procedures. |

17. 6.4 Emeroency Monitoring Eouipment -|,

| .
i

In addition to the normally available equipment described . portable and
'transportable emergency equipment for monitoring, sampling, and surveying

should also be described in this section and specified in the emergency plan '

implementing procedures. .

18. 7.0 Maintenance of Radiolooical Contingency Preparedness Capability

The emergency plan should contain provisions for an annual audit by an
'independent person.

.i

l

,

*

.
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19. 7.3 Det11s and Exercises

The biennial frequency for conducting emergency response exercises appears to
ba inconsistent with the annual frequency for participation' stated in the
September 26, 1990, letter to Homer Memorial Hospital. Please clarify. <

20. 8.1 Records of Incidents

The stated standards for incident records maintenance-are unclear. All such
'

records related to ertergencies should be maintained, including records of
abnormal events, accidents, and equipment failures involved in inci' dents.
Where contamination has occurred from incidents, records should also be

''maintained in a deccmmissioning records file.

21. Accendix

Please ciarify the names of the organizations that submitted the undated LLEA
,.

Assistance Letters.

! EXHIBIT I - DECOMMISSIONING FUNDING PLAN
|

1. Decommissionino Cost Estimate

The cost estimate is stated to have been derived from current experience at a i
, Urenco facility in Europe, adjusted for United States differences, and |i

additional information. This experience and information or a' detailed cost
|
' estimate based on the use of a cost estimating table such as that included as 1

Appendix F to Regulatory Guide 3.66, Standard Format and content Guide for |
Financial Assurance Mechanisms Required for Decommissioning Under 10 CFR '

Parts 30, 40, 70, and 72, should be provided in support of the sucrnary of
decommissioning costs. {

Contrary to Regulatory Guide 3.66, the summary of decognissioni_ng costs ;<

! includes credit for salvage value from the sale of potential assets.. This j

| item should be deleted from the cost estimate, or its inclusion justified.
'

The decocnissioning cost estimate does not include costs for'the disposition
of uranium hexafluoride tails, but it is stated that that LES intends to
provide for the projected annual costs for disposal of any remaining uranium
tails (projected annual costs of $9.5 million per year of tails production).
Please explain why these costs are not included in the decommissioning cost .

estimate, how they are to be funded, and the basis for the annual costs.
.

The decommissioning cost estimate includes an item for restoration of
centaminated ground but, based on section 11.8.1.2.1 of the Safety Analysis ,,

1
l Report, contamination of the holding pond or land areas is not anticipated.

Please explain this apparent discrepancy. Based on NRC experience at other
licensed facilities, the holding pond and land areas will have to be -
remediated, and LES should include costs for' their rearediation and for
disposal of contaminated soil from remediation.

'

1
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2. Decommissionino Fundino Mechanisms

The mode'l documentation for financial instruments is essentially in accordance ;

with Regulatory Guide 3.66. In section 5. of each of.the trust' funds, however, ;

a statement should be added that no withdrawal from the Fund can exceed 10 percent.
of the outstanding balance of the Fund unless written NRC approval is attached. |

iThe Guide specifies that the executed financial instruments should be. submitted
- with the license application. Therefore, the instruments should be completed |

and executed, including statements that they will become effective at the time
'

LES takes possession of licensed material, and submitted alcng with the other .'documentation noted in Exhibits 3-5 and 3-6 of Regulatory Guide 3..'66.
!

=.

!

LIABILITY INSURANCE ;

1. The amount of liability insurance ($120 million proposed) to be purchased
and maintained should be justified in terms of'a reasonable evaluation of the
risks required to be covered. LES needs not, however, . provide an amount
greater than the maximum amount available from commercial nuclear energy |

liability insurers which, at present, is $200 million.: .{
2. If the form of liability insurance will be other than an effective
facility form (non-indemnified facility) policy of nuclear energy liability ,

,

insurance from American Nuclear Insurers and/or Mutual Atomic Energy liability' . ";

| Underwriters, such form should be provided. The effective .date, for the policy -
| should be no later than the date that LES takes possession of licensed |

material. ;

FIN *NCIAL QUALIFICATI0H5 ,

t

1. What is the projected budget beyond the venture phase ~ (i.e. ,- expected ;

annual contributions and expenditures)? j
2. For the constructio, phase, what are the projected equity contributions of. i

l each, general partner and each : limited partner? Documentation of the sources !
of funds for each partner should be provided .(i.e. , _recent financial statements ' )of those entities providing equity).

1

3. How will financing / capital costs be provided prior to start of operation
'

*

of the facility?

4. What will be the source of funds if construction costs exceed the $800 j
million estimate indicated in the application? Are any contingency costs '

included in the $800 million estimate? ~ i
,

5. Has an unden<riter been selected for the debt portion of financing? What
is the anticipated interest rate payable, either absolutely or relatively; ,

compared to debt issues of analogous projects? Are there contingency plans if..
interest costs exceed estimates? ;

i

!
-

i

I i
. . i
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6. Since.Section 13.2 of the Partnership Agreement states that the Management !

Comittee "shall not have the power to require a Partner'to provide funds in ' ;

excess of its agreed capital commitment, what would be the source of funds for.
.

safety and safeguards activities if operating costs are~not fully covered by|
;

|
revenues during operation of the facility? Is there a procedure. for requiring .

!contributions for such necessary activities?'

;

'

QUALITY ASSURANCE ,,. .

|
' 1. SAR section 1.4 identifies contractors and agents employed by ES and .

;

briefly cescribes their responsibilities. . Identify the System Cl*:ss I;
activities performed and items supplied by these contractors and agents, i

Describe how LES will ensure the quality of these activities and items. |

l
*

. .

t
.

j 2. SAR section 10.0 commits LES to follow the guidelines (that is, the
introduction, basic requirements, supplements, and appendices) of ASME-
HQA-1-1989. Similarly address ASME HQA-2-1989, the ASME NQA-2a-1990' Addenda, .

and the ASME NQA-la Addenda, or justify not doing so. Consider adding a j

j' reference to NQA-2 in other SAR locations where only NQA-1 is now referenced. j.

,

i 3. SAR section 10.0 mentions the application.of a graded' quality program to ,

some items that are not Quality Assurance Level 1. Consider.whether a " graded i

QA program" is more correct and describe the program, its: scope, and its j

elements.
!

( 4. SAR section 10.0 refers to reducing the " effectiveness of the QA Program
requirements." Consider whether reducing the "QA Progrim commitments" is more |
correc..

5. The Facility Manager in SAR section 10.1.1 is shown as the CEC' Manager on ;

Tables 10.1-2 and -3. SAR section 10.1.3 refers to the " Facility Manager.(or-
iCEC Manager)." Clarify whether this is one or two positions (individuals). .

6. SAR section 10.1.2 states that the Engineering and Contracts Manager is
;

responsible for all aspects of the facility design, preparation for construction,
construction, and preparation for operation. SAR section 10.1.4 states that
the LES QA organization is responsible for verifying the quality of. activities
during design and construction. Clarify the. fact that these responsibilities ~
eppear to overlap. ,

7. Clarify whether the LES QA organization's responsibilities for verifying
quality (as specified in SAR section 10.1.4a, b, c, and f) extend beyond
* activities" into the actual- hardware, software, and documents. Also clarify.
or eliminate some duplication in sections 10.1.4c and f.

B. Identify the activities, plans, and programs occurring during the
operations phase of the CEC that will be under the pertinent control of the

*:

.em o cW- - .

- . . .
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LES QA program. Examples include plant operation, maintenance, modifications,
security, emergency planning, material control, and personnel training and
qualification. '

'

!

9. Identify the on-site and off-site organizational elements shown on Tables
10.1-1, -2, and -3, .and describe the criteria for determining the size of; the '

,

QA organization, including the inspection-staff, during the: construction phase jand during the operations phase. Table 10.1-3 shows only inspectors and
auditors reporting to the QA Manager. Clarify whether there will be QA
engineers or specialists in the QA organization.

10. Clarify whether, during the construction phase' and during the operations
phase, QA personnel are involved in day-to-day activities involving safety.
For example, do QA personnel routinely attend and participate in-daily work
schedule and status meetings to ensure that they are aware of work assigr.ments

,

throughout the plant?
.

P

11. Identify, by position title, the individual at the plant site responsible ffor directing and managing the site QA program during the construction phase.
Briefly describe how this responsibility is met and interfaces are controlled '

considering the numerous organizations involvedLin the ' design and construction
;process.
'

| 12. Clarify the unclear first sentence of the fifth paragraph of SAR section
' 10.2 (Personnel performing . . . . ).

>

1 :13. Clarify what aspects of the QA program described in chapter 10 of the SAR
|will be applied to the fire detection / protection system for System Class:I ;items.

! 14 Describe how the LES President regularly assesses the scope, status,
adequacy, and regulatory compliance of the. QA program during the design and
construction of the CEC (in addition to the annual assessment' described in 1;:

! section 10.18.2 of the SAR). '
,

'

:15. Clarify whether quality-related activities such as design, procurement,
| and site investigations, started before NRC acceptance of- the QA program
| described in the SAR, are controlled by SAR QA commitments. '

'
,

! 16. The fourth paragraph of SAR section 10.3 addresses " independent" design 1

| verification by a designer's supervisor. Provide a commitment that such
verification will not result in the supervisor's review of his/her own design .

j constraints, design input, or design work.
|

17. SAR section 11.1.2 addresses design responsibilities before the
i operations phase. Address design responsibilities in like fashion for

caintenance and modifications during the operations phase.
!18. Discuss the timeliness of as-built documentation throughout plant life.

I,

! 1

| t |
'-

h !
*
.

. . ;
i

.. . !j

|
*

;

| 1

!
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Describe organizational responsibilities, including interfaces between19.

design, procurement, and QA, for the control of purchased items during.theoperations phase. 1

: :

20. Describe measures that ensure the procurement of spare and replacement
parts to QA controls in effect at the time of procurement and to appropriatetechnical requirements.

I
;'

21. Clarify whether the procurement of commercial grade items for use as-
. ..

. t

System Class I items will be in accordance with Generic. Letter 89-02, or . i
idescribe an alternative for NRC review.

~!22. The fourth paragraph of SAR se'ction 10.7 indicates that approved vendors
will be reevaluated annually. Briefly describe how this will be done. Also

,

describe briefly how LES will determine the validity of certificates of
conformance from suppliers.

,

23. Describe criteria for determining which processes.are controlled asspecial prccesses. Also describe organizational responsibilities for 4

qualifying special processes, equipment, and personnel during the operations .i
phase. j

:
'

24. If " inspection personnel" and " inspectors" in the second paragraph' of SAR
i

|
section 10.10 refer to the same individuals in the QA organization, the same

<

term should be used.
i

25.
Describe organizational responsibilities for establishing, implementing,

,

| and ensuring effectiveness of the program for calibration of. measuring and
test equipment during the operations phase. ,

.

26. Describe measures that ensure suitable training of individuals involved.
,

in special handling, preservation, storage, cleaning, packaging, and shipping ,

of items during the operations phase. r

27. Clarify whether changing the sequence of inspections, tests, and other
activities involving safety requires the same controls as the original review .3

and approval,

28. Expand upon or delete the term "when appropriate" in the' first sentence i

of the second paragraph and the term "at the facility" in.the- second sentence ;

of the third paragraph of SAR section 10.15.

29. Identify the position (s) or groups (s) within LES with authority to
.

disposition nonconforming items.

, 30 Clarify that an audit plan that identifies audits to be performed and,'

their schedules is prepared, maintained, and applied.
31. Clarify that audit team members have no responsibilities in the areasaudited.

- |
1 !

- .a ;

m. *
,

;
'
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|
32. Describe measures that ensure that the LES QA program for operations is
implemented at least 90 days before the receipt.of ifcensed material at the ,

plant site.
!,

!

Since part of the CEC will be operating while part is being constructed,33.

provide a commitment that'the LES QA program for design, construction, and
preoperational testing will continue simultaneously with- the QA program ~ for
the operations phase while these activities are ongoing. ' ;

:34. Clarify what records will- be treated as QA records during the operations
phase. QA records should include those such as operating logs (or equivalent), ;
maintenance and modifications procedures.and related inspection results, -

reportable occurrences, and other records required by license conditions.

35. Clarify whether field' tests (in the third paragraph of SAR section 10.11)
include pre-operational tests and post-maintenance / modifications tests'to
demons ~trate plant operability' and to identify any conditions adverse to ,

;
quality / safety, as well as operational tests to verify acceptable operation.
36. Clarify that the measuring and test equipment controls described in SAR

|

,

section 10.12 apply to process-related instrumentation and controls having i
safety significance.

t

i

i

6

k

,

I

,

!
|
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'

University Station, Box G Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70893 4107 . (504) 388.S320
==.m=-

September 23,1991
:

i

|
Ronald D. Anderson '

P. O. Box 72 !

Homer, LA 71040 -

!
.

Dear Mr. Anderson, '|
. i

'

I have [mimT,4.d a precursory review of documents relating to the geologic and hydrologic data for - ,

Imuisiana Energy Services, Uranium Enrichment Facility to be located near Homer l.A as requested in your ;

letter dated 8-15 91 and addressed to Ma-Ga Swan, Deputy Secretary of DNR. I want to emphasize that this -
is a precursory renew because of the time limitations on your part and my own availability. With this in mind,
I offer the following observations. I

f

'
Law Engineering Project No. IIT.3815 90G, Task 80. Geologic and Seismic Report. The

'

discussion of the site geology appears detailed and thorough, but with key elements
apparently overlooked.

1) Page 1: All known geologic features such as mapped surface faults have been |
evaluated and documented. A field geologic survey was also completed. By whom, when, and ,

how? Someone not familiar with Louisiana geology may be at a disadvantage by not realizing - |
the peculiarities of the region. Side.Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR) exists over all of north ~

!

:

Louisiana; no reference was made as having utilized these data. Extensive surface faulting -
exists in the vicinity of Homer, LA. j

1
*

2) Site location as indicated in Fig 13, Fig 21, and Fig 2 5 differs in each case with the
!latter figure placing the Site within the Athens Field.

shallow water table for the area.
'

[3) Page 7, Physiocraphv: The lake on the eastern edge of the proposed Facility implies a
'

4) Page 7, Structure: A short discussion is offered regarding Salt Pillows, but no mention !
of Turtle structures (both features appear in Fig 13). No analysis is offered regarding j
implications for faulting around the perimeter of such features and whether such zones of '

weakness extend to the surface. If such faulting has been determined as not penetrating the -

surface, what procedure was used to make such a determination?
,

'
*

,

5) Page 9: The discussion of the shallow subsurface stratigraphy implies shallow permeable
units (. springs percolating from the sides of hills. t almost pure silt in the upper 20 feet;
numerous sand units mentioned).

6) Page 12, Boundarv Fault Svstems: An accurate map depicting the specific locations of the
boundary fault systems relative to the proposed Facility would be more meaningfulif the map

i
scale were on the order of that used in Fig 21. This is particularly important regarding the ,

Rodessa Fault System since it appears to be arcuate and present northeast of the Facility. j
i*~i _ wtsgiintagwamary
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Ronald D. Anderson.
September 23,1991 <

Page 2 |
:
!

No analysis is offered regarding the ramifications of having a large scale fault system in close . j
proximity to the Facility. |

7) The proposed Facility lies in an area of moderate aquifer recharge potential (Aquifer;
Recharge Atlas, Map #5, LA Geol Survey,1988).

i
8) Various technical statements within the text are not referenced with respect to origin and j
therefore very difficult to verify factual content.

I

Law Engineering Project No. HT 3815-90G, Task 90 - Geotechnical Exploration Report. 'l;~

~

!.

1) Page 1, Report Summarv: General description of surface soil" conditions suggests - !

_ permeable materials comprising sands and silts beneath which is approximately 20 ft, of silty . j

clay, the latter expected to exhibit lower permeabilities. ., j
i

2) Page 1: Ground Water Table will be approximately 10 ft. below the surface site grade of {
'

326 ft.
-

| 3) Page 17, Process Area: The following observations regarding relative permeability can be'
,

l derived from the various stratum descriptions: Stratum 1,4,5 - high permeability; Stratum - |
3A 3B - moderate permeabilities; Stratum 2,6 --lower permeabilities.' -

4) Fig 4-6, -7, -8, -9, -10, -11, -12: Interpretational differences exist on the geologie cross {
sections; cross sections suggest the presence of sand channels; much more descriptive detail

.

is a available on the boring log than is depicted on the cross sections; no attempt made'to {
provide an analysis or interpretation of cross sections relative to the Site, contamination : !

| potential, or preventive measures; suspect the subsurface geology is more complex than- i

indicated.
!

5) Subsurface soil profiles A-A' through G-O' depict specific cross sectional profiles, but no . ;

; 3-dimensional interpretation; structure and isopach maps missing; potentiometric surface map ~

.|missing; no attempt to define the limiting parameters within the confining units.
,

r

| 6) Would suggest extending the Site and Subsurface Conditions investigation beyond the i

confines of the proposed Facility such that local geologic parameters can be correlated to and ' j
integrated with area-wide geologic and hydrogeologic conditions. This would involve !

additional borings and to greater depths.-- *

t.
,

While I do not profess to be a design engineer,I offer the following observations regarding general
assumptions used to compile the Design Section of the document..

'

,

.

Duke Engineering and Services, Inc. - Design Calculations. In reference to the Hold Up ; (
Pond and small dam on the site:

1) What contingency plan exists should the Hold Up Pond have insufficient capacity during
a heavy rain storm? This spring was abnormally wet with considerable local flooding. ;

i
i

,

.

|
t

f

{
i - :
!
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Ronald D. Anderson - |

September 23,1991. -;

Page 3 '}
|. ,

|

2) Pond design assumed 50% of the yard will contribute to the sediment load; applicant may . l
wish to assume a 100% contribution and design accordingly for the extra margin of safety. j

:

3) Suggest designing into the equation the high volume of surface water available as runoff
during periods of hurricane / tropical storm passover. j

.

4) What level of contaminants are in the sediments contained within the Hold-Up Pond? .I
How will they be removed and disposed of? How will they be prohibited from migrating ,{
into the subsurface stratigraphic units? j

,

;

5) What effect will the hydraulic head produced by the Hold.Up Pond have on the-
underlying stratigraphic units, ground water table, and flow direction? :

|
,6) References rited: !

.;

Rainfall Frequency Atlas of US Tech Paper No. 40 - Suggest using more i
'

specific, Louisiana data and avoid generalities.

Urban Hydrologic ,1975 -- Is there a more recent and Louisiana. specific j
reference? |

.

;

This information is provided to you at your request as a service by the I.ouisiana Geological Survey . !
!(LGS). LOS does not take or imply to take a position in this matter, but acts as a' disinterested third party -

operating upon the conviction that the best.available scientific data yields informed decisions. I hope this :
information is of help. l.

,

| I

'

Sincerely,

| Bradford C. Hanson
'

Sr. Research Geologist

1

I
i

cc Martha Swan ;
,

Dianne Curran
John Johnston

.

1

|

i
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Police Jurors Listen To Protests From Residents Near Proposed Plant |sitef, 'd;.;
.

,4.+... a. . ..

^ !
.- '

2
.

;-

- ,
.

. l

' Residents of the Forest Grove and - ing to keep the road open. We're not
If the jury votes to close the road,

comes'that we need topelocate the ,

, ,

Cedar Springs Communities crowd. asking for the road to be fixed," residents will then have the option road,we need to appoint a commit' .

*.
.

tee, including the road superinten- .

ed into the small meeting room of Mardis said. of using the court, system. dent," juror of the area (District 8) ,

the Claiborne Parish Police Jury , in response to a question regar- "A resolution to close the road

during the group's regular monthlyi ding the legalities of closing the
has not been passed-just.a resolu. and other jurors, to suavey reloca.

,

meeting last week, to protest clos. ' road, Assistat District Attorney Lion to relocate the road if tion possibilities,. the president ;

ing the Forest Grove Road if and Mike Ruddick explained that before necessary," Bailey said, stating, stated, j
t

lie also told residents that the
when the jury is requested to do so the jury can close any road,it must "the vast maiority of the people is

* aad will be relocated before the .

by Louisiana Energy Services he published three times in a local - this oarish want the plantf-
.

newspaper that a public hearing Mardis also said residents of it s , Forest Grove Road is closed. _ _ ,

In otTie ac o rs of a w
Last year, local jurors signed a will be held concerning the road. area are "not satisfied with s',

ca 1 -c t it tx os or
<

t LES).
Then, af ter the public hearing is answers they have been gettis.g/ i

r to u i r i, ip tu,b ,resolution agreeing to close and
held and residents are allowed to and said they feel they are "not be-

relocate the Forest Grove Itoad, r al - ts ! ' e rf h, e m

when and if they are requested to do, voice their opinions concerning ing faisty represented," :

so by LES, a consortium of com. closing the road, the police jury will llailey said,as of yet, funding for 1o e d a il -

et es 'en pay a ne-

panies that selected a site near the
vote whether c- ,ot to c:ose the relocating the road has not yet been

,

nYo
'

age 3
established. "If and when the time- ea e<T -

communities to build a proposed road. , . ..

A*4.y.W3~-,

uranium enrichment plant. . j
, .,,,

5? E@~~d. ' ~
.. . . . . , .

~ #* h-si i
Itoy Mardis, spokesman for ,

i'- t , . . '
~

.

.t o
,@ . [ .i E.' '. aForest Grove / Cedar Springs

-

,,g' y;,,w(gga af *
. . ,. - ,w .m mresidents, told jurors they are op . <~ ~

::.T4. . , ' p g. P j ,- ! E-P: g f ~ r*
posed to the road being closed. lie q i.

p '''~ # a.
'.

' ' 'T /,, ty j . , .jy y A, ; " ::.~:. . -
..' rt usaid the road, which connects the , e.- - '- *

t .

r8 88 c- -

. . d d g:' - fa."G'
r. /two communities,is heavily travel- -

'
4 p , i.~ ., . . .i

J., G ' "s Eed by Iamilies living on both sides. ' , . ,
- '<

* "
.:" : 3 '* j *!8 Oggfd,' y Em dd [' '~ 7 EE:C.According to Mardis,if the road ;

..'] -3' .%
T .'". ~h' d

is closed,it will cause hardships on ' ,, W8 so-
* ,- i

't '". ::"E

.N 1 ( -
~~ ~ ~~# gQN .; ; '* y d,'

families, residents who car pool to . ' :., -- ,

d, . ( { :(
4

work, sporterelated activites that t i sus""
'

3 1~ a8
'

involve chihiren living in both com- s

are sometimes held at Center ' i' . .i / .

M''.''''' .!' :r.'munities and church services, that 88 '

'

W
-

'

L' *

Springs and held at Forest Grove at
.. hI,. Nother times. lie also noted that the

t k 'y..

road is a school bus route. , ,

Jury President W.T. "Ilill" ., 1., 4 *me
% |Bailey told residents that, at this I]A ' '

,time, jurors have only signed a '
resolution agreeing to close the road {a RJ T.i J

i

y t '

and relocate it, when cod if the _.

T h- . j
.-:

"
police jury is requested to do so by .- i

LES off cials. ; j ; -
,

lie said, at this time, no new route .
for the road has been established,

-

.k '
but he assured residents that their
" feelings will be top priority in Q -

"

h ..- . " ' Q - ! .. ; ...wg 3.s.'

that the road g
I i t Id r t

wUl probably remain open for about
two more years, addmg that the HESIDENTS OF Tile FollEST C110VE and Cedar in June to locate a uranium enrichment facility inClaiborne Parish. In November of last year, l.ES of-

.i

,

'

pohce , jury has not yet signed a Springs communities met with members of the
ficlah announced that a site had been selected for theresolution to close the road. only to Claiborne Parl h Police Jury last week during theq' relocale the road il requested to do e egular meeting of the jury. Hesidents voiced their con. f acility-in the Forest Grove area. Jury President W.T.

cerns ahnut chaing the Forest Grove Road.if and when ".i.lill" Hailey a.ssured residents that if the ro,ad is clos.,,.r.,,,,o,,,,

so by LES. - . - - e.. ..i.,......, ,m . . .

,, , - - - -,

. - - . . - . _ _ . . . _ , , . _
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5XIO i 7C-3070 (fonmenht M Proj. .= M 45)

JIy name is i-ssi.e Youngbloux!. I live tvil!in f.en (2) miles of the proposed plantst.Ac.
I art a juu ynor n senion cifiyen, a nelined sclinal Acachen.

.

,

;!u pit; nose of firis meeling is 10 erpriess faca/ envinanmenial concenns. | consisten ,

' f<u h havn.ns (*esnys as much o , neti af !!*e enes tarunen1 as Intu!, ain ursi uulen. I!re*

a anium enniclunerd plard eiD be Jacaled in the dead cenfen of a neutal black ctwn-
muutily consisling o{ own 15C families.

i have nesul !!re Invinanmenlaf Re, unt inclus'ed in lhe 15-volume Nhl Ucense Applicalion
. uni nol orre enonal in ustillen abord ihc fac) liso! !!nr plant vill Duzcalen arvi di.vuzpl

cu s wa t f. fach e. nouarnou s tat I!s.o f Isa . ! en s ou e . o , ter o. e , ,ve re !(O ye.oro s. I., flue ca.n tna n ri,
Ihe neponi goes la yneal leny!!r la em|drosip |ra~ spinsely Jhc anca is papriforled.

Ihane une -antny older ;copie eiw live eJ2ftin lhe isnmediate onea of the plantnilc. Surve
o|. Uic eldeAly live alone on olhens spend Jhc evnhing hours clone chile the young
people anc al evnh. I have nead the Safety Analysis Report ulach is included in the
itquLtcation that thene is no mention of an Emengency Evacuation flon dwald a Co.te,
t] hic /wma type accident occwt al the Pfard. Ve olden people twald be icff al the
mercy of the prevailing mind.

Ihe residerds of oun community itave neven been considled as to uhethen or not ac
wided the plant in our nidst. This fact orns demonsfAnled uhen on IYovembes 12, 1989
Due Police Juny ;nssed a resolullon agnecing. to close on nenoute Tonest (,nove Road.
Jan communt.ty uns not consuued and uhen uc (nepnesentalisms (som sevenal communities.I
attended the police jwty meeting to voice can concenn, ein ucre assured that the vast.
majorihj of the people canted the plant, thusly nevealing the fact that our ccxnmunity
is expendable, becausc the establislunent {avons the pinnt.

/{ diene is one ounce of human decency in the K on the ifQ, the II.S tutanium' enrich-
ment plard edu not be Licensed to be buLil 1.n the hennt of our blach, minonity ,

neighbon/wod that is adanantly opposed to it. |

/ nespecl{ully acquest. that my statemerd be ecdc a pn! o{ lhe 15.T application {ile. |
!

,

|

I

i
,

t
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R E S.O L U T 11 0' N j
!

WHE RE AS , Louisiana Energy Services has requested'the.
l

assurance of the Claiborne Parish Police Jury that the
i

Claiborne Parish Police Jury will close and relocate,
!

if necessary, that portion of the Parish Road situated on; .j

the LeSage property or the Emerson Property, whichever :

!
property is applicable, to accomplish the needs of~ j

. Louisiana Energy Services, and

W11E REAS , it is the intention. of the Claiborne ' Parish

I'u! ce Juny to cout.e t a Le w I Ll 1.vu t u i.th Cincr*Jy'Survicun tu
i-

.

close, or reloca te if necessary, the said road. |
!

NOW, THEREFORE DE IT RESOLVED, that the Claiborne Parish :

;,

Police Jury hereby agrees-to do whatever is legally necessary-
i

by due process to close or relocate,the said road. |
Upon motion by Tommy Davidson, duly seconded by W. J. [

*

Sherman and carried, the above and foregoing resolution was

duly adopted by the Claiborne Parish' Police Jury in' regular' |
|

session convened on November-9,'1989. }
********* * * ** * * * *z * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.*-

_

{:I, E. N. Hardy, Jr., Secretary of the'ClaiborneHParish
"

Police Jury do hereby. certify that the above and foregoing is
a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted by the:Claiborne
Parish Police Jury in regular. session convened on November 9,1989, |
at which meeting a quorum was'present.

.

.
!

this. the /)_ ynder my of ficial signature and seal of of fice on
,

Given -

| day of //o.<udw 1970 .

'
.

. [ 4 ,

' E. N. Hardy,j r., Secretary ;-G,-

Claiborne Parish Police JuryL

'
..

1;

i. .

'
|*

i

.

.

|
. .

,

*

L
|

\
+

|
~ ~

! i

i
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Police Jury Changes Polling Place, 4ccepts Bids - .
.

s
. ,

At the request of election commis. . ,.*-

> . .sioners and Betty Gladney, Claiborne
.. :.

. _ ' ' * ' .

Parish Clerk of Court, members of the
....

,

Claiborne Parish Police Jury voted to -.- - -

..

,

change the polling place of voters inWard 2
Commu. Pet. I Gordon. from the Old,

mty Center thero to tiu* t'mr . -
a

twn.tn ,: in ilayn.~.ntic. . fIci teve ocal
'

"

y e.s r.

IJuring the re
of thejury. IGs. gular monthly meeting

,

Gladney speakmgon
behalf of commissioners,in the votmg

e.gplace be ch.mged. precinct, requested that the polling
. ...

, . . _ _ . . _ . . . .

i O
g She told jurors the building has no

N bathroom facilitics.no telephone and . ;

is completely isolated. She said com.
* *

. - . K.7
v,

missioners have talked with voters in
, ,

' ' "%
the precinct and the majority of voters

. . . - . - -
\ >

are a
. . Ptsce.greeable to moving the polling

,

*

-l - *

1&~ s;tances in the parish where votersShe said there are numerous in..
.

<

'

-
.

3 residing in cr.e precinct are casting
; / ' ~ ~ . ' ' ' ' ' . . . .'

their votes are counted in theballots m other precincts. However, - i.

-

' ' '''

>

precincts where they reside.' ... .s.
.

no X. Jack Price jurorfrom Haynesville
'

i

. , u ._ _ 7 7 .said election c,omrrJssioners and other.. ' -
. ..- - - - - - - -

* " ~' . ,,

. workers in Haynesville precincts are
,

g ~

infavorof themove
.

. ,

. - '
.I!!aynesville's may. " Mayor Crocker '

or) said it would -
- - - - - - - - - - "

% *. rice s, aid.be fine we'd be glad to have them,".
,

4P*

: - j . i

Currently. $100 rent is paid on the + '- - " ' " * * " ~ ~ . \i i
! . g building,550 is paid for a deputy custo. -
:

'

:

dian and 350 is charged for rent on a . . . ... - - - ~ - - - - -

,

1
- *

* ~~ ~~ ~i
'

elections are held. portable bathroom at the facility when
''

[ ' " " " .... . . .

|

ed for the Nov.18 election and voters. The polling place will not b~e chang.~ ~ ' ' ~ '

.

t ..
i i -

in Gordon will still vote in the Old. -|
.

nmuNmtyf-''~
7 .

-- - -- -- *
- , . AlsoduringtheNovembermeeting, i

jurors passed a resolution at the re,' 1' '

'.
i

: -- Ii
.

quest of Louisiana EnergyServicesI .

iLES). The request was that the police
-- - ---- - ~ ~ '; ,

} jury take whateveraction necessaryto close or relocate the Forest Grove .
!

.

* ' ~ ~
' . ..

-P.oad to accommodate 'the new

.

- + - -- - ' *" " ~~~ ~ ' ~ ~; I

9 '~~~ *p; f
.

* ,
;

.' uranium enrichment facility that will ,
- - - - - * * " .....m

i- - -- ' '

*

. be constructed in the parish. 'i- ! % Jurors opened' bids fmm . !.
'

., . .. J : scogipantch emnase sever ~al dif-
, .

: : ;
Arent types of culverts and used

.-
* . -- ' ,

.' ';-a- - e

--k n rs. :, , , . . .. ** '" _ , , . .
.

.,, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . - ---

; i --
-

.
, .. .

. 9 -m-

*- * -.n. a ;.
.. .,

, .
a

i
, ,

-.

.

1

me *

a

_ - _ _
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Redidents Nea,?,,v *m .w| **"n: : , *.: n* .w2 ?-c,*n -- .;aq. 'hM
,.. *

-4 it.y%ue .w~m..: y. m m.7 7
r. Prop;osesPlantJSiterd:m .u c,. W ; M ,E ;T 4'

. . ~.. ;c m
. .s .

c1. .: . < . . :.. . ~~m.. .

< Polic;e Ju.vtan .rorslistE~n-To Protests From,.
..a .

-,.

'
3 ^ww>'v;b ... A.. A.If thejury otestoclosetheroad%, comes'thatwe need to relocaf6,th'en .

-

w.%c a ::;~ . .. w i'
. '

- ~ ' Residents of tiieForest Groveand. Ing tokeep the road open. We're not-
.,

,

CedarSpringsCommunitiescrowd - asking for the road to be fixed," residents will then have Lbe option road,we need to appoint a commiti ; E , , , , _

: of using the court system. M .4 . tee, incIuding the road superinten- '
., .

*Mardas said. ; 4;. p/ed into the small meeting room of; .

the Claiborne Parish Police Juryp In response to a question regar '"A resolution to close the road *. dent,"Jurorof thearea (District 81 1

during the group's regular monthly,J ding the legalities of closing the' has not been passed-just.a resolu. ' and other jurors, to survey reloca
~:

meeting last week, to protest clos. road, Assistant District Attorney, tion to . relocate the road If tiort. possibilities, the . president ej
ing the Forest Grove. Road if and : Mike Ruddick explained that before . . necessary," Bailey said. stating. stated. . , .

,'*
.

when the juryis requested to do so : the jury can close any road,it must 1 "the vast maiority of the people in lie also told residents that the ' i
road will he relocated before theby Louisiana Energy Services- be published three times in a local the parish want the plantr' .
, Forest Grove Itoad is closed. _ .

],

,

ILES). . O c.<-. W . - , newspaper that a public hearing Mardis also said residents of the'

Last year, local jurors signed a. will be held concerning the road.. area are-."not satisfied with the in otne ac o r s ot a 69

resolution agreeing to close and - Then, af ter the public hearing is answers mey nave oecn gettinf r." ca a t I et ion or '. ,

relocate the Forest Grove Road, : held and residents are allowed to and said they feel they are"not 3e- r t us r p' k i J
.

voice their opinions concerning ing fairly represented / . r al f e r -h, e lu in i
ihen and if they are requested to do. .
so by LES, a consortium of coms . closing the road, the police jury will > Uadey said,as of yet,Iunding for. Io e -d a il j

_.

panies that selected a site near the vote whether or not to close the ' relocating the road has not yet been et , est en pay .a ne . ,

communities to build a proposed. road. . . . . established.."If and when thet me - -. en e.T .e,agel'A' 'I*
' ti

- i' a ,
' * - "-- *: - +- -

- %CZy juranium enrichment plant '- -

2.d[[H.P . O(dh O D.hU{'[-. MbTl'd N. Roy Mardis, spokesm' art for-

(b ''M
- U-E 3

1 TN. 'EF3 ' - Mt . ' Y' 3 "'dForest Grove / Cedar Springs 1-t N e f f!4O$$(,j
-

W . *MrQ,gs
.

7 ' r - - ,

| residents, told jurors they are op-: 1,

E-E@>.'' ghrM| )G. '"~ rd ' J 'W t./ j

'h;.@,6;"> %m'g'posed to the road being closed. lie , *-~

t ' i' /.

.. 3ri" .'s [i %)
.said the road, which connects the t d h;; M 2 . W ".:~ O - ,

s.:
..irf'.'id'.??'d'my

,,

M! W,

two communities,is heavily travel a '

If|[ yI
u '4

'

.f 's
E.".:~.f ~~. f'1- rr ~-ed by Iamilies living on both sides. . , e ,

7"'f~%b],aa- ( Es!'
.

o4'
According to Mardis, if the road R t .. :5 N - . .= :.::r- t

-

r ( tI
,,
4g

[ < r.T Q,. j EEE~%=.
;f. ,e+ gi

~~~
is closed,it will cause hardships on r *

' *': = r = __c u~~
f amihes, residents who car-pool to --'

,}4 i se a4 E:E:-1Q gfT N.work, sports related activites that (5$tU N*-
- ~- l%

- p i

$}k%
i',
!iinvolve children living in both com+ *

i, I'.. }'" | [p{ N P .f
i.g ' .1 ..munities and church services, that

| -l 8'8 !
are sometimes held at Center ' IY I"j

'

l

Springs and held at Forest Grove at ,/ f -

Qi.- NJ a- |,I|s
o '

,' f . m,abf ..1 Jother times. lie also noted that the
,

'' 4 *
. j

4
.. ans *

u j ;road is a school bus route. ', ima
'

Bailey told residents that, at this1 - r -

h T*]".~
) j m a

; Jury PresiMYT.. " Bill" + d. i , 4. [
h'' $ m",

' !
@IM'

'"''

|
&

' " 1 gustime, jurors have only signed a : f Py ! I M Nd'3 g h Af[ ; Lau
-

{ resolution agreeing to cime the road j d !p | i ' h- $,..

fand relocate it, when and if the _ "& b r.'e*'
I

'

).4 g me#"

policejury is requested to do so by
r

ii, ;' ''
LES oilicials. y i iR] ': . , 1

lie said, at this time, no new route -
.for the road has been established, k

~ ;
'

but he assured residents that their .

s^
." feelings wit! be top priority in

' g
relocating the road." . . NE _. l ,, gq3.k.,, Bailey told residents that the road me ._

m
2 ..

' - - e, . . ..,gwdlprobably remain open for about , ,
.

two more years, adding that the RESIDENTS OF Tile FOREST GROVE and Cedar la June to locate a uranium enrichment facility in
ipohce jury has not yet signed a Springs communities met with members of the Claiborne Parish, in November of last year * LES of-

resolution to close the road, only to Claiborne Parish Police Jury last week during the ficials announced that a site had been selected for the i
reloca e road if requested to do regular meeting of the jury. Residents voiced their con- f acility-in the Forest Grove area. Jurfthe road is clos-

President W.T.
" Bill" Dailey assured residents that i

_. _ ,, __''ms about closing the Forest Grove Itoadif and when. . _ _._ . __ _ ' i., o r n,. mn o.. ..a. ,i .lZ T.~ ~[Y II * N,""N'" * "".*.TC . 2 ? '""" '"?' .'" J.'27.* ^ '. d." ' , m d ' L * L. .
- --. -, -_,
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hhurches@ejSc{thift) rom ' enemy
n

.

.

.. .:., e . - . y. - <c -
.

Nuc ear plant's ichecksi.refysed bj. Homer. congregations
.

*

.. . ; .y . .) . -
.

- -

. ' .sy cVRT13 D. HEYEN ..

The rams Do sooner than they had cleared l'he . #.ne'Rev.jE.D. McWoodson of . In June 1989, Boyd said. About
bank they would have ubliciaed it '. hiinden' ' pastor of both thurches, '48.000 went to 22 community ser. ,,:

and said we are frien , which we ''. said be would have kept the money * dustrial development committee
'

vice agencies through the parish in ,HOMER - Two Home: area are not" J-
' . ~ ~. /1111 had teen his decision to male.

*

churches do not want money from
loumana Energy Services has' . ''Itey do sihat they want," he before I.oulslana Energy Services

an international partnerstip that applied fora tederallicense to build j''said "l did not have anything to do openedits BomerofficesinSeptem-,

plans to build a uranium-e.: rich-
unect plant in their back ya:f.s. and operate the nranidm'cAricF.: with,it.", a' -fi . ' ter, ate said. '

-

ment plant. /Louisiana Energy Services at. latory Comm;The Nuclear Regu' ' ' Ee'added "I have never in my . 1
i" ion has given .the i whole Efe tzirned down a contribu. - i Amonit recipientsJaaid 11oyd-tempted to donate 400 eact tc For-

est Gruve and Cemter Springs Chris- document a preliminary rerici. .: tion to the church." Homer High School FBI.A chapter,
tian Methodist Episcopal clu ches. he neat step is announcement bi;' - Lenisiana ' Energy ^ Services a group of students who attended ane

But the combined congrega*.io:s of ' heir the NRCyrillhandle thelicenk '.'spokeswomanhry Boyd said the Alabama space camp.theClaitorne*

process.'. 1; *

ber'If beidg De' ;.C i;i '* % offer ,sras made "La the spirit ofParish Fair, Desert Storm and De ~
-

about 147 people rejected the o!(er.
a efst the"J.wanting to be good citizens in the ' sert ShieJd support efforts, North"For as to accept chects from

propplant tite fifewles no'rth.' ~
eas. of Hom'er on Claiborne Pariih '' parish." .@e 'partaenhlp has donated (| mission, Homer American k

b ' Lould2 n2 Uplands Film Corn-somebod who we consider oc en-
*

emy wo d be a conflict oflaterest," " Road 39,)ust off state Highway 9 -2' tnore . l.han 1410,000 to various .' post, Claiborne , Academy ,yloosaid Forest Grove secretary Alean and *

Jooes.* If we had cashed the checks. .withlo a mile of Centersprings and rialborne Parish groups since the ;. advertisements An ad. col Jub
'tw6 m!!cs of F.o,iest C. rore..:. ;'. 7.- p plans,for the' plant wcre announced . cations. < . .

-
s "J '. . . e , . g. . - ,-

..
.

. , _ . _ _ , . . . - . ~ . - . . . , _ .. , , . . - - _ . ~ .. . . , , . . . , . , , , , . . . . _ . . . . _ , - ,_. , , _ - . , , , . . _ . . . . - , . , , , . . . - , _ , ,. ...- - _ , _ , -
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LETTERS TO ~THE 'EDITO1F' - *
~

-
-

- , , . . , . ;. .L
4....em.****

/ - '- Dear Editor:
''

What wi!! it taka for out town to see.

what a group of outs! cts is doing to our.
,,,

,t town, families anJ friends. In the pan 11L,

!. ' coonths or bener we have witnessed how
big spadcts with big buck.s can come in-- .

,

to a town, and make (nends faa. * ''
,

On March 23, 1991 Forest Grove :-
.

Center Spnngs. Aruioch 22d oder chur-
ches were at Forca Grove for an evco '

I'
ing of pratse athJ worhslup to God 2.nd
Chnst. During this time one of our
leaders tout the opponunity to announce ' *

,

that be baJ two checks for Forest Grove
and Center Springs for 5500.00 each.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '. The church was fuit with ladies in rul
ainJ usa vi b!xk. To ac une tout ou uicar,

i faces when ticy realued that L.E.S. or

,i
- L.E. A. (onc in its same) tud entered tids

n; place of worship in the Ibnn of a tener
1 - I and ctaks of donations, caused a look

,

i i of dismay. but Gal still receivo.1 his

| praise.
Be is know ELict Edward Fuller is not. .

l speaking on behalf of Foren Groyc or ..
'

| ! Center Springs concerning any L.E.S.
plant issues.

. , ,

On Sunday, the Ic.sson was Freedoru
ad Respansibility taken fruta 1 Corio. '

thians 8:1 11:1 with the kcy verse.being '
.

*
' ''take tecd les by any a cans this liber.

- ty of yours ba.ocac a sumbling block to
thets that arc we.tk** (1 Coriruhians 8:9). i*

, in our lesson we Icarned cacre is danger , *

of causing someone to iolate L's or terv . *

' - own conscience, and any beluvior winch
gocs ag:dast uc conscicace is destructive.,

g So the grong Christian must detenninc
'

not to offed another Chrigian by par-
ticipating in that which is considered*

'
wrong by the weak Cruistian. *

Tbc basic Icsson we needed to lears
*

was this:
T!ste are time when Christians mut '

accomi ur thernscives to the prqjudices,
P

weaknesses and scruples of pther
i i Chruuans.

: Paul would any " don't flaunt your
*

freedom in the face of the saint who is
-

young for te may be tempted to, imitate ,
|* you."

; ."It is a serious matter to sin againa-i

[ another Chruuan to do so is to sin ag2ics -
8 Chria." - Acts 9:4 *

it is wc!! known that Forest Grod an@.
*

- '. , Center Springs arc opposed to the loca-

!' . tion of the Claiborne Enrichment Plant
and for that organization (L.E.S.) to of. . !- *

I- fet us) donation (brought by our Elder)
was inapproprise and uncallaJ for..

*P We reject tbc don.uion for it is a con- '
s

,-.
..

s . flict of interea ad are returning both
, chechs . c..
'

~

L: SincercJy. ' '

..
,Roy Mardis /

* * *
, ,,

-

.. ..

3
. _* EDITORS"-NOTER i m-r. Te h

,

, , Editor de a44 naceousily ref*amet the .!d' apinlus o ... . o f ... .r , Tith
ctJAulu AN..totJRNAL. a.a t s,#.

. .. -

|
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DR.. ROBERT D. BULLARD
CENTER FOR AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES |

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS' ANGELES ,

LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF CLAIBORNE ENRICHMENT CENTER. HOMER,
LOUISIANA 3

My comments on the Draft Environmental Imoact Statement for

the Construction and operation of the Clairborne Enrichment Center, j

Homer Louisiana will address the elements of. environmental equity.
,

Environmental . equity is distilled into - three , broad categories:
,

procedural, geographic, and social equity.
Procedural equity refers to the " fairness" question: the

'

extent that governing rules, regulations, evaluation criteria, and

enforcement are applied uniformly and in a nondiscriminatory way.

Procedural equity - might involve nonscientific and undemocratic

decision making, exclusionary practices, nonrepresentativeness of|

samples, subjects, and opinion leaders selected in' community rating ,

and site selection scoring systems.

Geographic Equity refers to location and spatial configuration '

i

of communities and their proximity to environmental. hazards,

noxious facilities, and locally unwanted land uses (LULUS)'such as

; landfills, incinerators, sewer treatrent plants, lead smelters,

refineries, and uranium enrichment plants. Because of their

geographic and spatial configuration, some communities (i.e. , rural
_

.

areas, sparsely populated areas, Native American reservations,

urban ghettos and barrios, the southern United States, Third World
!nations, etc.) are more vulnerable than others.

social equity assesses the role of sociological factors (race, !

ethnicity, class, culture, life styles, political power,

,

J

- .
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,

! organization, legal incorporation, etc.) on environmental decision
I

making. Poor people and people of color often work in the most

| dangerous jobs, live in the most polluted neighborhoods, and their

children are exposed to all kinds of environmental toxins'on the

playgrounds.

,

In the real world, all people, communities, and regions arel
'

|

! Dgt created equal. Some communities and interests are more equal
1

than others. Unincorporated communities of color are vulnerable to

a " triple jeopardy" in that they are often rural, poor, and

politically powerless against industrial interests. Unequal

interests and power arrangements have allowed poisons of the rich
'

to be offered as short-term remedies for poverty of the poor. This

scenario plays out in the United States, and in the proposal to
site Clairborne Enrichment Center, where low-income and people of

color communities are disproportior.ately impacted waste facilities

and " risky" technologies.

Many facility siting decisions---as in the case of the

proposed Clairborne Enrichment Center (CEC)---distribute the costs

in a regressive pattern, while providing disproportionate benefits
1

for individuals who fall at the upper end of the socioeconomic

spectrum.8 In the United States, race has -been found to be

;

8 See Robert D. Bullard, " Solid Waste Sites and'the Black
Houston Community." Sociolocical Incuiry 53 (Spring, 1983): 273- )
288; United Church of Christ Commission for Racial Justice, Toxic '

Wastes and Race in the United States (New York: United Church of
Christ, 1987); Dick Russell, " Environmental Racism." The Amicus
Journal 11 (Spring, 1989): 22-32; Eric Mann, L.A.'s Lethal Air:
New Stratecies for Policv. Orcanizinc. and Action (Los Angeles:
Labor / Community Strategy Center,1991); Leslie A. Nieves, "Not in
Whose Backyard? Minority Population Concentrations and Noxious

. _ _ _ _ _
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independent of class'in the location of municipal landfills'and. j
i '

|' incinerators,2 abandoned . toxic waste dumps,s and ! cleanup- of'

'

t ,

Superfund sites.' |
*

| Environmental racism is real. Environmental' racism refers'to:' '|
.

1

. , o!

i any policy, practice, or directive that differentially affectsfor'4 j
3

.

disadvantages (whether intended or unintended)[ individuals, groups,; .j
: '

i

!
'

or communities based on race or color.s.. Environmental- L rt.cism.
(
| combines with public policies and . industry practices to provide; i

- s

benefits for whites while shifting 1 costs' to -. people of ; color.8 2
'

~

\
j Facility Sites. " ~ Paper presented at'the1AnnualJ. Meeting; of: 'the i

j American Association for the Advancement. of Science,'. Chicago 'l
Breathing |i (February, 1991); D. R. Wernette and ' L. A. "Nieves, "

} Polluted Air: Minorities are Disproportionately - Exposed.'"| EEA -l
: Journal.18 (March / April, 1992): . 16-17;;RobertjD. Bullard,1"In Ours i

Backyards: Minority Communities ' Get ~ Most '_of ? the Dumps." LEEA !
~

j Journal 18 . (March / April, 1992):- 11-12; Bryant and Mohai,' Race and |
the Incidence of Environmental Hazards' (Boulder, CO:1 Westview

,

j Press, 1992), pp. 163-17.6.
. .. . .

'

i .

Sites and the' Black ' Houston 1
! Bullard, " Solid . Waste2

f

i Community."pp. 273-288; Robert D. Bullard, Invisible Houston: The-
j Black Experience in Boom 'and Bust (Collega Station, .TX:- . Texas A&M- H
; University . Press, 1987), chapter ~ ' 6;: Robert )D.- -Bullard,. 1

A' Journal"of ~)1 " Environmental Racism and Land Use'." : Land Use Forum :

Law. Poliev & Practice 2 (Spring, 1993): 6-11.! -!
5 y

3 United Church of Christ commission ' for Racial: Justice,-
3

] Toxic Wastes and Race; Paul Mohai and Bunyan Bryant, " Environmental
j Racism: Reviewing the Evidence," pp. 163-176.

-

-

Marianne Lavelle and Marcia Coyle, " Unequal. Protection,"4

i National Law Journal,-September'21, 1992, pp. S1-S2. ~ >

t

} 8 Robert D. Bullard, Confrontina - Environmental Racism:

| Voices from the Grassroots (Boston: South End Press, . 1993),

j chapter 1.

See Commission for Racial Justice,; Toxic Wast'en and' Race'-I 8

[ in the United States; Robert . D. Bullard, - ed., :Confrontinai !

j Environmental Racism: Voices from the Grassroots, chapter.1;, Robert .
~

} D. Bullard, "The Threat of Environmental Racism,"| Natural Resources
3 & Environment 7' (Winter, 1993): 23-26; Bunyan - Bryant and Paul I

i
!

i
J

b ,

-
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Environmental racism is reinforced by government, legal, economic, j

|

political, and military institutions.

The same forces that drive toxic waste incinerator proposals

i to Kettleman City and East Los Angeles (CA), Emelle (AL), Southside-
|

Chicago and Sauget (IL), and Alsen (LA) also operate in pushing

proposals for low-level nuclear storage facilities or monitored-
retrieval storage (MRS) proposal on Native American Reservations,

operate in targeting a uranium enrichment plant proposal for one of

the poorest regions of the country and a regions where African
Americans are significantly overrepresented in the population---the

!
South and Clairborne Parish, Louisiana.

'

The southern United States is this nation's Third World where

people of color, low-income, and working-class communities have

become the " dumping grounds." The findings in DumDina in Dixie:-

! Race, Class, and Environmental Ouality show that African Americans

in the southern states have borne a disparate burden in the siting

of hazardous waste landfills and incinerators, lead smelters,

petrochemical plants, and a host of other noxious facilities.7 The ,

'Mohai, eds., Race and the Incidence of Environmental Hazards, pp.
| 163-176; Regina Austin and Michael Schill, " Black, Brown, Poor and

Poisoned: Minority Grassroots Environmentalism and the Quest for
Eco-Justice." The Kansas Journal- of Law and Public Policy 1

(1991): 69-82; Kelly C. Colquette and Elizabeth A. Henry ,

Robertson, " Environmental Racism: The Causes, consequences, and |

t Commendations." Tulane Environmental Law Journal 5 (1991): 153- 1

207; Rachel D. Godsil, " Remedying Environmental Racism." Michican |
'

Law Review 90 (1991): 394-427. ;

l

7 Robert D. Bullard, DumDina in Dixie: Race. Class and
Environmental Ouality (Boulder: Westview Press) , pp. 25-44; Robert

| D. Bullard, " Ecological Inequities and the New South," Black |
' Communities under Siege," Journal of Ethnic Studies 17 (Winter i

1990): 101-115. |

|

|
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selection of the CEC site in Clairborne Parish conforms to this
pattern.

! The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) failed address

many " social impacts" concerns required under the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and " equity impacts"

(nondiscriminatory effect) covered under Title VI of the 1964 Civil
|

| Rights Act.
|

| Environmental justice and equity concerns have received the
1

| attention of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission. In its September,
l

| 1993 report, the Louisiana Advisory Committee to the U.S.

| Commission on Civil Rights reinforced what many people already

knew: African American communities (along the lower Mississippi

River chemical corridor) bear a disproportionate health and

environmental burden from industrial pollution.'

Health concerns raised by residents and grass-roots activists ,

who live in small towns such as Alsen, St. Gabriel, Geismer,

Morrisonville, Wallace, and Lions (Louisiana) have not been

adequately addressed by local, state, and federal agencies. Many

of these unincorporated communities were established by former

slaves and predate the petrochemical plants and toxic waste-

facilities that moved next-door.
.

The mission of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) was

never designed to address environmental policies and practices that

* Louisiana Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights, The Battle for Justice in Louisiana. . . .

Government. Industry, and the PeoDie (Kansas City: U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, Central Regional Office, September
1993).
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result in unfair, unjust, and regressive outcomes. However,

| environmental equity concerns must be addressed if we are to have

iust and fair siting decisions. Without public input, the NRC and

private industry such as Louisiana Energy Services (LES) are not

likely to ask the questions that go to the heart of environmental

injustice: What groups are most affected? Why are they affected?

How can the problem be prevented?

Residents of two African American communities---Forest Grove

and Center Springs---want answers as to why the nation's first

privately-owned uranium enrichment plant is slated to be built so

close to their communities. Forest Grove (founded just after

slavery in 1866) is just 1.25 miles from the proposed CEC facility.

Center Springs (founded in 1910) is just one quarter mile from the

proposed facility.

Invisible Communities. There are clearly ethical, economic,
|

and legal issues involved in the siting of the LES facility. First

of all, the Clairborne Enrichment Center (CEC) is located

"approximately 8 kilometer (km) (5 miles) from Homer" (p. 1--2).

I The CEC is also located between two African American communities of

Forest Grove and Center Springs. As far as the DEIS is concerned,

these two communities do not exist---they are " invisible" |

communities .' Because of their invisibility, they could not have

consented to host the facility. The socioeconomic and local

community characteristics of Homer were detailed in the DEIS---not '

For an in-depth discussion of this phenomenon see Robert'

D. Bullard, Invisible Houston: The Black Experience in Boom and
Bust (College Station, TX: Texas A&M University Press, 1987).

t

|
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that of Forest Grove and Center Springs, communities closest to the
!
:~

proposed site. ,

Race and' Classe in claiborne Parish.' African- ~ Americans .

comprised 12 percent of the U.S. population and 30.8 percent of I
v. - ,j

|
Louisiana's population in 1990. The. racial,; composition:.of: ;

Clairborne Parish was' 53.43 - whitei - 46.09 ~ African' American, - 0.16-

,

percent Americ'an -Indian, 0.07 percent L Asian,- 0.23 -: Hispanic, and j
;, ,

0.01 percent "other" in 1990. -Because-of out-migration of whites
since the 1990 census, African American make . up._ nearly ; half of

.

!

Claiborne. Parish populationlin 1994.

The CEC facility is proposed.:for a state, where the percent-
,

.!

African American is two and a half.' time greater than the-percent -|
~ ;

African American in.the' nation. The' percent African American:in- [
j

clairborne Parish' is 4 time - greater than - the - percent . African j
!

American in the country. Center Springs ' had approximately '100.-

Uinhabitants (99 percent African American) in 1990.; The population ~

| of Forest Grove was approximately ?150 (100 percenti African
|

| American) in 1990.
Clairborne Parish is poorer than the surrounding parishes.

._

According to the DEIS, the parish per capita. earnings- was only
. compared to~a national average'of"about $5,800 per year. . .

.
i

;

- almost $12,800" (3--108). Clairborne. Parish is.one of:the poorestf

regions of the United States.

Unequal Benefits and Burdens. - Should two. 'small - African ?
,

disproportionate - burden for th'is ~1 American communities bear a
. .

nation's domestic energy shortfall ~l The DEIS: reports that the CEC t

.- j

- - -. . . , . . . . -.
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would produce about 17 percent of the estimated U.S. requirement

for enrichment services in the year 2000 (p.1--5) . ' Too often low-

income and people of color communities have borne a

disproportionate burden for the nation's energy and environmental

policies (costs tend to be regressive), while whites and those
|

communities that fall at the upper end of the income spectrum

receive greater benefits (jobs, increased tax base, new

construction, residential amenities, etc.).
,

clearly, existing Clairborne Parish residents will receive
:

fewer economic benefits (high paying jobs and home construction)

than those who relocate to the area ~or commute'to the proposed i

!
facility. the DEIS predicts that it is unlikely that the project
will get its skilled work-force from the nearby . population, '

particularly Clairborne Parish population. Moreover, CEC staff is :

expected to buy homes "outside of the parish area" (p. 4--33). .

'

The DEIS sums up the socioeconomic impact of a "no action
'

alternative" on the proposed CEC in the following passage:

"The socioeconomic impact of a no-action alternative is
a continuation of the depressed economic conditions in

~

this area an a likely out migration:of skilled and higher
income workers. This region would continue to depend on
its current commercial, industrial, and agricultural

ibase." (p. 4--74)

Given the nature of the proposed' project (for some residents. |

the CEC would bring some unacceptable risks) and work-force-
r

projections (higher-end jobs going to commuters and those who
relocate outside of Clairborne Parish, the CEC facility might have

the opposite effect of that predicted. The existing Clairborne

Parish residents who are better educated and more skilled (and who .

i
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receive jobs at the facility) will likely move to outlying

parishes. This type of out migration is fairly common and

generally results in a fairly predictable pattern of " white

flight." Because mobility options are greater for whites than for

blacks (at every income), the project will likely accelerate the

Clairborne Parish's transition from majority white to majority

black.

Social costs. Social costs include noise, public safety,

mental stress, physical health, land use, and transportation

f impacts on nearby residents. Social costs will be localized to

nearby residents (those closest to the facility such as Forest

Grove and Center Springs), while benefits are more dispersed (jobs

and other economic benefits) for some Clairborne and other parish

residents, and the workers who relocate to the area or commute to

the facility.

Property Values. Several key questions arise regarding

property values and housing equity. What impact will the proposed

project have on property _ values, especially those owners who live
l

closest to the facility? Will the impact on property values be the
! !

'same (positive or negative) for the community residents who live in
:

! 1

| Forest Grove and Center Spring compared to the property values;of
1

owners who live in Homer and other outlying areas? It is unlikely

that the property values of Center Springs and Forest Grove will be

enhanced by the facility. The value of their homes will likely

| decrease with if the facility is approved. |

1

The DEIS identifies Clairborne Parish residents as the ones

i
|

|

I

i
1
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"likely' to fill the lower and of the skill and pay' scale jobs". and ,

occupy housing units where there already is "an over:supplyiof ;

.

lower quality and older homes?" (p. 3--103). Greateri housing;

benefits are likely to . accrue to commuters not existing residents.

Center Springs and Forest Grove would be clear " losers" in this-

-:
,

plan..

Labor Pool. Similarly, economic benefits |(jobs and pay scale)

appear-to be regressive---with existing' residents taking the jobs-
I

at the " lower-end of the skill and pay' scale" and "an' increasing .
.,

number of migrants will take the' jobs" at the higher-end (p. xxii) >

1

The very upper-level . jobs (skilled: health physicists, chemical .

engineers, etc.) will likely'come from'other part's.~of the United- {

States. It is unlikely ' that these iridividuals Lwill- relocate to
-

~

Center Springs, Forest Grove, or the existing. communities'that are
'

closest to the proposed. facility.

Clairborne Parish does not have . ' a shortage of. .. unskilled

workers.- With a dropout' rate of 47' percent, " job training:and'

employment is likely to be awarded to an :available ~ group ' of
?

currently more qualified and 'more educated individuals.. ' Lesser

qualified individuals in the area may obtain jobs in the cafeteria ~,
~

administration, and support services"-(p. xxii).. The CEC will not-

I create an economic rebirth for the large number of parish residents

who fall at the lower end of the economic. spectrum.

Waste Disposal. The DEIS indicates that the CEC will generate -

non-hazardous, radioactive, hazardous,-and mixed wastes. :It also ,

i

indicates that the wastes will be . collected, inspected,' volume . .j

|

.!
_ - - - . - _ _ _.- __ ..< a .. a
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reduced, and transferred to treatment ~ facilities or' disposed of~atj_ ;
,

authorized waste disposal facilities.- The DEIS failed to specify-
where the hazardous wastes,' i.e'.,.Lsolvents, , thinners, phenol

mercury, sulfuric acid,. lead,. pesticides,Eetc.,.willibe-disposed
1

(p. 2--13). Will the hazardous wastes go tofthe nearby licensed' j

1

landfill in Monroe, LA (ouachita-Parish) where overf60 percent;of' j
.

.

the nearby residents are' African Americans? Or will the vastes bel ,

shipped south to. the licensed facility. .in - Alsen,_. . LAj J(Rollins. {
Environmental Services) where over'90-percent of the' community~

I residents are African' Americans? .;,

' :
..

site selection. Process. Didianyone poll the residents; of . ]
Center Springs or Forest Grove aboutLhow.they felt;about'the CEC ;)

facility? One of the site selection criteria'' states','"the facility:
i

should be developed-in a locale where.it:would be considered'an| j
asset to the community" (p. 2-39) . Again, the two African American |

|
communities were defined out of the process. These two' communities j

!

(located just one quarter mile 'and one and one-fourth mil'a from- the-- j

]proposed facility) did M give their consentj to host the CEC

facility. The " Homer" site score (a~ misnomer'since'theisite'is !

|
located some 5 miles from Homer) was ' derived from. opinion ler.lers i

.)<

who reside outside of the two communities where the CEC facility is
,

proposed.

One criteria used in scoring the site:was "an. active _and 1
! i

cohesive community leadership to . facilitate development-. of the- j
;

site" (p. 2--50). Again, " Homer was selected because it was the !

highest rated community. " . (p. 2--5 0) . These results.probably.. .

:

. . - - - . ._.
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would be a lot different if opinion leaders' views'' from Forest ,

j
!

Grove and Center Springs had been used in the community scoring for

site selection. There are = some validity and representativeness

issues involved when views were reported from a community!.that is-

5 miles away (Homer), but no'similar outreach to a-community'that

is just one-fourth mile (Center Springs)-' from 'the' property line of'

the proposed site. j

Decontamination and Decongissioning. The CEC ' proposes ~ to |

operate for 30 years. The phase down. of the proje' t will have Ic'

-

regressive impact with workers-at the: lower-end of the skillsand. |

pay scale experience greater dislocation. Workers at theihigher- .i
.,

end of the skill and pay scale will have more resources at thsir '|
]

disposal to absorb the change'and-relocate. |
-1

Finally, " risky" technologies and " dirty" industries have '!
I

followed the " path of least resistance." Poor people and people of- .|
t

color communities are given a false choice . of "no jobs and no - !

development" versus' " risky low , maying L jobs and pollution'." Some c

:|
industries have often exploited the economic' vulnerability of poor j

i

communities, poor states, and poor. regions for " risky" operations. :ji

i

The proposed CEC facility fits this pattern.

.

a
!

-

:|
!

*

!
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.

f? ~j NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555g3

% #'

% ,,|y# September 22, 1992!

( Occket No: 70-3070

Louisiana Energy Services, L.P.
ATTN: W. Howard Arnold

President
2121 K Street, N.W.

$50"

A con, DC 20037

( Gentlemen:
'

Since disposition of depleted uranium (DU) tails is an important
decommissioninc licensing issue for the proposed Claiborne Enrichment Center,

| the Nuclear Ri " cry Commission performed an assessment of the issues
| involved. Ou aation assumes that the bulk of DU tails will eventually be

disposed of as a waste. We examined the acceptability of disposal of the LES
enrichment plant tails, as depleted UF , in a licensed 10 CFR Part 61' disposal4
facility as suggested by LES's " Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride Management
Study." We have completed our review of this proposal. Based on our

| analysis, we have reached the following conclusions.

The preferred chemical form for final disposition of the DU tails is U 0
regardless o' "-235 concentration. Even if stored tails were later fuhtler
processed ai pleted of U-235, the bulk of DU tails must still be disposed
of. Compareu ith UF , U 0 is the more stable physicochemical form and the4 3s

! more compatible, as regards to safety, with long-term disposition of tails.
Conversion of the DUF to DUF for final disposition is not acceptable because i

4
its physicochemical, 6long-term stabi'.ity is incompatible with final disposal
under 10 CFR Part 61.

The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) supporting 10 CFR Part 61 did not
contemplate large volumes of DU tails. Our analysis, using methodology
'similar to that used for the Part 61 EIS, concludes that near-surface disposal
of such large quantities of DU tails is not appropriate, both because of its i

!potential radiological impact and its chemical toxicity. However, other
disposal alternatives under 10 CFR Part 61 may be viable; e.g., deep mine
disposal. Therefore, disposal options, other than near-surface disposal, must
be considered for the DU tails. Disposal options must be accompanied.with
supporting analyses. The analyses should include funding provisions for
storage, tails conversion to the oxide form, final disposition and, if '

| applicable, transportation costs.

Your analyses should also consider an appropriate schedule for conversion and
I disposal. Since you are proposing to start production in phases, which may
i take several years, the conversion of DUF to DU 0, or other suitable waste33

form, should start 10 to 15 years after initiating production, or after
| generating 80,000 tons of tails, whichever is reached first.

2-s o
-

.
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W. Howard Arnold -2-
.

.

In summary, demonstration of viable means of DU tails ultimate disposition and
provision for financial assurance are needed. It is recognized that the total
volume of waste to be generated.for the-LES Claiborne- Enrichment Center is-
part of a much larger national inventory. Therefore, LES DU tails disposition- ;

may be addressed as part of the national inventory disposal scheme.
'

We would be pleased to discuss these-matters further with you after you have. ,

considered them. If you have any questions, please contact Dr. Lidia A.

Roche' at (301) 504-2695. _;

Sincerely,

(f ~ ,/1
A,

/. ,~) '

40,--

| ohn .N. Hickey. Chief
.t

| Fuel Cycle Safety; Branch-
| Division of Industrial.and

iMedical Safety .
.

Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards 3

cc: Attached list !

;

,

!
f

$

I

|
|

.
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ATTACHED LIST . ]
i

;

i

:

Dr. W. Howard Arnold- Mr. Michael Mariotte
'

President Executive Director.
Louisiana Energy Services Nuclear.Information:and :

2121 K Street, NW Resource Service !

Suite 850 1424 16th Street, NW~ !

Washington, DC ' 20' 77 Suite 601 1-

Washington,.DC 20036 |
:Mr. Peter G. LeRoy :

Licensing Manager Administrative Judge. .!
Louisiana Energy Services Richard F. Cole - i

c/o Duke Engineering & Services,.Inc. ' Atomic Safety and Licensing Board |

P.O. Box 1004 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ;

Charlotte, NC 28201-1004 Washington, DC.-20555-
'

i
Mr. J. Michael McGarry, III Administrative Judge ;

Winston & Strawn Frederick J.'Shon . , ,
' .

1400 L Street, NW
.

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Washington, DC 20005 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

| Washington,.DC 20555. !

Mr. Ronald L. Wascom .
| Deputy Assistant Secretary Office of Commission' Appellate-

Office of Air Quality and Adjudication
,

Radiation Protection - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission- ;
'

Louisiana Dept. of Environ. Quality Washington, DC 20555-

.

P.O. Box 82135 .

,

| Baton Rouge, LA 70884-2135 Morton B. Margulies, Chairman ,

Atomic Safety and Licensing' Board ;

Ms. Diane Curran U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission i
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